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This teaching guide and student workbook for a

157-hour course in textile and sewin4 instruction is one of a naaber
of military-deveLoped curriculum packages selected for adaptation to
vocational instruction and curriculum development in a civilian
setting. The twelve lessons include textile terminology, hand and
machine-sewn seams, and operation and maintenance of sewing machines.
Parachutes and flight clothing are used as examples for study in the
instructional materials. The plan of instruction, which suggests
number of hours of class time devoted to each objective, is divided
into three blocks with sepa ate titles. Blo.,:k I, Sewing Principles
and Lightweight sewing Meal es, Icomgists of seven lessons: Textile
Terminology (2 hours) , Hand wfi Seems (6 hours), Hardware
Installation (2 hours), Operation/Maintenance Of Class 31 Sewing
Machine (22 hours), Machine Sewn Seams (19 hours),
Identification/Zonstruction/Maintenance of Personnel/Organizatioaal
Clothing (23 hours), and Technical Order Diagram and Blueprint
Interpretation (4 hours). Block 2, Textile Fabrication and Mediaa
Weight Sewing Machines, contains three lessons: Operation and
Maintanatce of Class 111 Sewtna Machines (27 hours), Pattern Design
and Layout (5 hours). Block 3, Parmchute Sfstems Repair and Special
Sewing Machines, cc,nsists of two lessons: Personnel Parachute Repair
Using Class 31 Sew:.ng Machine (16 hours) and Operation and
haintenance af Class 7 Sewing Machina (6 hours).,Instructor materials

. include criterion objectives and list of support materials needed.
The student study guides/workbooks parallel this plan of instruction
and contain objectives, information (text) and exercises. (Films
referenced are not provided.) temo,,/
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This military tertnical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical

Education," a project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Educatior, and Welfare.
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MILITAN CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materialS in this cc4rse

peckage uere selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr

ination to the six regional Curriculum COordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these oaurses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational

educabors in the civilian setting.

The course materials uere acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

clissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.



The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHEfl INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

1011 11-0,lOrt and Field
SrIvices Divhion
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the !J.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses an microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and ttp subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technital education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Ltrualik4;x1Liiriaidireiraleakaahm.d..i.ii..1111

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in you. region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

cliiRICULUM COORDINATON CLNIEfiS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, I L 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West Stateletreet
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292 -6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
MississipPi State, MS 39762
601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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MBA 42733

Course Dscription.
Ammmyy........W

This course contains 157 hours of textile and sewing instruction. The lessons
include textile terminology, hand- and machine-sewn seams, and operation/main-
tenance of Class 31, 111, and 7 Sewing Machines. Parachutes and flight clothing
are used as examples for studying instructional materials.

Block VII -- Sewing Principles and Lightweight Sewinji Machines consists of
7 lessons covering 78 hours of instruction. The lesson topics and
respective hours follow:

Textile Terminology (2 hours)
Hand Sewn Seans (6 hours)
Hardware Installation (2 hours)
Operation/Maintenance of Class 31 Sewing Machine (22 hours)
Machine Sewn Seams (19 hours)
Identification/Construction/Maintenance of

Personnel/Organizational Clothing (23 hours)
Technical Order Diagram and Blueprint Interpretation (4 hours)

Block VIII -- Textile Fabrication and Medium Weight SewingLMachines contains
3 lessons covering 57 hours of instruction.

Operation/Maintenance of Class Ill Sewing Machines (27 hours)
Pattern Design and Layout (5 hours)
Fabrication/Maintenance of Upholstery and Soundproofing (25 hours)

Block IX -- Parachute Systems Repair and Special Sewiali151hyle consists, of
2 lessons covering 22 hours of instruction. Three lessons were deleted
due to military specific materials.

Personnel Parachute Repair Using Class 31 Sewing Machine (16 hours)
Operation/Maintenance of Class 7 Sewing Machine (6 hours)

These blocks contain both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor
materials include a plan of instruction detailing units of instruction, criterion
objectives, duration of lessons, and support materials needed. A set of 11
student study guides/workbooks are included which parallel the plan of instruction.

Three military films concerning sewing machine use/maintenance are referenced,
but are lot provided. Some documents can be used individually as sub-units,
remedial, or individualized study, and the entire course can be used in a group
instructional setting or adapted for individual use.



Classroom Course 18-2

FABRICATION Si PARACHUTE SPECIALIST

Study Guide/Workbook

(USAF 3ABR 42733)

Table of Contents

Plan of Instruction

Study Cuide/Workbooka

Page
1

26

POI

Textile Terminology 2 26

Hand Sewn Seams 4 40

Hardware Installation 6 , 47

Operation/Maintenance of Class 31 Sewing
Machines 8 57

Machine Sewn Seams 10 99

Identification/Construction/Maintenance of
Personnel/Organizational Clothing 12 111

Technical Order Diagram and Blueprint
Interpretation 14

Operation/Maintenance of Class 111 Sewing
Machine 16 122

Pattern Design and Layout 18 177

Fabric, ton/Maintenance of Upholstery And
Soundproofing 20 185

Personnel Parachute Repair Using Class 31
Sewing Machine 22 199

Operat ton/Maintenance of Class 7 Sewing
Machine 24 212
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

(Technical Training)

FABRICATION AND PARACHUTE SPECIALIST

CHANUTE TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
Chanute Air Force Base, Illinois
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othat at MST .vetfil
PLAM OF INSTRUCTIONIUSSON PLAN PART I

ItYab;icatIon and Parachute Sreciallst

VII Scwin Pr nci les ;rid Li htwei,in. Sowin, Machines
OLOCK NUMOSR

RSE TENT TIME

. Textile Terminology

a. Without reference, identtfy terms, characteristics,
storage procedures, and uses of textiles, with 30% accuracy.
STS: Ila Meas: W

2

SUP ERVIWR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (P ART R)

SIGMATURk 'MD DATE
SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION NUMIEN
C3A3R42733 000

OA TV irvirwir7-

4111, FORM WI 0111.VICHNIROITION ossourra
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COURSE CONTENT...
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

3ABR42733-SW-701, Textile Terminology

Audio Visual Aid;

Charts, Textile Materials (Kit 701)

Training Equipnent
Training Aid 14O, Material Identification (10)

Trainine Metho&I
151771TER on (2, hrs)

MuJtiple Tnstructor Requirements
None

In:;tructional Guidance
Show students training aid on material identification. Emphasize the need
for proper storage conditions of materials.

NOTE: KmphaTA:;e the protection an] care of the training liCerature which
is to be reissued.

'ma.=
PLAN OF plATItyctioN_No.

C3ABR42733 000 1 DATE P

ATC
romm
1111.0 113 A REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A. MAN 73. AND MA, AUG TS. WHICN WILL OE
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Irabrication and Parachute Specialist
LO IC U

VII
.

Sewing Principlen :11,4 Lightweight Sewing MachinesaliiiiraTTIlif'Ag
. Hand Sewn Seams

*a. Given textile materials and tools, fabricate hand sewp seams
as outlined in student study material, while observing all safety
precautions. STS: 3a, 9, 14. 20 Meas: W. PC

'

6

(4/2)

WPERVISOR APPROVAL' OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURI AND DAT/

1 5
PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NUMMI'',

C3ABR42733 000

DAtt PARC NO.ss
133 PRevrous aDIII on II 010Le11we. VS
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COURSI CONTE MY

SUPPORT MATERIAtAND GUIDANCE

1

Student Instructional Materials

VONETTirgiewnins

Audio Visual Aids
ffone

Training Equi ent
!IeedI, flarnes.91T)
Cord, Cotton (1)
Textile Materials (1)
Handtools (1)
Training Aid, 2647, Seams, Hand and Machine Sewn (1 )

Training Methods
Discussion ( S lhrs)
Demonstration ( / hrs)

Performance (A.S-hrs)
CTT Assignments (2 hrs)

. r

Multiple Instructor Requirements

None

Instructional Guidance
Describe Lhe uses, of the four basic hand sewn seams or various types of

parachutes. Stredthe importance of conserving cord and textile materials.

AN OF INSTRAMTION
CABRI42733 000

I DATE
PAIN2;

LTC I33A
NEPLAcEs ATC rooms MA, MAR 71, AND 770A, ADO 72. WHICH WILL IBE
It.... In

16

711.31.411



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

Princi lea

LESSON PLAN PART I
RAM ELINGTNUCTOG . .

rabrication

mtd Liklatweisbc

and Parachute Specialist
LOCK WUNDER N trtt.w

VII I Sewing

..
$ewina Machines

RSE cONTINT ME
.. Hardware Installation

*a. Given parachute hardware and tools,
as outlined in student study material, while
precautions. STS: 3a, 9, 10 Meas: W,

install the hardwarn
observing all safety

PC

/

,

2

PERVt R,--.W---e,APPII_IVA_._..___._..._L.OFLn

SIGNATURE AND DATE
,SIGNATURE AND DATE

1.---------
1 "I46 i

0 Aft e- NO.

37
PLAN Or INSTRUCTION HOUSER

C3ABR42733 000

ATC "1". 133OCT 71I
PO61001111 tOlOON 00100LITS



Or .10 or o ire or S o roe of I w.. I proweterseme ammo

COURSE CWITENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student luntructional Materials
WW2731:1W7n, Hardware Installation

Audio Vi:ival Aids

VEurs, Hard and Special Tools (Kit 107).

Training Equipment
Hand and L'pecial Tools (1)
Presses (6)
Work Benches (10)
Parachute Hardware (1)
Traininp Aid, 2645, Interlocking Fastener
Training Aid, 2649, Hardware (10)

Training M(.!thods
biscussion (.S hrs)
Demonstration ( s hrs)
Performance ( / hrs)

Multiple Instructor Ft9uirements
Rone

Inftruotional Guidance
Discuss and stress safety requirements for each tool used for parachute work.
Di:Irii.;s with students the importance of timely removal and replacement of
parachute hardware in order to prevent further damage to the parachute
assembly.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
P.3Afi1th2Y33 000

ATe Ill A

FITIATE 1 P401 O.

REPLACCS ATC FORMS 3S7A. MAN 711, AND 770/1. AUG 71. VINICII RILL E 7 11 W44
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MAKIN' INSTRUCT /I.1$3014 PLAN PART I

Neat terflIOLIBit
Fabrication and Parachute Specialist

K U rtITCT

VII Sewing Principles ;,lid Lightweight !:pwinn Machines

RSE CaTINT

. Operation/Maintenance of Class 31 Sewing Machine

a. Without reference, identify nomenclature and rum-Limy; of
the class 31 sewing machine,-with 80% accuracy. STS: 13a Meas: W

*b. Given a class 31 sewing machine, tools, and materials,
operate the sewing machine TAW technical publications, while
observing all safety precautions. STS: 3a, 9, 11b, 13h

*c. Given a class 31 sewing machine and tools,"perform
maintenance on the sewing machine TAW technical publications,
while observing all safety precautions. STS: 3a, 9; 11b, 13c
Meas: W, PC

TIME

22

(16/6)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART (1)

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND OATS

PLANr#INsTmucflommumeen

C3A1R42733 000

ATC r°"" 133 pall1NOUll somos Is COSOLISTII
OCT VS

19
DATE lp AOC KO.

S?
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COURS( CONTENT

40+

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
)A11R42713-SW-704, Operation/Maintenance of Class 31 Sewing Mechine

Audio Vi:mal Aids
Charts, Class 31 Sewing Machine (Kit 701i)

Film: TVO 58-4, Maintenance of Class 31 Sewing Machine

Trainine Equipment
table, Cutting (140)
Machine, Sewing, Calss 31 (1)
Handtools (1)
Textile Materials (1)

Traininr Methoth;
Di:muosion 1 3 hrs)
DirmonAration ( a hrs)

Ibrforman'e ( H hrs)
CTT Assignments (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requiroments
Ney,ETqtren,§173-er7,171 (2)

ImAruetional Guidance
Dincuss nomenclature and operation of the Class 31 sewing machine by placing
emphasis on Punctional features of major components. EMphasis should also be
placed on safety precautions used when operating sewing machines, such as

.1. balance wheel, needle, and electrical portions of the machines. Give the
students a thorough demonstration on machine operating procedures.
Discuss with the students the purpose of completing only those repairs
within one's capability. Emphasize how preventive maintenance of a seirLng
machine ensures proper functioning and aids in correct repair.

PLAN or I Olost Tom. No
C3ABW42733 000

Tr PAQI NO.



PLAN Of stIsTRUCTIO14/LESSON PLAN PART I
..,

`MAME Or INSTPUeToi IrNUMNruntri
1 la a
4....

brication nd Parachute Specialist
0 KNU

VII Sewing PrInclnlcr ond Lightweight Scwlug MachinesCOURSr5Wfliin'ar---+
.-4

Mit

19
(1514)

5. Machine Sewn Seams
,

*a. Given a class 31 sewing machine and textile materials,
fabricate machine sewn seams as outlined In student study material,
while observing all safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, 11b, 13b, 20 Meas: W, PC

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART In
SIGNATURE MID DATE IGNATURE AND DATES

PLAI OF INSTRUCTION NUMIIIR

C3ABR42733 000

DATIE PAO! NO.

4 1
ATC FORM 133rip, vs potV101,11111,1110N IS Ossot.aTE
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COUPSI corralIT II

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
5ThR427r5-34-705, -Machine SewnSeams

Audio Visual Aids
Kachine Swipe No. 1 and No.2 (Kit 705)

Training fiTuipment
Machine, Sewing, Class 31 (1)
Table, Cutting (10)
Toxtile Materials (1)
Handtools (1)
Training Aid, 2647 (10)

Training Methods
ffrscu:ision hrs)

Demonstration (3 hrs)
Ibrformanve ( io hrs)

CTT Assignembnts(4 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
MTETEST7 Ei*-17firrlen Supervision

ln.ltructional Guidance
ntres the importance of following safe
of machine s2wn seaMs. Place emphasis
formation to prepare for later work on

Pt. As or 1144 T RUCTION Am.

P3A131U42733 00J

(2)

ty precautions during cons
on the importance of good
parachutes and clothing.

1 DATE

t.

truction
seam

PA011 NO.

CS C
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0 INSTRUCTION/LESSON
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iabrication

PLAN PANT 1
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and Parachute rpeclalist
-1Mot mal

VII Sewing Princieles ail!! Lightweight Svwing Ilachlnes
COURSE COHTEM1

11-7-1"1.41

W

23

(17/6)

. Identification/Construction/Maintenance
Organizational Clothing

a. Without reference, identify fact.,
types of protective clothing, ith 807:

*b. Given personnel/organizational
class 31 sewing machine, and tools, repair/service
lAW technical publications, while observing
SI'S: 3a, 9, 11b, 13b, 25b, 25c Meas:

*c. Given personnel/organizational
class 31 sewing machine, and tools, assemble/disassemble
seals on clothing IAW technical publications,
safety precautions. STS: 3a, 9, 11b, 13b,

of Personnel/

and princlpleh
accuracy.

clothing,

all

W, PC

clothing,

while
25d

runcerning
STS: 25.a Meas.

applicable TO,
the clothinp

safety precautions.

applicable TO,
wrist

observing all
Meas: W, PC

,

SUPERVISOR APPRO AL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART U.)

SIONATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

Pi..Asi Os IIi$TAUCitoN NOMMEN

C3ABR42733 000

DATE P AOC NO.
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Stuilent Instructional Materials

51ri1i2733-S7:706, Identifairgn/Construction/Maintenance of Personnel/
Organizational Clothing

TO 1hP3-1-112, Maintenance Instructions, Nomex Flight Gear, Type CiA1-17/P,
Gloves, Type 0S-RRP-1

TO 00-25-120, General Repair of Clothing

Audio Visual Aids
'Charts, Inspection and Repair of Aircrew Flying Clothing (Kit 706)

TraiT4nE_ Eltal7rrA
1M1117177,77707T-Trlass 31 (1)
Aircrew Flying Clothinp (1)
Training Aid 2638, Helmet, E-9 Assembly (10)
Training Aid 2640, Arctic Mitt Assembly (10)
Tool Kit, Fabric and Rubber Products Specialist (1)

Training Methods
DIscussIon ( 5 hrs)
Demonstration ( 2 hrs)
Performance (10 hrs)
CTT Assignments (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
May, Equipment, Super7717= (2)

InAruetional Guidance
buring inspection and-repair procedures on flight.clothing, take special c4re
to insure that :Afety procedures are correctly followed when utilizing
handtools and sewing machines. H ve students replace interlocking fastener
On flight suit, replace wTiAltlet oi flight jacket, and repair 1/2 inch
tear on flight suit. Stress the i portance of following TO instructions.

0111110.. =11111.101Y

PI* abadIAMMY5rekit? OATS AOS NCt

Iv% 4 1411PLACP11 ATc COMO TATA MAN 71, Amp /Ns& AIM WILL ar
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/I.ESSOS PLAN PART 1
Inincrninrourn-

rabri.ation and Parachute SpeciAliat
OCK muMitif

VII

IIILOCK Tir
Sewing Prtnelpies 0,41 ;;Iowing Machines

COURSE CONTENT--
.11MdMM.m..m

1. TIME

7. Technical Order Diagram and BLit:print Intc-pretatinn

. 1:ithout reference, identify facts and rorinciple,; concerning
technical order diagram and blueprint interpration, with 8n7
accuracy. SFS: 21a, 21d Meas: W

Mlimm=mmm

4

(2/2)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L E ',SON PLAN (PART II)

SIGNATURE AND DATE

PPLA., or ofirrwucTIOly UMUER

C lABR42733 000

A1NC 133

rIFFIT

VGNATURE Amp pm"

-Plevious (Dillow is essout



PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Coolusdies IWO
rrorrn-mlammum81=111NIPINIIMIINEMMe

Callan CONTENT

SUPRAT MATMIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Ma iprials
3OTE2 737:57:BUrn DsiLn and Layout

Audio Visual Aids
None

None

Traini up Met hitk:
bi-scusAnn Tiro)
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1ahricat1nn and Parachute Specraist

SLOCK NUMOIR
VIII Textile Fabric itiou and Medium Weight Sewinf; Machines

COliRSE ThWITM

1. Operation/Maintenance of Class 111 Sewing Machine 27

(21/6)
a. Without reference, identify nomenclature and functiong of

the class 111 sewing machine, with 307. accuracy.
STS: 134 Meas: W

*b. Civen a class 111 sewing machine, tools, And mileriztl!;,

operate the sewing machine JAW technical publications, while
ob,:erving all safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, 111), 13b Meas W, PC

*c Given a class 111 sewing machine arietools, perform
maintenance on,the sewing machine 1AW technical puhltcatlons,
while observing all safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, 11b, 13c Meas: W, PC
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Studpn t Int:true tiona I Ma terials

301142733.SW-601, Operation/Maintenance of the Class 111 Sewing Machine

Audio Visual Ai(is

Charts, Clans 11114 Selwing Machine (Kit 801)
Film: TVL 58-3, Maintenance of Class 111 Sewing Machine

Training Equimmt
Machine, Sewing, Class 111W (1)
Tah1c, Cutting (10)
Handtools (1)
Textile Materials (1)

meth0,13
Discussion (.2./- hr:1)

Demonstration (3.5 hrs)

Performance (ic hrs)
CTT Assignments (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements

Sa fet3, 1 Equipment , Supervision (2)

'Instructional Guidance
Be surf, to stress safety precautions used when operating sewing machines.
Watch the balance wheel, needle, and electrical portions of the machine.
Give the students a thorough demonstration on machine operating procedurer.
Discuss with students the purpose of completing only those repairs within
one's capability. Emphasize how preventive maintenance of a sewing machine
ensures proper functioning and aids in correct repair.

NOTE: Rmphasizo the protection and care of the training literature which
is to be reissued.
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Textile Fabricatioe and Medium WeiOlt Sewinu Machines
COURSE COM TEN T TIME

2. Pattern 1,64aigar4d Layout

a. Given applicablc+,tools and material, lay out a pattern and
fabricate a template. FiniF711-6d template must be constructed
according to local standards.
STS: 3a, 9, 17c, 18c, 21a, 21d Meas: W, PC
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Studont Itritructional Mt:aerials
3AIIN142733 -311 -6022 Pattern Design and Layout

Audio Visual Aids
None

Training Equipment
Machine, Stencil (1)
Stencil Papor (1)

Training Methods
( hrs)

Demonstraticn ( hrs)
Performance ( a hrs)
crT Assignments (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
None

Instructional Guidance
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. Fabrication/Maintenance

a. Without reference,
types of upholstery
STS: 24a, 24b Meas:

of Upholstery

identify facts
and aircraft soundproofing

W

111 sewing machioe,
an upholstery project,

specifications,
9, 11b, 13b, 24c

111 sewing machine,
for a soundproofing

panel TAW the
safety precautions.

24c Meas: W, PC

,

and Soundproofing

and principles concerning
with 807 accuracy.

tools, upholstery material,
fabricate the item of

while observing all safety
Meas: W, rc

tools, soundproofing

prolect, fabricate
project specifications,

and soundproofing, class
lwect and

while observing all

W, PC

/

Y

o

25

(19/0

*b. Given a class
and specifications for
upholstery TAW the project
precautions. STS: 3m,

*c. Given a class
material, and specifications
an aircraft soundproofing
while observing all
STS: 3a, 9, llb, 13b,

*d. Given items
Ill sewing machine,
repair each item IAW
safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, 1lb, 13b,

of damaged upholstery
tools, and repair specification..,

repair specifications,

24d, 24e Meas:
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PLAN OF INSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART 1 (ContinestIes

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

7514271J-S11,1464, FabricationTgaintenance of UphL-57EiFir-and Siundproofing
Student Instructional Materials

Audio Visual Aids
MR's, Wholstery and Aircraft Soundproofing (Kit 804)

Training Equipment
Machine, Sewing, Class 111 (1)
Training Aid 2635, Aircraft Seat Cushion (10)
Hand and Foot Press (VD)

Training Methods
UrTgission (.5 hrs)
Demonstration (2.5 hrs)
Performance (16 hrs)

crT Assignments (6 hrs)

Multi le Instructor Requirements
e yo tquIneri Irlupervision (2)

InAructlunal Guidance
Appearance and 6777 are important in good upholstery. The correct materials
must be unPd for upholstery to perform its designed function. Have the
students make a cushion and a piece of soundproofing to be used for inspection
and repair. Discuss appearance and comfort as factors of good upholstery.
Explain the purpose of upholstery buttons.

5. Related Training (identified in course chart) 2

6. Measurement and Critique 2

.a. Measurement Test

b. Tent Critique
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Parachutc rw;tem,
CO RSE

.

r, pafr and Spvcial Sewitdi Machines
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. Personnel Parachute Repair Using Class 31 Sewing Machine

*a. Given damaged personnel parachute componenets, a class 31
sewing machine, tools, and student study material, rcpair the
components as outlined in student study material, while observing
all safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, lib, 13b, 17e Meas: W, PC
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LOME CONTENT 023

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3AI:1%2733-5W-/01, Personnel Parachute Repair Using Glass 31 Sewing Machine

Audto Visual Aids
None

Trainin Equipment
Mac me, oevang, clRss 31 (1)
Table, Cutting (10)
Parachute Components, Perscnnel
Handtools (1)
Textile Materials(1)

Training Motho,k;
cucion

Demonstration ( / hrs)
Performance (/41110 hrs)

CTT Assignmonts (4 hrs)

/1)

Multiple InAructor koquirements
tafety, 'Equipment 0 Supe evis i on (2)

SI

Tnstructional Guidance
Be sure to emphasize to students that repairs made to parachute components
must meet or exceed the requirements of th- original item being repaired.
Discuss major repairs that are made to parachute components. Give the
student a complete demon:;tration on the repair of each parachute component that
he/she is required to cornplete for the unit of instruction.

NOTE: Dvhanize the protection and care of the training literature which
is to be reissued.
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L6cKmumalia

1X Parachute !;%.,:teti, r,Tair nnd !:perial Sewing Machines
COURSE CON1F MT

5. Operation/Maintenance of Class 7 Sewing Machine

7717-14E

a. Without reference, identify nomenclature and functions
of the class 7 sewing machine with 1307. accuracy. STE: Ila Meas: W

4

*h. Given a class 7 sewing machine, tools and motel-111s,
operate the sewing machine lAW technical publications, while
observing all safety precautions.
STS: 3a, 9, 11b, 13b, 13c Meas: W, PC

6
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COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Inotruetional Materials
301U177T3-SW445 Dperation/Maintenance of Class 7 Sewing Machine
TO 34Y7-2-1, Instructions for Using and Adjusting Singer Sewing hachine 7-33

Audio Visual Aids
Charts, OperAioniMnintenance of Class 7 Seeing Nachine (Lit 905)

Training Equipment
Machrne, Twing, Class 7 (2)
Table, Cutting (10)
HanItools (1)
Textile Materials (1)

Traininr Mothods
Meussion (
Demonstration ( / hrs)
Performance ( hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
None

Instructional Guidanco
fricuon de:loription oporntion or tho 7 sewing machine. Demonstrate
operating procedures by placing emphasis on safety precautions used when
operating the sewing machine, such as balance wheel, needle, and electrical
portions of the machine.
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Life Support Branch
Chanute AFIL Illinois

TEXTILE TERMINOLOGY

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42733-SW-701

On completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able todefine textile terms and describe the use and storage of materials.

INTRODUCTION

Terms are used in describing textiles and their properties thatshould be understood by everyone in this career field. Knowing theterms, of course, is not enough. The fabrication and parachute spe-cialist must also gain an understanding of how materials are used andstored.

INFORMATION

TEXTILE TERMS

In the manufacture of textile fibers and materials, certain termsare used which are standard throughout the textile industry. These
terms are used in Air Force stock lists to assist in identifying and
classifying materials, and in workbooks and student study guides through-out the school. In order for the fabric and rubber products specialistto understand and comply with instructions in these various publications,as well as subsequent paragraphs in this study guide, he should have aknowledge of the pertinent terms.

Blips

A bias is a diagonal line of a cut, a fold, or a seam across apiece of textile material at an angle of 45 degrees to the direction
of the filling threads in the materiel. BiAs construction is used to
save material, prevent tearing between sections, and provide elasticitywhere it is a requirement for satisfactory performance of the article.The bias direction of the fabric has a greater stretching quality thanthe straight direction.

Cloth Weight

All fabrics have a designated cloth weight, which represents theweight of a square yard of the particular cloth or fabric in ounces.
Thus, if a square yard of cotton duck weighs eight ounces, it is called
eight ounce duck.

Supersedes ST 3ABR42733-SW-701 (undated).
OPR: 3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCNTG/TTGU-L - 410; TTVSA - 1



Warp

Threads whith run lengthwise of the cloth parallel to the selvage
edge are the warp threads. If there is a difference in the strength of
the warp and filling threads, the warp threads are usually strongest, as
they form the framewurk for the material and support most of the strain
during the weaving process. Figure 1 Illustrates both warp and filling
threads.

Was

Figure 1. Tfttile Terms.

Filling

rifling I H 41n4o leteilid to db WW01, well, twit plck, It its the
Ihleadm whiih too ,lopswise ihe cloth np It .ntp V I lull 111P lom.
this term IR !WI to be confused with "filling" in the RPRRP RIZIIIK
whi(h means the addition of substances which give body or decrease
porosity of the material. Warp and filling threads must be determined
In pattern layout as patterns are always cut with the warp and filling
unless otherwise stated.

I IN I t -4.4.4.

PlAH4
weave

pip11111 6 1 PS

Figure 2. Basic Weaves.

The two basic weaves are plain and twill (see figure 2). The plain
weave is the simplest method of weaving and gives the smoothest surface
of the fabric. It consists of the *filling threads passing over one warp
thread and under the next warp thread. The twill weave is a more com-
plicated weave in which the filling threads pass over and under more
than one warp thread, thereby producing a surface on the fabric whIch
generally rocognived a. i di ,m111

4



Selvage and Raw Edges

The selvage edges of material are the edges of cloth, tape, or
webbing that are woven to prevent raveling (see figure 1). When the
material is cut, the resulting edge at the cut is referred to as a
raw edge.

Filament

A fiber ot indefinite length, such as filament acetate, rayon, or
nylon may he miles long. Filaments are then spun into yarn.

Staple

Staple is the cutting of a group of man-made filaments into some
desired length for manipulation, either alone or in blends and mixtures.
Staple also refers to natural fibers such as cotton or wool since they
are of short lengths.

TYPES OF FIBERS

NATURAL FIBERS - Cotton - Cotton plant (cellulose)
Linen - Flax plant (cellulose)
Wool - Sheep (protein)
Silk - Silkworm (protein)

MAN-MADE FIBERS - Viscose rayon - Cotton plant
cuprammonium rayon Cotton plant
Acetate - Tree (cellulose)
Vicara - Corn (protein)

SYNTHETIC FIBERS - Nylon Polyamide
Orlon Acrylic
Acrilan - Acrylic
Dacron - Polyester
Fiberglass - Glass

IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF MATERIALS

In order to select the proper materials for a F;pecific project, it
is necessary for You to know the identification, characteristics and
uses of these various materials. It is only then that you will bv able
to accomplish your most satisfactory work.

Threads

Filaments or staples are twisted together to form yarns. No or
more yarns twisted together form a thread or ply-yarn, as the yarn by
itself is too small for practical use. The strength of a thread depends
upon the size and number of yarns used to make up the thread. The
thread numbers on spools indicate the size of the yarn tamed and the
number of yarns that are plied (or twisted) together to give ths.neres-
sary strength to the thread. For example, a 16-4 thread indicates that
the thread WAS made from a single yarn, size 16, and that four of these
single yarns were twisted together to make a thread. The finer the yarn
used, the higher its size number. Silk and nylon thread sizes, however,

4



Or 30are indicated by letters, such as A, E, etc.; the higher the letter,
larger the thread. --Technical orders indicate specification numbers

4
where use of a specific thread is necessary.

Thread is twisted to the left or twisted to the right, depending on
its use. Left-twist thread is always used in the sewing machine because
the action of the stitch-form mechanism will ravel or break right-twist
thread. Left-twist thread may be used for hand sewing. The terms used
to designate left-twist threads are: "machine," "machine twist,9 "left
twist," and "Z twist." A.cord or thread has left, or Z, twist if, when
held in a vertical position, the twist of the yarn follows the slope of
the central portion of the Z; and right, or X twist, if it folloWs the
slope of the central portion of the letter "S", as shown in figure 3.

iI IWIST-1011 Ail
NACNINI tNIISADS AND
COCOS AND NAND SIWiN0

Fabrics

SION/ IWISI--1,011
NAND SOWING Olkliv

Figure 3. Thread Twist.

0 - I - 4 - timm,

In the not too distant past, we were limited to natural fibers as
a source for our fabrics and associated materials, but today with the
advent of synthetic fibers, we can enjoy their improvement in some
respects over the natural fiber.

Currently the natural and synthetic fibers have their respective
advantages and disadvantages. These will be pointed out in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Tapes and Webbings

Tapes aad webbings are so designated if they are not more than 12
Inches wide. Materials over 12 inches wide are considered fabric. The
dividing line between tapes and webbings lies in the weight. Material
up to.and including 15 ounces per square yard is called tape, and over
15 ounces, it is called webbing.

COTTON. This is a unicellular material fiber, usually white,
between 3/8 and two inches long. Chemically it is almost pure cel-
lulose. Cotton fabrics, webbing, and tapes absc.rb water readily unless
treated. They dyy more slowly than the synthetic fabrics and are more

5
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31 susceptible to.mildew and fungus growth. The ,.resence of mildew willseriously affect the tensile strength 01 cotton and other fabrics andshould never be ignored. Heat is less damaing to cotton than to thesynthetics. Insect damage should, however, always be considered sincecotton is a food tor certain cellulose eating inVects and makes goodnesting or cocoon-spinning material for rodents and insects.

DUCK. This is a comparatively firm, heavy, coarse, plain weave,
cotton fabric with weight per square yard from 6 t,o 50 ounces. Duck isfrequently called canvas. There are two general types of duck based onconstruction: Regular duck, in which both the warp and filling yarnsare plied and unsizrd; and flat duck in which the warp yarns are single,sized, with two strands of yarn over as one warp end interlining as aiinit with one tilling Yarn which Ls either single or plied.

NYLON. This is a synthetic fiber ot extrope toughness and elasticity.It absorbs very little water, dries quickly, is mildew proof and is notaffected by most ordinary oils, greases or cleaning fluids. It is mothprdof and does not offer anything relative to food for hungry insects.It is sensitive to some chemical fumes, excessive heat, and direct raysof sunlight.

FIBERcIASS. The term "Fiberglass" is a registered trademark for a
variety of products made of or with glass fibers. Uses for glass fibers
and filaments have broadened rapidly since the fiberglass process wasinvented in 1931. Superfine fiber ate used for thermal insulation andsound absorption purposes in military aircraft. Among the advantages of
fiberglass ,,re lightness, noncombustibility and thermally efficient
insulation.

Rubber and rubberii.ed fabrics are used in the manuf wture
of exposure suits and flotation equipment. The';e materials are used as
they are water tight. Rubberized materials are ,,uscev.tible to de' -iora-tion due to heat and mildew. F(,am rubber, which is thick and resilient,
is often 11,-;ed as padding in upholstery and aircraft crash pads.

VINY1, Many types of vinyl materials are now in use. It is availablein various thicknesses, colors and textures, depending on its intended
use. Some are constructed of plastic only, while others have cloth
hacking bonded in place on the back. ft may be used for seat covers,
dust covers and associated items. Vinyl is vapor tight and has a smooth
or textured surface. It can easily be cleaned with soap and water,
how,:ver, detergents should not he used due to their deteriorating effect
on the vinyl.

STORAGE oF COTTON AND NYLON

It is necessary to know the general principles of care and storage
of materials. They differ considerably In their resistance to damage
from moisture, heat, mildew, !ungus, insects, and rodents. There are
certain insects, however, that will eat almost anything; mice will build
nests in almost any kind of stored fabric material, and there are
hundreds of fungus growths that thrive unde .loist tropical atmospheriC
conditions. Conditions in various parts of t;le world vary widely in
regard to humidity, heat, or cold, and the presence of insects. Such
conditions must be taken into consideration when storage and proper care



of materials is undertaken. The following ideal storage conditions
should be attained as nearly as possible: a dry room with temperature
ot 740 Fahrenheit, absence of direct sunlight, a storage room construction
that affords protection against insects and mice, wooden shelves for
storage, and air conditioning or some method of humidity control.

Now let's consider some of the characteristics of materials which
you should know if you are to be responsible for their conservation.
Nylon absorbs very little water, dries quickly, is mildew proof, and is
not affected by most ordinary oils, greases, or cleaning fluids. It is
mothproof and, since it is not an animal fiber like wool or silk, does
not offer food to hungry insects. However, if insect larvae are inside
the folds of stored fabrics, they may eat their way out. Soiled or
greasy spots in the fabric will attract insects.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PARACHUTE MATERIALS (NYLON)

Parachute Requirements

If a parachute is to serve its purpose, it must be reliable.
Reliability is the most important requirement for safe parachutes.
To be reliable, the parachutes must meet certain engineering
requirements.

These requirements are achieved if the materials, used in the
manufacture of the parachutes, possess certain construction characteris-
tics and if the ?arachutes are properly serviced by the parachute rigger.
Some of these requirements are:

1. Opening Time: A must requirement for personnel parachutes,
especially in low altitude bailouts, is a alick opening. Packing pro-
cedures, egress systems and engineering design provide means for quick
opening. Parachute riggers are responsible for insuring that the para-
chutes they pack not only open, but that they open as quickly as they
were designed to. This is under any emergency condition that may arise.

For deceleration and cargo parachutes, a slower opening time is
desired. The faster the opening time, the greater the opening forces on
the parachute.

2. puning Forces: The forces exerted on the load at the
time of deployment and inflation.

3. Canux ?rag: The drag, pull, or braking force of the
parachute pulling through the air at the time of deployment.

4. Stability: The control or stabilization of the swing or
oscillation of the parachute after opening.

Good Characteristics

All materials have good and bad characteristics. Since paraobutes
are made of nylon, the characteristics did/cussed in this lesson will
apply to nylon. Of the various materials tested, "Nylon 66" possesses
most of the good characteristics to meet the engineering requirements.

7



33 The following is a list of the good characteristics and their relation-
ship to parachutes.

1. Air Permeability: A term used to designate the measured
volume of air that will flow through cloth at a given pressure. A
material that has shrunk because of becoming wet has less air permeability
since the weave has been drawn together. Air permeability is of impertaece
to those who design, use and service parachute assemblies because it
affects the reliability, opening time, opening force, canopy drag, and
the stability of the parachute assembly.

DO NOT, FOR ANY REASON, PACK A WET PARACHUTE

a. Openigs Time. The greater the airflow through a
canopy, the slower the opening time of that canopy. As a rule, a desirable
feature for personnel parachutes is quick opening time. For deceleration
and cargo parachutes, a slower opening time is desired. The faster the
opening time, the greater the opening shock of the parachute.

h. Opening Force. The greater the airflow through a
canopy, the less the opening force. The deceleration (braking force) of
the assembly ts built up over a longer period of time, thus enabling the
material of the parachute assembly to withstand and decelerate greater
loads.

e. Canopy Dr:al. The smallerkthe amount of airflow
through the canopy, the greater the canopy drag or braking force of the
parachute assembly.

d. Stability. The greater the airflow through the
canopy, the more stable the parachute assembly. There are stability
requirements a parachute must meet. For example, the deceleration
parachute should not swing or oscillate more than five degrees on either
side of a straight line direetly back of the aircraft's fuselage.

2. Streag_th: A term for that property of material by which
it can resist strain or rupture induced by external forces. It is
expressed as tensile strength, which is measured in pounds per square
inch, or as tenacity, which is measured in grams per denier. Selection
of the most suitable material for parachute design is imperative. The
strength of the parachute is determined to a great degree by the strength
of the material used in its construction. Nylon is one of the strongest
synthetics. Strength is a good characteristic, and also an important
requirement for safe, reliable parachutes.

3. Elonlation: Deformation caused by a tensile force. It
is expressed as percentage of stretch over the original length and may
be measured at any specific load or at break. The ability to elongate
gives strength to the material. Nylon will stretch from 18 to 40 percent,
well above military specifications of 20 to 25 percent.

4. Elasticitx or Elastic Recovery) The property of a filament
of yarn to elongate (stretch) upon application of tension, and to recover
part or all of the original length upon release of tension. A test given
to determine the elasticity of a material is to give it a 4 percent
stretch and then determine the percent of return to its original length,

8
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A material that will return to 75 to 95 percent of its original length 34
is said to have a satisfactory elastic characteristic. A material that
will return io 9, percent of its original length has excellent elastic
characteristics. Nylon will return to 100 percent of its original
length; therefore, its elastic characteristic is classified as
excellent. A parachute manufactured from material with good elastic
characteristicewill be stronger apd have less opening shock. Elasticity
is a good characteristic of nylon and is one of the necessary require-
ments for making reliable parachutes.

5. Weight of Nylon Materials: Nylon fibers are lightweight.
Therefore, the materials manufactured of nylon fibers are light-
weight materials. It is desirable for the personnel parachute to
be made of lightweigla materials because the canopy will open
faster and will be lighter and more comfortable for the wearer.
In the case of cargo and deceleration parachutes, the weight of
the assembly is also important. A lightweight parachute enables
the aircraft to carry more weight or cargo load. Lightweight
material is a necessary requirement for all parachutes, and a good
characteristic of nylon.

h. Abrasion Resistance: The degree to which a fabric is
able to withstand wear and rubbing. Nylon has the greatest resist-
ance to abrasion of any material being used in parachutes today'
The amount of resistance it has, however, is not enough to with-
stand the rugged use to which some parachutes are subjected. The
parachute canopy; during the packing process, is-pulled up and
down the packing table. A deceleration parachute, when opened to
brake the landing roll of the plane, often comesilin contact with
the runway. Rubbing over the runways can cause damage by abrasion.
Webbings, such as those used for deceleration parachute riser
webbings, are given a "Merlon" treatment to make titam more resistant
to wear. Abrasion resistance is a good characteristic of nylon
and, although nylon doesn't quite meet the necessary requirements,
it is better than any other material tested for parachute use.

7. Resistance to Mold, Mildew, and _Insects,: The ability of
a material to resist damage which can be caused by mold, mildew,
and insects is an important consideration in the manufacture of
parachutes. Nylon material is wholly resistant to mold, mildew,
and insects. There is nothing in nylon that willsupport the
growth of mold or mildew, and it has no food value to insects.
Parachutes that ar in active service, as well as those that are
in storage, are exposed to conditions which make them liable to
damage from mold, mildew, and insects. Fungus growth and insects
thrive in a warm, damp climate or where those conditions are
present. A parachute that could not resist damage from fungus or
insects would very quickly be damaged to the extent that it would
be unsuitable for use in the Air Force.

Poor Characteristics

iTnfortunately, all of the characteristics of nylon are not
good ones. Since the good characteristics are so important in
meeting the necessary requirements for parachutes, the government



. 35 kits selected nylon above all ot4er materials. Steps have been
taken to improve the poor characteristics of nylon where possible.
Some of the poor characteristics and what has been done to improve
them are described in the following information.

1. Moisture Regain: This is the percentage of moisture
that a bone-dry fiber will absorb from the air under standard
conditions of temperature and humidity (65 percent relative humidity
and 70 degrees F). If this figure is less than five percent, the
fiber is relatively difficult to dye and will build up static
charges when rubbed. The moisture regain of nylon is only 4.2
percent, so it is hard to dye and is subject to static electricity.

Multicolored canopies can be readily spotted from the air.
This assists rescue tdams if this service becomes necessary. A
colored deceleration canopy on the airfield enables crews to pick
up the assembly quickly. A yellow-dyed canopy is more resistant
to ultraviolet light damage from sunlight. The buildup of static
electricity can make it more difficult to service the parachute;
static electricity can also affect the opening time of the assembly.

2. Resistance to .Sunlight: The ability of a material to
resist damage from ultraviolet light, which is found in sunlight,
is an important characteristic. All parachutes are exposed to
sunlight to some degree, and this exposure greatly reduces the
strength of parachute material where inherent resistance is low.
The military specifications for materials that go into the manufac-
ture of deceleration parachutes state that the material should not
lose more than 25 percent of its original strength after 50 hours
exposure to sunlight or weathering. Inspections made on decelera-
tion parachutely to determine the cause of failure of the parachute
have shown the" the material will sometimes 6how a loss in strength
in excess of 50% after 50 hours exposure to sunlight.

Chemists have developed materials which are more resistant to
ultraviolet light. Chemetrant "R" factor (a chemical) was added
to the fiber as the yarns were being manufactured. Yellow dye was
also added to improve resistance to ultraviolet light damage.

3. Heat Resistance: Personnel parachutes may be exposed to
heat in the aircraft in case of fire. Deceleration parachutes may
be exposed to heat in the drag chute compartment of the aircraft.

Nylon has a relatively low melting point, 482 degrees F, which
makes it very susceptible to damage from heat. Parachute assemblies
may also be exposed to heat caused by friction, such as line-overs
(a parachute suspension line being drawn over the canopy during
deployment and opening of the parachute). The deceleration parachute
coming in contact with the runway generates friction and heat.

4. Resistance to Chemicals: Parachutes may be exposed to
various chemicals and it is important to know which chemicals are
harmful and which are not. Nylon material is resistant to most
chemicals; however, it is very susceptible to damage fr= mineral-
type acids, one of which is used in batteries. Most compounds,
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such as alcohols, alkalies, dry cleaning solvents, soaps and deter- A
gents, have ljtcle effect on the strength and elongation of nylon
yarn.

Soot and (ertain chemical fumes are highly injurious to nylon
and direct heat or exposure to the sun's rays seriously affect its
tensile strength. It is not unusual for nylon to lose 30Z of its
tensile strength if constantly exposed to the sun's rays.

Cotton fabrics, webbing., and tapes absorb water readily
unless treated. They dry more slowly than the synthetic fabrics
and are more susceptible to mildew and fungus growth. The presence
of mildew will seriously affect the tensile strength of cotton or
other fabrics and should rever be ignored. Heat is less damaging
to cotton than to the synthetics. Insect damage, however, should
always be considered since cotton is a food for certain cellulose-
eating insects and makes good nesting or cocoon-spinning material
for certain insects.

In any case, fire is a constant threat to fabrics. Smoking
should not be permieted where they are handled or stored, and the
storage of damp materials may result in fire caused by spontaneous
combustion. The rayons are almost explosive when set afire.
Nylon, although harder to ignite, will burn but will not explode
in the process. Great care should be taken'to learn the storage
problems peculiar to any specific localtty or climatic conditions
in order to insure safe storage of these materials.

' CHARACTERISTICS

Elasticity

The abiltv of textile fibers to bounce back when released
frond tension of stretch.

Elongation

The ability of fibers in yarns or fabrics to go in the
direction of the weave; also means the increase in length from 4
tensile force.

Tensile Strength

The maximum load per unit Ut the original cross-section area
obtained prior to rupture. It is the actual number of pounds
resistance that a fabric will give to a breaking machine before
the material is broken on the testing apparatus and may no longer
be classed as a cloth or fabric.

Exercise 1

Study the training literature and answer the following
questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is a bias?

11



2. How is cloth weight measered?

3. What are the names of the threads which run lengthwise
and crosswise in the materials?

4. Name the two basic weaves and their differences.

5. Explain the terms selvage edge and raw edge.

6. When referring to thread size, what is meant by 16-4?

7. Which thread twist is used in sewing machines and %illy?

8. State the disadvantages of cotton.

9 State the advantages of nylon.

10. Describe the characteristics of cotton duck.

11. When is rubber used in our career field?

12. State two uses for leather in our field.

13. What is vinyl and what are some of its uses?

14. What are the ideal conditions for storage of materials?

15. The difference between tapes-and webbings and material
is (1) weight, (2) width, (3) weight and width, (4) weight and
fength.

16. To be different from material, tapes and webbings must
be (1) less than 6" wide (2) less than 12" wide (3) less than 18"
wide (4) less than 20" wide.

17. Which of the following is not a characteristic of cotton
duck? (1) very elastic (2) good wearing quality (3) low cost (4)
high absorbency.

18. The difference between tapes and webbings is (1) lengPh
(2) thickness (3) weight (4) material from which they are made.

19. To be classified webbing material must be less than 12"
wide and weigh over (1) 6 oz (2) 12 oz (3) 15 oz (4) 18 oz per
square yard.

20. Sewing machines use (1) Z (left) twist (2) S (right)
twist (3) eirher Z or S twist thread for sewing.

21. Yarns are formed by twisting together (1) filaments (2)
threads (3) cords (4) ropes.

22. Ply-yarns are two or more yarns twisted together and
form (1) filament (2) thread (3) cords (4) ropes.

23. Yarn size is indicated by a numbei (e.g., 16): thy
fineT the yarn, the (1) lower. (2) higher (3) tonger the number.
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24. Silk and nylon thread sizes are lndloated.by letters:
the higher the letter, the (1) larger (2) longer (1) smaller the

thread.

25. Which five of the followinvare necessary for ideal
storing conditions?

a. Dry room with temperature of 70°F

b. In a room high on a hill

c. Absence of direct sunlight

d. Room construction that affords protection against
insects and mice.

e. A room with many windows

C. Wooden shelves for storage

g. A room with some form of humidity control

h. A room with iron bars on the windows and a lockable
door

I. A number of ash trays scattered around the room for
workers who smoke

SUMMARY

New terms in aii phases.of textiles are always coming to the
fore. Some words remain while others last only a short time. This
study guide presents a reference to assist the fabrication and
parachute specialist in understanding the terminology that is a
part of your career field.

REFERENCES

1. TO 00-25-92, General Repair for Canvas and Webbing.
2. TO 00-25-120, General Repair for Canvas and Webbing.

Exercise 2

Match the term to the correct definition.

1. Threads which run crosswise of A. Tape
-the cloth

B. Bias

2. The outside edge of cloth, tape,
or webbing that is formed during C. Z or Left Twist

the weaving process
D. Selvage Edge

1. A cut, fold, or seam made
diagonally to the warp and E. Merlon
filling thread
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4. Weight of cloth in ounces per
square yard

5. The force measwed in pounds
per square incli required to
break s matezial

6. Basic unit used in rhe
fabrication of cloth or yarn

7. Man-made material

8. A must requirement for personnel
parachutes especially in low
altitude bailouts

9. The ability of a material to
stretch and return

10. Treatment given to riser webbings
to make them more resistant to
wear

11. Thread twisted in a manner to
always be used inithe sewing
machine

12. Weaving strands of thread together
to form a solid woven cord or one
with a hollow channel

13. Materials under 12 inches wide
up to and including 15 ounces
per square

14. Ths thread, usually the strongest,
siMporting most of the strain
during weaving.

14

F. Braided Cord

G. Cloth Weight

H. Tensile Strength

I. Elasticity

J. Fiber

K. Filling

L. Filament",

M. Synthetic

N. Opening Time

O. Warp
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HAND SEWN SEAMS

OBJECTIVES

Upon cuMpletiny, this unit of instruction you will be able to list
hand sewn seam formations and their uses and fabricate two hand sewn seams.

INTRODUCTION

During inspection you will sometimes find damaged stitching on
parachute components which is due to abrasions or friction burns. In

some instances it is impossible to repair .the parachute with a sewing
machine, depending upon the construction of the damaged component. Although
there is only a minimum of hand sewing done in a parachute shop. it'is
Important for you to be able to do the work when the situation arises. The
basic stitches you will learn in this unit of instruction will enable you to
do hand sewing necessary in rhe parachute shop.

At ties it may be desirable to completely hand sew an article made
ot laterial because of the lack of appropriate sewing machines. Also
A delay in reciving replacements for lost, broken or worn parts may
1110%1E411 the use ot sewing Mat hine.

Two repairg commonly made In III,
replacing cone--; and eyelets and r
deceleration par Vacaur _e risers.

iication and parachute shop are
:,; the ,ileeve found on some

INFORMATION

When hand sewing cloth, one-half (1/2) inch should be turned under as
reinfor,:ement and the needle irierted through both plies. When hand sewing
tIlIck materials such as leather and felt do not turn the edges under.

Yellow beeswax is applleillio hafX sewing thread to prevent fraying and
twisting. Pure hee7,wax should nsed as the impurities in other waxes may
tause oil or grease spots which result in the deterioration of the thread.

TYPES OF STITCHES

Bastin() Stitch

The basting stItch (figure I) is used only for holding plies of
material together temTprarily prior to machine sewing. This is
necessary when making a major repair on a parachute canopy. Basting
stitches are removed after the machine sewing is completed.

6FR:--)-340 Mat.,
111STRIBPflON: X
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Running Stitch

Figure 1. Basting I;titch.

The running stitch (figure 2) is used for permanent mewing.
This stitch is used to replace machine stitches where it is
impossible to use a machine or when a machine is not available.
All permanent seam ends.are locked with two half hitches.
Running stitches sewn on cloth will be 1/4 inch in length and 1/8
inch from the folded edge of the material.

Figure 2. RunniNi rtitch.
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Overthrow Stitch

The overthrow stitch (figure 1) is used to attach metal

parts, lilt. cones and ayes, to parachute packs and for other,

attachment purposes where machine sewing is not practical. A

curved needle is used when the stitch can be sewn from only one

side of the fabric or article.

FiqUre
Baseball Stitch

:vcrthrow ,f;titch.

The baseball stitch (figure 4) is useful as a permanent
stitch since it is very flexible and elastic. It also pulls the
edges of material like leather evenly together with a plane
surface when used for repair or closing of an opening of any
kind, since the thread lies on both the top and bottom edges of
the material. A curved needle is commonly used to sew the
baseball stitch and, like lacing, it can be pulled as tightly as
desired. This stitch is used to repair the riser protector
sleeve on some deceleration parachute risers.

NEEDLES USED IN RAND SEWING

There are three p.incipal types of hand sewing needles used
in a parachute shop. The upholsterer's straight, sharp, round
point needle figure 5, part A is used for basting and hand sewing
fabric materials. The upholsterer's cv,rved, sharp, round point
needle, figure 5, part B, is used when it is necessary to work
from only one side of the material, as in closing a seat cushion.
The harnessmaker's needle, figure 2h, part C, is required when
sewing parachute harnesses; it has a blunt point which will
separate the woven threads rather than penetrating and weakening
them. Harness needles are available in size 0 and 00.

3
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Flfiure 5. NecTic.,.

REPLACING CONES AND EYFLETS

Installation of Cones and Eyelets on Personnel Parachute Packs

When replacing cones and eyelets, align the replacement cone or
eyelet directly over the holes where the original hardware was
attached. When you are sewing on a cone, make sure that the hole of
the replacement cone aligns perfectly with the holes of the other
cones. If all the cones are not in perfect alignment, the ripcord
pins may bind and not pull out when the wearer pulls the ripcord.

To install new cone, use approxlimately 30 inches of 3-cord
nylon doubled and waxed. The titch patterns that you will use to
secure the Gone to the pack are the running stitch and the overthrow
stitch. Eyelet installation also requires 1-cord nylon doubled
and waxed; however, the stitching pattern consists of a eerie, of

4
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turns located at five different places on the eyelet. The actual

stitchimg patterns for each installation will be further explained

in the workbook.

When making any of these repairs to the personnel parachute assembly,

strive to make the repair resemble the appearance sid strength of the

original components.

Installation of Cone on Deployment Bag for Deceleration Parachute

Pilot chute tomparment cones on deployment bags for deceleration

parachutes must be repaired if they have loose or damaged stitching.

Cones will be reattached to the deployment bag with 3 rows of running
stitches made with 5-cord nylon doublea and waxed. The etitching

should extend from hole to hole with no threads extending over the

outer edge of the cone flange.

REFERENCa'

TO 14D1-2-37b
TO 14W-3-22

Exert:ise 1

1. 1n,a11 the cone.

a. Position the new cone in the same place as the
missing cone was originally.

h. Use s4ze six (6) cord cotton doubleal and waxed.

c. Tie binder's knot 3 inches from ends. (To be used
to tie square knot when completed.)

d. Refer to figure 6. Start sewing from underneath
(step 1, position 1). Sew in a clockwise direction until needle
comes uirdifat positlon I again. (Step 2.)

C. Now sew in a co'unterclockwise directiOW; with the
last running stitch going down through position 2, (step 2.)

f. Bring needle up at position 1 (step 4).

g. Begin overthrow stitch in clockwise direction (step 4),
ending underneath position 8 (step 5).
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STEP 2 3

IMIMMIE111P

RELEASING CONE

STIP 5
5

STEP 6

SURGEON'S KNOT AND

LOCKING KNDT

h. Tie surgeon's and lock knot on underneath sido
(step 6). Trim threads, leaving 1/2 inch side.

pack.

EXercise

1. Install the eyelet.

a. Place new eyelet in same location as original.

b. Use size 3 cord nylon, doubled and waxed.

c. Tie hinder's knot 3/4 inch from end.

d. Start sewing with binder's knot or underside of
\

e. Refer to figure 7. Reginning with step 1, :ittach
the eyelet with 10 turns -- 2 turns in five places.

1.
4"



OUTSIDE VIEW INMOE VIEW

8URGEON'S MOT
TAcKIND NEEDLE AND LOCKING KNOT

i.'igure 7. Ins: Ejaet.

f. Tie completed stitching with a surgeon's and lock

knot as close as possible to the underside of the pack. (See

figure 7, step 6.)

g.

..

Cut cord 3/4" from the end of knot.

47%
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HARDWARE INSTAMATION

OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this unit of instruction you will ho ;Od
to install hardware.

INTRODUCTION

Various types of hardware are used in the manufacture (4
life support equilihent. Hardware is that metal portion of 4'6
item used to connect or secure webbings of flaps. Hardware
parts that require maintenance most often are grommets (both
plain and parachute), Durable Dot fasteners (plain and lift-iho-
dot fasteners), cones, eyelets and interlocking fasteners (commonly
called zippers). When these hardware parts become chipped,
burred or loose they will be replaced.

0

INFORMATION

When installing hardware with handt.iols or presses, keep in
mind that all hardware is essential to 'he overall performanc* .

of the equipment.

It AIN WASHER

PLAIN GROMMET
ICOLlARI

Figure 1.

GROMMETS

PARACHUTE WASHER

PARA GROMMET

Grommets are used wherever tt is necessary to reinforce

holes for lacing in covers, bags and packs. There acy two part.,

3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340TCNTG/TTGU-L - 410; TTVSA - 1



to a grommet, (I"iauro 1) the grommet Itself (or collar) and the

grommet washer. There are two types of grommets used tn equipment

maintenance; plain and parachute grommets. Grommets are made of

aluminun and brass; parachute grommets are made of chromeplated

brass.

DURABLE FASTENERS

re are two types of Durable Dot fasteners: the plain

fasten, and the lift-the-dot fastener. Both are used for quick

opening and closure of pack flaps or inspection pockets. L4ft-

the-dot fasteners are constructed to be stronger than othev

fasteners and they are opened by lifting in the dot area of the

button portion of the fastener. Closure of the dot fastener

requires mating the area opposite the dot to the stud portion.

The fastener is made up ot four parts: the button and

socket make up the female portion of the fastener, and the stud

and eyelet make up the male portion. (Figure 2)

Figure 2. Durable Dot Fastener.

INTERLOCKING FASTENERS

Identification

Various tasks are accomplished more easily and quickly through

the use of interlocking fasteners. For example, they save precious

seconds for an aircrewman When donning his flight clothing or

exposure suit. These fasteners also provide the repairman with a

means of easy access to items that require inspections.

There are two types of interlocking fasteners: separating and

nonseparating. The separating fastener is one where one side may

be completely separated from the other side. The nondeparating

type has both sides permanently attached to each other at the bottom

end with a bottom stop. Interlocking fasteners are very durable

if operated properly. This includes making sure that there are
no foreign objects between the parts of the fastener, and closing
and opetVing the fastener with a slow steady dull rather than ia

quick hard jerk. When you operate a separating fastener, make sure
that the pin is properly seated in the box. if the slide sticks or%

jams, it should not be forced. Investigate and correct the cause

for stoppage.
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Figure 3. Interlocki!)A l'astener.

As a specialist you should know thi, orrect technical namer
of the parts of an interlocking fast. r wilich are shown in figure 3.
The parts and their purpose are:

1. :rape) Used to attach fastener to hag or cover on Which
fastener is used.

2. Cord or Tape Bead: Part to which scnops are attached.

3. Scoops: Mesh together to hold the fastener togeiher.

4. Slider: Meshes the scoops together.

5. Pull: Attached to the slider f,r operition ot the slider.

6. Top Stops: Prevents slider from coming off scoops at top
of fastener.

7. Bottom Stops: Keeps fastener intact and prevents slider
from coming off scoops on bottom of nonseparating enep.

8. Box and Pin: Used only on separating-type fastener and is
used in place of bottom stop. This box and pin permits the fastener
sides to become separated from each other.

CLOVE FASTENERS

Identification

The most common type of fastener used on clothing and other
items of fabric and rubber is the glove fastener. Figure 4
shows the three different types of glove fasteners most commonly
used. The main difference between the three types of glove
fasteners is their size. Glove fasteners are commonly used on
clothing instead of buttons. Glove fasteners are dependable and
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Figure

SUTTON SOCSIT sauD MIST

0) 03 4) c0

I ANZO DOT

SUTTON SOCSIT STUD MIST

2 DUSASLI DOT

SUTTON socket STUD ITTLIT

4 0
3 IIIIOMA DOT

se110-11-S-23

0 Fastener.

are used because of their holding and firm gripping ability.
This fastener is made of four parts: button, socket, stud, and
eyelet, as shown in figure 4.

PUNCN

SUTTON

INDONTUO1
L.e"

woouw Slot It...m,..ii-ar M111144-44.

Figure 5. Flaring Button Collar.

Installation

51

HAND INSTALLATION. Cut a hole the proper size for the
barrel of the button. Insert the button to the material and
place the socket over the barrel of the button. Make an Indentation
in a wooden block for ho:diug thc had of the button. Flare the
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barrel of the button sl
figure 5. Flatten the
pin punch. Asstsble an
other piece ofohaterial so
side of the material. Flare an
eyelet in a manner similar to
socket.

tly with a center punch, as shown in
ollar of the button with a solid drive
install the stud and eyelet on the

base of the eyelet is on the hack
latten the barrel of the

he installation of the hutton and

Colin!

le soca!!!

CP

BUTTON

OM

Ilene P

Figure 6. Clove Fastener Installation.

INSTALLATION BY PRESS. Cut a hole the. size of the barrel
of the button and insert button In material. Place the correct
chuck and die and complete the attachment, as shown in figure 6.
Cut the proper size hole in the material to receive the eyelet.
Place the correct chuck ard die in the press. insert the barrel
of the eyelet through the 'tole from the back of the material.
Fit the study into the chuck. Lay the eyelet oo the die and
complete the attachment.

An assortment of chucks and dies is necessary for the
installation of fasteners and grommets with hand and foot-
operated presses. For each size and type grommet or fastener
installed, corresponding size and type chucks and dies are
required. The die is the lower tool, and the chuck ls the upper
one, as shown in figure 6. The adjustable screw at thP top of
the foot press is used to set the proper bight fr the chuck and
die. There should be a clearance of about the tAckness of
thin sheet of paper between the chocl, and die.

Reference TO 00-25-120, Chapter Vg 22. P.,/
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Exercise I

Answer the following questions concerning hardware on a separate

piece of paper.

1. What is the responsibility of the fabrication and parachute

specialist in regard to repair of flyinr clothing?

2. Name the parts of an interlocking fastener.

3. What type of ititerlocking fastener is used on a jacket?

4. List the types of interlocking fastener sliders.

5. Name three different types of glove fasteners.

6. What is the main difference between the different types
of glove fasteners?

7. List the troubles that are common to interlocking

fasteners.

8. How are unserviceable interlocking fasteners removed?

q. What type interlocking fastener installation is normally
used on a trouser fly?

10. Name the parts of a durable dot fastener.

11. What is used to install glove fasteners?

12.. Where will the stitchitv hc placed when repairing a

pulled seam?

PROCEDURE

These exercises will provide instruction in the installation
of various types f hardware. You will receive further instruc
tion concerning the installation ,f hardware in future lessons as

well as at your next duty assigniLent.

Figure 7. HandOperated Press.
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Type Fastener Size Tool Manufacture Chuck No. Die No
Plain Bras or Aluminum Carr Fastener
Grommet with Washer 0 9191 9192

1 919 i 9194l 919s 9196
3 9J97

Durable Dot Fastener 3/8" Carr Fastener
Button 1401
Socket 14i
Eyelet 1407

I.

Stud 1412

Tahle 1. Chucks and Dies for Pres,: 1w-:tallatilm of 1.44ti.viers.

When leather punches of the desired size are .iyailahle, they
are used to make holes for the installation of hardware. The
punch is giverra sharp tsp with a rawhide mallet and It is then
removed by turning and lifting at the sartf. time rather than by
oscillating (swinging) it. This prevents the cutting edge of
the punch from breaking. An assortment ,hurks and dies ti
necessary for ,the installation of faoteneu,, and 4rommets with hawi
and footoperated presses. For each tyve gromwet or
fastener installed, a corresponding size and chuck and 411.

required. The d e is the lower tool as shown n .i. f igre Si7es
of chucks and dies to be used in setting therommots trid

fasteners are gi en in table 1. The adjustahile screw on the
bottom of the foo pres:i is used to set the proper hi,;hf hIr

the chuck and die. term should be a clearance of ahwit tho

thickness of a sheet of paper betwec:: tbe chuck and die ihis
prevents them from hitting together and damaving the metAl.

Exercise 2

1. Cut a piece of material 6" X 12". Fold 'it in iiz!lf to'
form a 6" X 6" square.

2. Select the chuck and die set For installing the durablel,
fastener stud and eyel2t and fit it into the hand press.

3. Select the 1/8" cutting punch. Center and clit A hole
in the fabric 1 inch from the folded edge awl 1 inch from Ale
nearest raw edge to the folded edge.

4. Install the stud and eyelet to tne fahri(.

Exercise 3

1. Cut a piece of fabric 2" X 4". Fold it in half to
form a 2" X 2" square.

2. Select the correct 1/A inch cutting punch. Center it

on the fabric and cut a hole.



3. Select the chuck and die set for installing the durable
fastener button and socket dnd fit it into the press.

4. Install the button Amid ocket to the fabric.

3/11" INSIDE MEASUREMENT

3/8° CUTTING PUNCH

Figure K. Measurement for Grommet Inrkallation.

Note: For secure attachment, all holes in the fabric must be
of the same size as the inside diameter of the collar of the
fastener. This inside diameter is found only hy measure-
ment (figure K). The washers on hardware are installed with
the manufacturer's trademark on I , outside.

Exetcl:w 4

1. Using the same material you used for durable fastener
installation, install the grommet provided by your instructor.

Find the center of the 6" X 6" piece of material. With

the pruvt cutting punch cut a hole in the center of the material.

3. Positi.ln the grommet collar into the cut out hole of
the material making sure that the collar will be to the top of
the material (stud side of the material).

Place the washer on the collar and install by use of the
foot-operated press.

Exercise 5

To assmble a 12-1nch interlocking fastener, proceed as
t.11ows.

I. Cut a strip of interlocking fastener 15-inches long
(limit,. 4). This allows 1 1/2 inches extra at each end of attach-
ment of parts and folding when sewing.

1 - 1 / 2"

s, - os S 0.0
1.0 allo 011:11 . 61'11100 me 11 a

1 8 -
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1-1/2" -4.

Figur 4, Correct Measurement for d 12-Incki Interlocking Fastener.
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Figure 10. Removing Scoops with Diagonal-Cutting Pliers.

2. Mark the 1 1/2 inch allowance on each end of the fastener
tape. Remove the scoops from each end to the point marked. "PRP

diagonal cutting pliers for removing scoops (figure 10).

CAUTION: Care must he taken not to cut into the cord. Clip
the scoops at a point just above the cord.

3. To assemble the fastener, the tape ends at the bottom
are pulled through the top of the slider until the scoops begin
to loin.

Note: If the joining is not consecutive, the slider must hp
removed and the operation repeatpri.

4. With the slider in pItce. lt Atom ,.:top is attached
hy crimping it securely over the cords with a pair of pliers.

5. The top stops are each installed by first placing the
stop legs down on a smooth surface and gripping gently with the
pliers.

6. The stop is then slLpped over the cord directly above
the last scoop, making sure that its legs straddle the cord.

Note: Care should be exercised in installing the second 4
stop so that it is located directly opposite the first
stop.

Exercise 6

Answer the following questions on a separate sheet.'

1. Name 4 types of hardware which commonly require
maintenance.

2. What type of hardware is used on the pocket which

contains the Form 391?

1., Name 2 types of interlocking fasteners.

4. What keeps the slider from coming off the scuops on the
bottom of a non-separating fastener?

5. What are the parts of a grommet7
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(4mAfTON/MAINTENANCF oF I IASS 41 SFW1Nc 1ACH1NFS

01.4.11 I VT' S

Upon completion ot this study guide You will he ahlc
identify functional features And their applications. Alsu, eNplain
Threading the head and bobbin, cleaning and lubrication, timing and
pdlusting, troubleshooting and repair of the clas! 41 sewing machine
lW RI We7-6-1.

17;TTWDUCTToN

Correct operation and preventive maintenance cannot he 0;11hA-
,L'ed too strongly. A good repairman in any career field mn.-;'
kpow more than Hst how to turn his machines on and off. It is

t.-ce.,-Arv that he he aware of the functional features, how to pre-4
the maThine to do the lob required, and minor maintenance

that the machine Is in peak operating condition at all

.!,11Z'4ATION

The 11-1 sewing ma:Jvine is !-OTIA!" And 11.04tor thanmost ot
other machines used in ,the fahvi. A nd parAchuto Olop.

he mAnAfactu cAlls the 31-15 a ii loring" machine which gives
HI:e to the !yre ot material ir is designed to sew. Tr is used
!,ew And repiir clthing, uniforms, shirts, flying clothing.

underwAt, jAckets, light tontav,e and similar !nAterials.
or Lou iii 7Tiai..0 it 0twion., that overv fAhri,.ation and

-ItAchuto spc, mlp,t learn how t',.) Imp,H1L;U, And mAintAin

h

(4TRATION

, 1A, ii machine makes the rs standard lockstith at a

tecommended speed of 2200 stitches ner minute (LXI). It

has An oscillating shuttle which operates in an upright position
And is ocinipped with a drop feed which moves the material through
th. machine !1.om front to back as it sews. The machine is designcd

sew irom ; to 32 stitches per inch (SPi). The front of the
"Achine is that part nearest the operator as he is in the position
to sew. Refer to figure 1 for the location of the following parts

the las,:4,41 sewing machine.

Supersedes ST 4ARR42733-SW-704 (undated).
13R: 1141') TUHTf:

1)1STRIVTrtN: X

14A111./TTm.IHI 4 1(); TTVSA



NEEDLE W. Holds the needle and carries the thread to the

oscillating shuttle where the lockstitch Is formed.

THRFAD 1A1(EUP LEVER. Removes the slack in the needle thread

atter the lokstitch is formed at the oscillating shuttle and pulls

enough thread from the spool to make the next stitch.

PRESSURE REGULATING THUMBSCREW. Regulates the pressure on

.,thu presser foot to make sufficient pressure needed to hold the

material svcorely.

FACEPLATE. Covers and protects the mechanism of the presser

toot and needle,bat.

FYELF,'S. (inides the thread from the takeup lever to the

nevdte.

Peeware

PRESSER FOOT. Holds the presser foot.

Silt rill RACE SLIDE. Covers the shuttle race assembly.

THROAT PLATE. Surrounds the feed dog and keeps the material

t,ctn slipping after the feed dog has been adjusted to the proper

SLACY THREAD REGULATOR. Regulates the slack in the thread

wht-n the needle is descending.

N113 1110,

ertnetins /

Themarearaet

Foze0JWIe

Heed loin

ar lot

Thread Tahoe,
Loewe

410ft ems! PM
swd

?kiad Isirkt

Timeliest
Aaaalahoar

59

51161

Model Swim

Foveae. Oar

Pressr Foot

-

rimed Doi --

Slack Thread
Regulator

awls' Itember

Threw. Plato

Mottle Nave -

11gnre 1. Clas 31 Sewing Machine Head.

""
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TENSION ASSEMBIY. Regulates tho tension on the needle thread
that the lockstitch may he adiusted properly.

THREAD TAKITP SPRING. Removes sufficient slack from the
needle thread when the needle is descending to prevent the needle
itom splitting its thread.

THREAD RETAINfR. Removes twisi!-; and tangle'. in thc thlead
before it enters th tension disks.

ARM SPOOL PIN AND THREAD EYELETS. Lsed for placing small
,Tools of thread on the machine, or for guiding thread .04 It come',from the large ,,ones.

BALANCE. WHEil- Provides a connection between the driving
'mit and the n machine head.

FFED RECrIAFOR. Used to regulate the length of the teed to
determine the !limber of stitches per inch.

.14)1w! Nrm31:R. NtInher indicating the machine model or the
ot HAnlitacture, And mr)difications of the machine.

F.RIAL Manufacturer serial number of the machine.

FEEn L.t.ti the materials tht..: the machine.

PRESSER MAR HAYD LIFT. Hand levci t,,t. lifting the presser

'1odel Number

zewirtc, macIlines are identified by model numbers which are
located on the upright arm of the machine head. Each model number
(vmbol) is made up oi two numbers separated by a dash or a letter.
rho Iirst n.mher spe( ifies the machine class. The dash or letter

lenotes the plAce ot manufacture. The last number denotes
I,,Trovments or mtdifications within the machine class. Figure 1

,;how .t Class H-15 madline head and its features. Figure 2 shows
tho teAture et a sewing machine stand that the machine heads are
riounted on.

Feeds

There are various types of feeding mechanisms to carry the
material through the sewing machines.

DROP FEED. Consists of a feed dog which moves the material
the regulated length of a stitch, while the presser foot folds
the material in place against the feed dog.

NEEDLE FEED. The needle alone moves the material the regulated
length of a stitch, while the presser foot holds thp material in
place on I. thtat



(pi
coMP0UND FEED. Conaiits of the eumbinati n of the drop feed

and the needle leed. The compound feed is more, positive feed than

the needle feed or drop leTd, sin e matdrial is fed from both

the top and the bottom'.

AMERNATINC PRESSERS (NOT A FEED). Consists of a vibrating

presser foot and a lifting presser foot that work alternately to

hop the material while it is fed through the machine by the feed-

fuA meehantam. The lifting presser holds the material while the
Mbraring presser and the feed dog moves forward to make a stitch.

The teed:. un the machines used in parachute shops are as

DROP FEED. (lass 31 machine; Class 7 (wilh alternating

preqsers).

COMPOIND FfED. Class 1,11W (with Alternating pressers).

a
TARLE ToP

OPIIHIHo IN 1 AHL Top ro*
EWING MA( iftNor m

C TOOL AHD 1HRY 141A.IR

D ADJUTAII F stirlhu. MACHINI
ITAND

t ALQuITAUI FPI/I/4c ImAl MN&
MOTOR PITH & t UTCH

r. EXTIIIIHON CLUTCH ARM

O MOTOR DELT GUARD.

H MOTOR %WITCH
I. TRIADLI CLUTCH FOOT PEDAL.

J OIL DRIP PAH.

K MACHINE FOOT KNIS LIFTINO LEVER.

I OIL CAP, PRAcKFT

Figure 2. Class 31 Machine Stand.
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Stitch-Forming Mechanism

The stitch-forming mechanism (bobbin assembly) is that part
of the machine which picks up the loop of the needle thread and
carries it around the bobbin case to form the lockstitch. There
are two types of bobbin essembliel: the oscillating shuttle, ;Ind
the rotary hook. The oscillating shuttle assembly consists of a
shuttle point which moves back and torth'to form the stitch. The
Class 31 machine has an oscillating shuttle operating in an
upright position and uses a small round bobbin. The Class 7
machine has a long beak oscillating.chuttle which uses the spool-
type bobbin. The rotary hook assembly consists of a hook that
rotates clockwise to form the stitch. The Class 111W machine has
a rotary hook that operates in a horizontal position.

Needles

It is very important that the proper needle be used to
insure good machine operation. The selection of needles by class,
variety, and size for different machines and materials, is
necessary in order to eliminate thread breakage, needle breakage,
skipped stitches, and fraying of the thread.

Needles for the various machine classes are selected and
ordered by needle number and size. The needle numbers are 4-digit
numbers; for example, number 2055 nc,,tes are used in Class 31
machines. Cloth point needles at- rouild sharp-pointed needles
used for sewing cloth, since they do not cut the strands as they

.are forced between the woven threads of the fabric.. Many different
varieties of cutting point needles are available, but they are
used only for cutting heavy leather. Figure 3 shows the shape of
the openings made in material by the cloth point, A, twist point,
11, and the diamond poiat, C. Figure 3, part A, illustrates why it
is important that a round-pointed needle Wused in_cloth.
Figure 3, parts B and C show how cutting Tibint needles will cut
the warp and filler threads.

,

CLOTI4 POINT

® OCANT

DIAMOND POINT

1.1gme 1. open Ingq Made by Needle Point...
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Figure 4. Sewing Machine Needles.

Machine needles have a lung groOve on one side, and either a
!Mort groove or a scarf on the opposite side, figure 4. The pur-
pose of the grooves is to allow the thread to fall back into the
needle when It enters the material to prevent the thread from
breaking or fraying; therefore, it isImportant that the long
p.roove is placed in-the machine properly. On different class
machines, the direction varies with the position of the bobbin
assemblies. On Class 31 machine. the long groove is placed to
the left. The scarf, figure 4. i,:,to prevent the rotary hook/
from striking the needle as it ...,:es close to the needle to pick
up the thread loop to form l'i h tItch.

Needles are sized by the diameter or gauge of the needle,
figure 4, and the needle eye. The selection of the correct size
needle is determined by the size and type of thread and material
uspd. The thread must pass freely through the eye of the needle
in order to prevent. thread fraying or breaking. The sizes of the
2055 needles for most sewing uperations required of the fabric
specialist range from sizes 18 through 22. Their keedle size
number increases with the diameter of the needletEerefore,.size
18 needles are used for lighter weight materials than size 22.

Listed below are a few needle sizes and their uses.

SIZE 18. rol sewing two to four plies of thin material, such
silk, nylon, or rayon with size E thread.

SIZE 20. rot sewing fiv (.1- mure plies of the above.

SIZE 21. For sewing two to four plies of medium weight
materials, such as aircraft sloth, 12-ounce duck, light leather,
and artificial leather using 16-4 thread.

SIZE 22. For sewing two to four plies of medium weight mate-
rial such as heavy duck, lightweight and medium weight uebbings,
and russet leather with-i6-4 thread%

SIZE 24. For sewing elastic or rubberized materials with
16-4 thread.

7
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The condition of te needie's point should be checked before

starting to sew. A dj,a41 round needle sets the Hemp as a cutting

needle. It wIll cut or pull threads and may weaken the seam. Thu

condition of a needle may be checked by sliding the fingernail

over the point. it it scratches or catches the nail. the needle

should be replaced with a new one. A dull needle may he sharpened

bv placing it in the chuck of a drill press, and the drill operated

at high speed while holding a fine grade sharpening stone lIghtl;

against the side of the needle at the proper angle. The point is

then polished with a piece of russet leather.

Safety Precautions to Follow When Using a Class 31 Sewing mAchine

CORRECT POSTURE. Good posture and the proper position at

the sewing machine are important for the following reasons:

1. Vision is improved.

2. The work in the machine may be handled more efficiently.

3. _Accident hazard is reduced.

4. Fatigue and eyestrain are reduced.

5. Appearance and bearing of th t? operator aro improved.

Figure 5. Correct PoOtion and Posture.

General rules for the correct position and posture are:

1. Operator should sit upright and well hack in his chair.

(See Figure 5, ,part A.)

2. Operator's nose should be in line with the needle bar.

(figure 5, part R) Thiel will enable him to see orifeneh Ride of

the presser foot and guide the material with bothsDards. (Figure '1.

part C)
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3. When in an upright positicn, operator should extend

hands forward to the needle bar. (Figure 5, parts C and D)

4, His right foot should be placed on the foot treadle with
his heel on the lower edge for braking purposes. (Figure 5, part E)

S. His loft foot should he placed on the floor beside the treadle.
(Figure part F)

SAFFTY TIPS. The following precautions should be observed
while operating machines In order to prevent injury to the operator
or damage to the machines.

I. Keep the fingers out from under the presser foot while
the motor is running.

2. Do not operate the machine TYithout material under the
presqer foot, as this will dull the feed dog.

ho not change the bobbin while the motor is running.

Be sure the bed :Jides are closed before operating the
machine as the linger! or the material may come in contact with
the rotary hook and s2rious damage may be tile result.

Keep the fieger!-; ae side of the needle, not in front.

6. Hold hoth the needle and bobbin threads taut when start-
ing to sew.

7. When winding a bobbin, be certain that the presser foot
is raised and that the needle iS not threaded.

S. Do not start sewing until the motor has had sufficient
time to attain full speed.

Do not try to push or pull the material as it is being
tett through the machine. The needle will bend or break.

io. operate the machine at a low rate of speed to avoid
making- lines that are not straight.

Bo sure to turn the motor switch off any time you leave
the machine.

Do not turn the balance wheel backward a full turn or
the thread will break.

1 1. Use the proper type of thread and correct size and class
of needles.

14. When tilting the machine head back, be sure that it lies
securely against the machine headrest pin. Injury to your hands
may result if the machine head falls forward. Keep your hands
away from the edge of the opening while the head is back.



Thread Head and Sobbin

You will learn how to thread the head and bobbin, regulate
stitches per inch, adjust head thread tension and regulate pressure
or material in another workbook. Refer to TO 34Y7-6-1, pages g
through 11 for threading instructions.

Clean and Lubricate

CLEANING. The machine Should be kept as fret from dust and
dirt as possible. When not in use, it should be covered with a
dust-proof cover. The oil pan should be dusted and wiped free of
excess oil.

LUBRICATION. When in constant use, the machine should be
oiled twice daily. The "oil should be a highly refined mineral
oil with a low pour point. Oiling points are shown in figure 6.
Refer to TO 34Y7-6-1, pages 15 and 16 for cleaning and lubricating
instructions.

Note: Cleaning and lubrication for all sewing machines
Is basically the same.

10
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LUBRICATION CHART
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MATITIVIANCT

To insure that a sewing machine stays in peak operating
condition proper care cannot be emphasized too strongly. The man
sitting at a sewing machine expects to be able to accomplish cer-.

tain things in order to support his part of a mission. Tt the
machine doesn't operate correctly then the lob cannot be accom-
plished. Such things as lubrication on a day-to-day basis does
wonders for the machine. Due to the fact that an occasional part
may need replacing, you should know how to accomplish parts
replacement, and make minor adjustments. In exercises of the
workbook, you will be guided in timing, minor adjustment and
preventive maintenance.

Time the Needle With the Shuttle

Over a period of operation, the sewing machine may require
timing. Improper handling or forcing the machine to perform
beyond its design limitations will often present timing problems.

The correct class of needle should aiwavs he used in this
machine, (class 16017, number 2055). Each class of needle may
vary in lengvh or construction and if the wrong class of needle
used, it affucts the timing.

Th'machine is considered t be in time when the shuttle
point,-6n its forward movement. is centered on the needle, 1/16
inch above the top of the nt.tale 4:ye. If the machine forms a
lockstitch, it is considered timed. Refer to TO 34Y7-6-1, page 17.

Feed Dog Adjustment

The height of the feed dog is determined by the weight and
plies of the material being sewn. If it is set too low, the
material will not feed through the machine; if it is set too high,
it may cut or fray the material. The recommended height of the
feed dog for sewing lightweight material is slightly less than one
tooth above the throat plate. If you pie sewing heavier material,
raise the feed dog to a height which will insure positive feeding
of the material. After you have decided the correct height for
the project you are fabricating, adjust the feed dog accordingly.
You must remember that each time the height of the feed dog is
changed, the feeding mechanism may be out of.time. For this rea-..
son, set the feed dog first and then make the necessary adjustments
on the feeding mechanism. Refer to TO'34Y7-6-1, page rs.

Time Needle with Feeti Dog (Feeding Mechanism)

The feed mechanism should be timed so that the feed dog
finishes its feeding movement when the thread take-up lever is
at its highest position. The feed should always finish its feed-
ing movement before the need.le reaches the material heir* sewn
on i.ts doWnWard stroke'. Refer- to TO 34Y7-6-1, page 19.

1 7
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Ad)ust the 1 ake-up Spring

To adiust the' .take-up spring correctly, ypu must first under-
Itand its normal operation. The take-up spring is esaeittiallv a
part of the tension assembly. The thread take-up lever pulls the
thread take-up spring down about even with the slack thread
regulator, while the needle is going up. While the take-up lever
i-. coming down with the needle, the take-up spring pulls the slack
out of th thread and keeps it from getting under the needle.

If v,t1 do not have this adjusted properly, a loop can form
over the needle hole in die throat plate and the needle can split
the thread as it enters the needle hole. You should set the spring
about 114 inch above the slack thread regulator. Refer to TO 34Y7-
6-1, page 20.

Adjust Stitches Per Inch

The length of the stitch is adlusted by the feed regulator
tnomhscrew located in the slot on.the front of the upright part
of the arm on the Class il sewing machine.

To lengthen the stitch, the thumbscrew must he loosened and
:7..,ved downward, and to shorten the stitch, the thumbscrew must be
.loosened and moved upward. When the desired length of stitch has
been obtained, tighten the thuil.n :'ew. Refer to TO 300-6-1, page-
14.

Ti-ouhloshooting

While extew-;ive -ouh I esho1 inC is not expected from the
three lcycl ApptCilticc, von 9-;hould he familial th the tUre 101

co=on trouhle-;. For in,:tan,.e, you are expected to analyze
some of the simpft ,:auses for

1 Ale and thread hreakage.

NITDIT :-;eNeral things. could cause a needle to
breik. It may he the regult. ot improper selection or seating of
thc uoodlo, or it could ho tho fault ot the machine operator. The
ttrst step in ttouhl(-.11,.,oting this problem would he to ask your-
self, "Am l_pullitw the fabric or overloading the needle with
thick seam,?" lti .ou are pulling the fabric, the needles will
continue to hreak until you learn LO feed the material properly.
It you'are feedifu, the material properly, the most likely trouble
i.: that the needle or presser foot has become loose. If-this is
the case, he sure to tighten the louse setscrew. If the wrong
needle hati been placed in the machine or if the needle has been,
incorrectly set In the needle bar, it-will probably. break. Be
!4tire youreplaio the broken needle with a needle that is made for
the machine vou'Are using and see'to it that it is properly apt
in rhe needle bar.

NEEDLE LIIKLAD hREAKAGL. fie size and twist of 1:he thread
should be checked to he sure that you are using left;Avist thread
ot the proper size for the needle you are using. A thread of ,cor-

,, rect size will pass freely through the eye of the needl.e. Also .

see if the thread in dry. because damp thread is ltkely to break.

6,9
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If the thread itself is not responsible for the breakage,check the threading and tension of the thread. An incorrectly

set or damaged needle mAy also be the cause of the trouble.
Follow these checks with a check for gharp edges on the hookbobbin case or tension controller. If burred, smooth the sharpedges with emery paper.

BOBBIN THREAD BREAKAGE. if the bobbin tension is too tightor if the bobbin case is incorrectly threaded, the bobbin .thread
will probably break. If the bobbin is wound too full to revolvefreely, take off thread down to the rim of the bobbin and adjustthe bobbin winder. If rounds of thread on the bobbin are lapped
over one another, wind the bobbin correctly. Jf the bobbin caseis sticky with gummy oil and lint, clean the bobbin case and
shuttle race according to the technical order. If there is asharp edge on the shuttle, bobbin c.ise, bobbin, or needle, smoothit with emery cloth.

Shuttle Race Assembly

It is necessary to remove and clean the shuttle race assemblyit it becooes excessively dirty. The point(of the sOuttle is some-times damaged during operating and may require replacement. Smillburrs or rough spots may be removed from the shuttle point withemery cloth; the shuttle may then be replaced Nnd the assembly isconsidered serviceable. Refer to TO v417.6-1, page 18.

Exercise 1

Refer to the above TO and answer the following questions on aseparate sheet..

1. List three ot the item the 31-15 Is designed to sew.

a.

b.

C.

,).. State the maximum sieed of ihe 31-15,

)
3. The Class 3r seQ-- MATI;lne is equipped with what .trFeof feed?

,

*
4. What ,tvpe of stitch doea the 31-15 new?

5. Whenvplacing the needle in tt machine, to which sidedoes the long greovAwgo?

6. What size ne*dle is used In the 31-W
1 (

7.= How can-you determine the ccndition of the needle?



8. State the function of the following parts of the 31-1

a. Thread Take-up Lever

h. Presser Foot

c. Throat Plate

d. Slack Thread Regulator

1

e. Tension Assembly

f. Balance Wheel

g. Feed Regulator

to
h. Feed Dog

9. In which direction should you place the feed regulator
thumbscrew in order To lengthen the seltch?

What.should be used to clean !Jour sewing machine?

11. What is uged to lubricate tbe 31,45 sewIng machine?

12. How often should the 11-15 be oiled if in constant use?

11. What is the dissancebetween the'needle eye and the
Shuttle point whctri the machine is properly timed?

A
14. What is the 'proper height of the feed dog?

/

15. Give some .reasons for needle breakage.

itEFFRENCE*$

1. TO 14Y7-61-li .Singer Sewing Machine, 31-15

15
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Exercise 2

Refer to figure 7 and then fill in the blanks on the dtagr.un
below.

Figure 7. Functional Features of 8 Sewing Machine Head, Type 31-15.

1. U.

2. 12..M1...mmemmfflima. ..1.=1M1Ww.

3. 13.

4. 14.

5. 15.

6. 16.

7. 17.

S. 18.

9. 19.

10.



Exercise 3

I. Familiarize yourself with the Class 31 sewing machine by
following the procedures listed below.

a. Sit at the machine in a comfortable position.

b. Locate all the labeled parts of the machine as shown
in figure 7.

c. Place your right hand on the balance wheel and turn
it qlowlv toward von (forward).

Note: Observe the action of the feed dog as it moves
forward to get into position to make the next stitch.

d. Locate the hand presser foot lifting lever at the
back of the head.

e. Raise and lower the presser foot by lifting the
lever several times.

1. Tilt the machine head back on its hinges and let it
rest on the dowel pin reit, turn the balance wheel forward, and
watch the action on the oscillating shuttle.

g. Turn the balance w:kevl forward until the needle
moves to the highest position.

I. SHUTTLE NM'S NOI CH.

2, 08111114 ( ASS POSITION FINGER.

rruo or SBUTTLI BODY.

4. LATCH.

Figure 8. Removing And Replacing the Bobbin Case,

h. With the thumb and forefinger of the left hand,
open the latch on the bobbin case (see figure 8). Holding the

17

c.1
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bobbin case by the latch, pull it to the left and out of the
machine.

case.
i. Release the latch to remove the bobbin from the

Note: As long as the bobbin latch is held open, a
sliding lug inside the bobbin case holds the bobbin in
the case. Do not try to force the bobbin out of the
case while the latch is open.

j Place an empty bobbin in the case.

k. Open the bobbin case latch, place the bobbin case
on the shuttle stud (figure 8, part 3) and press position finger
(figur,- 8, part 2) in the shuttle race notch (figure 8, part 1).
There will be a sharp "click" when the position finger snaps in
place in the shuttle race notch.

1. Lower the machine head to its original position.

Exercise 4

1. Practice machine control.

a. Locate the motor switch und turn it on.

b. Raise the presser foot.

CAUTION: Never operate tole machine with the presser foot
making (i4xect conAL.wih the feed dog, as this will
dulk thefe3..4 g teeth.

rigure 9. Disengaging Clutch. Figure 9A. Engaging Clutch.

c. Place your right foot on the treadle with your heel
applying pressure on the lower edge of the treadle as shown in
figure 9.

d. Apply pressure gradually with the pe as shown in
figure 9, part A.

CAUTION: Keep hands sway from the needle and do not run
the machine at high speed. _AC`

, a
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CAUTION: USE A DOUBLE THICKNESS OF FABRIC UNDER THIS PAGE

FOR SEWING MACHINE PRACTICE.
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pagatm USE A DOUBLE THIGKOLESS Or rAssuc tiNDICX TIES monPDX SERINO MACHINE PRACTICE.
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0. Start and stol, the 7,achine ,;overal times. Practio,,
operating the mAchine 19 Slowly it, pw.sihle and apply the
quickly sevelal times.

the

the

Turn off the metot.

Complete rr;outicf.

Cot one piece of fahtic lh" X 11".

Double tabric ft Illeaures 8" N II".

Remove tlgurfm 10 through 16 from this workbook.

rldue tabrik. i.loder each figure mod .(.1..; a. directed.

Note: SAve the piece ot fabric for future .winy proiec't.

(1) Life tho pre4;ser foot.,

(2 Rai:-ie the needle to the highest position.

halac,
papr.

k3) Insert :ahlic And paper under the needle and turn
wheol forward or!il the needle p1A-Irces the first line on

('4) t!p.

la;t1 on the motor.

(6) Pres,. io,)t. treadle with the toe very lightly
i 71d 7 OS,: .1 I 4.('t 0'( !4,11111"; thr4,1,1gh

Rcm,r.;.? liAnro from the acltlrit by raising
tho noedle to i t 1 6,.he!rt po!:ition and Ift!tov t preer toot with
the hand litt.

Note. DDo not help the material throuyh the machine. It Is

nnne:Ary to push or pull the paper or material; the feeding
:leihanfsm is tImed to feed the material properly. The paper
may be guided through it lightly with the fingertips.

Repeat fthe same procedure on each figure.

Exercise 5

To thread bobbin and head proceed as follows:

I. Thread the bobbin.

a. Remove the bobbin from the case and place on the bobbin
winder spindle as shown in figure 17.

h. Page the thread from the tirend stand down :through the
thread hole in the tension bracket (figure 17.Tart A) and, dowm between



the bobbin winder disks (figure 17, part R). Pull the threadjroM the
lower side of the tension disks to"the bobbin.,

c. Place thq thread end through the hole in the bobbin .

from the inside out.

d. Prch,. the latch thumb lever until the automatic stop
latch (figure 11, part D) catches and holds the pulley (figure 17,
part F.) ngain-it the driving belt (figure 17, part F).

Figure 17. Windin,.. tue.Bobbin.

t). RAise the presser lout.

f. Start the motor and hold onto the end of the thread
where it protrude!.; from the bobbin.

g.

with the toe.
Step on the foot treadle and apply pressure gradually

h. Continue running the machine until the bobbin is wound
and then shut oftthe machine.

Note: Wheu the bobbin is full, the winder will stop
automatically.

1. Cut a as possible the loose end of the thread
protruding from the hide ot the bobbin.

Note: Failure to cut the thread end from the side of the bobbin
may result in the thread winding around thq stud of the shuttle
body (figure 8, part 3) (page 17). This will cause thread breakage
or poor bobbin tension.

1. Remove the thread from the winder.

k. Place the bobbin in the case so that the thread will
unwind clockwise as the bobbin operates. The thread will unwind from
the bobbin as shown in figure 18, when placed in the case.

i4

!Ti
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Figure 18. Hohhin Pulling Clo(kwise.

Figure 19. Bohbin and'Pohhin Case.

1. Pull the thre.id*Pn'; back through the slot (figure
part A) and out the opening flf;;,1.0 19,
:.-inch end of thread.

part 3) leaving about a

m. Place the hJhhin case in the maehjne aS shown in
tigure 8, page 17.

Note: Be sure the !hr end is hanging to the left of
. the

position finger ready to he picked up by the needle thrend,
figure 8, page 17.

Thread the Head. (see figure 20).

LI
BOBBIN CA*c.

LATCH CLOSE

POSITION FINGER

IN SHUTTLE RACE NOTCH

Fivre 20. Bobbin Case in Shuttle Race with Bobbin Thread
Ready to be Picked up by Needle Thre4d.

,



(heck the needle.

(1) Raise the needle bar to the.highest 'position.
Loosen the neeAe Clamp screw and remove the needle.

(.;) Check the needle for proper class, variety and
size.

(5) Never .:se a bent needle or one that is blunted
or burred.

(41 Insert the needle shank as far into the clamp
as it will go; turn the long groovl, f th. dLe so that it faces
the left and is directly in line with e armof the machine.
Tighten the clamp screw,

I.A1,,,urc 21. Threading Points.

h. Thrend the needle. Pass the thread through the follow-
ing points (see figure 21).

(1) fop hole in left-hand spool pin.

(:) Top hole in thread retainer.

(I) Bottom hole in thread retainer.

(4) Tension disks.

CAUTION: Make certain the thread is pulled between the tension
disks until it touches the tension stud.

(5) Hook of thread takeup spring.

(6) Slack thread regulator.

16 9q
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(7) Hole in thread takeup lever.

(8) Top eyelet on faceplate.

(9) Bottom eyelet on faceplate.

(10) Eyelet in needle bar thread guard.

(11) Eye of needle.

c. Catch the bobbin thread.

Figure 22, Needle Thread Being Used to Draw Bobbin Thread
up Through Hole in Throat Plate..

(1) After the needle has been threaded and the bobbin
case replaced, the operator must use the needle thread to catch and
draw the bobbin thread up through the hole in the throat plate as
illustrated in figure 22.

(2) By operattng the hand lifting lever, lock the
presser foot in its raised position.

Y
(3) With the left hand, hold the end of the needle

thread a little sl.ack and toward the upright of the arm.

(4) With the right hand, turn the balance wheel down
toward you until the needle moves from its highest position, dawn,
and back up to its highest position. If the needle thread is hiild
with a light tension during this operation, and if the needle is
correctly timed, it will catch the bobbin thread.

(5) Draw up the needle threa4 and the bobbin thread
w II cOMO Up w th it through the hole in the thread plate, as in
figure 16.

a



Exercise 6

To prasetice operation of a threaded macchine, proceed as follows:

I. Insert the work.

a. Raise the presser foot.

b. Place the edge of the material you have been using
under the presser foot.

c. Pull both the needle and bobbin threads under the
presser foot.

d. Lower the presser foot.

e. Hold the needle and bobbin threads with the left hand,
turn the balance wheel forward with the right hand, and make three
or four stitches in the material by hand-turning the wheel.

Note: If the balance wheel is given a complate turn backward
when the machine isthreaded, it will break the thread.

f. Turn on the motor.

g. Sew a few inches.

2. Remove the material.

a. Turn the balance wheel forward until the take-up lever
is in the highest position.

Note: When the take-up lever is in the highest position, the
oscillating shuttle has completed the formation of the lock-
stitch, leaving both the needle and bObbin threads-free to be
pulled from the machine.

b. Lift the presser foot with the hand lift lever.

Note: This releases the pressure on the tension disks, thereby
releasing the tension on the needle thread'so that the material
can be easily pulled from the machine without breaking threads.

c. Remove the material from under the presser foot by
pulling it away from you.

d. Cut the needle thread (top side) one-eighth inch from
the material, turn the panel so the bottom side will be up. Pull
the needle thread to the underside of the material by pulling on the
bobbin thread.

e. Cut bobbin thread close to panel.

Note: This is done to bring both cut ends to the underside
and avoid ragged threads on top of the material.

38 9



Exercise 7

To regulate the number of stitches per inch, proceed aspllows:

Note: The feed regulator thumbscrew, figure 1, on the front,of
the arm regulates the length of the stitch. To change the length
of the stitch, loosen the thumbscrew and move it dowm to lengthen
the stitch, and up to shorten the stitch.

I. Draw (with a sharppointed pencil) two parallel lines one
inch apart on a scrap of cotton duck (two plies). Sew across these
lines and count the number of stitches per inch.

2. Loosen the thumbscrew and lengthen the stitch by lowering
the regulator.

3. Shorten the stitch by raising the regulator.

4. Set the machine to sew eight stitches per inch.

Exercise 8

To adjust tensions, proceed as follows:

1. Needle thread tension.

a. Cut a strip of lightweight duck 6 X 12 inches. Double
it to form two plies of material 6 X 6 inches.

b. Turn on the machine and sew lor a distance of two or
three inches.

c. Lift the premmur foot with the hond lift. lever and
examine tilt. Rtitehing formntion on hoth mfdvro id ihv

Figure 23 : Correct and Incorrect Adjuatmentx on'
Needle and 'Wan Threads.
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Note: Figure k3 shows the correct and incorrect tension
adjustments on the needle and bobbin threads. "A" shows the
lock formed in the center of the plies of material, indicating
that both the needle thread tension and the bobbin thread
tension are correct. "S" shows the Lock formed on the top ply,
indicating that the needle thread tension is too tight and the
bobbin thread tension too loose. "C" shows the lock formed on
the bottom ply, indicating that the bobbin tension is too tight
and the needle tension too Loose.

d. Adjust the tension as necessary by slightly turning
the thumb nut on the needle thread tension disk clockwise to increase
tension or counterclockwise to decrease the tension and lower the lock.

e. Sew on.the material again for a few inches, and check
the stitching formation.

f. Adjust again, if necessary.

Note: If the correct tension cannot be obtained by adjasting
the tension disk, the bobbin tension will need adjusting.

2. Bobbin thread tension. The tension on the bobbin thread
is regulated by the bobbin case tension spring screw pointed out by
the screwdriver in figure 24. To ir,Ise the tension, turn the screw
to the right. To"decrease the tension, turn the screw to the left.
When the tension on the bobbin thrkdd h.is been properly adjusted, it
is seldom necessary to change it, because a correct stitch can usually
be obtained by varying the tension on the needle thread. Changing
the thread size sometimes makes it necessary to change the bobbin
tension.

Figure 24. bobbin Thread Tension Adjustment.

a. Thread the bobbin case.

b. With a jeweler's screwdriver, loosen the screw.



10
Note: This screw is very short, slightly more than the thick-
ness of the case; therefore, care should be taken to prevent
the removal of the screw, as this usiially results in its being
lost.

thread.

c. Test the looseness ,f the thread.

d. Tighten the screw. Pull the thread to test the tension.

e. Set the screw ao that a moderate pull releases the

Exercise 9

To adjust the pressure on the presser foot proceed am follaws:

Note: The pressure of the presser foot upon the material enables
the feed dog to push the material forward each time the needle
goes up. For the needle to make an even stitch, the material
must move forward at a uniform speed. If the pressure iR too
light, the dog does not feed the material, the needle hits in
one place on the material and the bobbin thread knots up. If
the pressure is too great, the feed dog is worn unnecessarily
and feeds the bottom fabric faster than the upper fabric. The
pressure on the presser foot is regulated by the pressure regu-
lating thumbscrew on top ,t the machine, figure 1.

1. Turn screw downward to increase pressure on the material.

2. Check the pressure by running the machine for a few stitches.

3. Turn screw upward to decrease pressure on the material.

Exercise 10

To time the machine 90 that the needle and shuttle will form the
lockstitch, complete the following steps:

. Remove the throat plate.

2. Check the class of needle and its insertion into the needle
clamp.

3. Turn the balance wheel toward you until the shuttle point
moves forward and is centered on the needle.



Figure 25. Shuttle Point Positioned 1/16 Inch
Aove the Needle Eye.

4. If the sLattle point is not 1/16 inch above the eye of the
needle (figure 2), remove the faceplate, loosen the screw in the
needle bar connecting stud and move the needle bar up or down to
correct the position. Secure the screw and replace the faceplate.

5. Check the timing and then replace the throat plate.

q I
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Exercise 11

The tension of the thread take-up spring should he sufficient
to reduce the slack in the needle until the eye of the needle, on
its downward stroke, enters the material. Tension on the thread
take-up spring is adjusted as follows: (See figure 26).

Figure 26. Adjustment of Thread Tension
Assembly (Spring Tension and Position)

1 3
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FEED DOG
NEEDLE ON DOWNWARD

MOVEMENT

rot. 41-v-v--p #:-.
-- AA4.

. i

-400

TEETH OF
FEED DOG

_FLUSH WITH
THROAT PLATE

Figure 27. Adjust Needle With Feed Dog.

Figure 28. Eccentric Collar and Setscrew.
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1. Set the take-up spring regulator casing at A twelve o'clock

position.

2. Turn the knurled Apt on the tension stud, until it is
positioned on the extreme end of the stud, toward the operator.

3. Insert a screwdrlver in the eild of the stud and turn the
stud to the operator's left. (This action will loosen the stud so
that the spring may be set without damage.)

4. Raise the presser foot to the up position and position
the spring 1/4" from the slack thread regulator.

5. Hold the spring in this position and insert the screwdriver
in the end of the stud.

6. Turn the stud to the operator's right and tighten it
against the sp-ing.

7. Push down gently on the take-up spring and check the
position of the spring with the slack thread regulator (1/4").
Reaccomplish steps 1 through 6 if the spring is out of position.

12

Time needle with the feed dog:

Check feed dog height insuring that it is slightly less than
one full tooth above throat plate at its highest point of travel.

NOTE: The feeding mechanism needs timing if there is a twisted knot
every two or two and one-half inches which cannot be eliminated by
adjustment of the tension. Do Not adjust the feed eccentric until

e_tjru_._ouhavecheckedtlainoftheneec.ae... The procedure will need
careful supervision by the instructor the first time.

To time the needle with the feed dog, proceed as follows:

1. Set machine to sew longest stitch possible.

2. Turn the balance wheel in the direction of.operation until
the feed dog is as far back as it will go and on the down stroke, see
figure 27.

3. Move to rear of machine and remove arm side cover by removing
the thumbscrew, see figure 28.

4. Feed mechanism 5, and setscrew A, figure 23, will be visible.
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S. Holding mechanism with right hand, loosen setscrew one-

half turn.

6. Reset feed dog level with throat plate by turning feed
mechanism, B figure 28.

7. Holding feed mechanism with right hand, turn balance Wheel
in direction of operation until point of needle is on down stroke
and ready to enter material, figure 27.

S. Holding feed mechanism with right hand, tighten setscrew,
A, figure 28.

Exercise 13

The tension assembly is adjusted by turning the thumb.nut on
the tension stud, forcing the tension spring against or away from
the tension disks. Since this assembly applies direct pressure on
the needle thread, the area between the tension disks must be kept
clear of rust or foreign objects as follows:

1. Remove the thumb nut tension spring, tension release
washer, and tension disks.

2. Clean the inside areas of the tension disks with a soft
cloth. Remove rust with emery cloth.

NGte: Do not apply oil to any of these parts.

3. Reassemble by positioning the tension disks, tension release
washel7, tension spring, and thumb nut on the tension stud.

Note: Be careful not to cross thread the thumb nut on the tension
ntud.

46
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Exercise 14

To troubleshoot the machine for skipping stitches and thread
breakage, proceed as follows:

1. Skipping stitches.

a. Remove the throat plate after taking out the two screws
and check for the following:

(1) Needle for correct number (2055) or correct class
and variety (16X87).

(2) Loosen the clamp screw which holds the needle in
its position.

(3) Push the needle !a in the clamp as far as it will
go and tighten the clamp screw to hold the needle in its correct
position.

(4) Turn the balance wheel toward you until the point
of the shuttle, on its forward stroke, is centered on the diameter
el the needle.

Note: The top of the eye of the needle should he 1116 of an inch
below the point of the shuttle. If above procedures are incorrect
reaccomplish exercise 10.

2. Needle thread breakage.

a. Check the machine for proper threading. If it is not
properly threaded, reaccomplish exercise 4.

b. Set the needle with the long groove to the left.
Alk

c. Check the needle thread for proper tension. Follow
procedures in exercise 7 to get correct needle thread tension.

d. Check the shuttle for sharp edges. If there is evidence
of damage, smooth with emery cloth.

e. Check the needle for defects. If needle is defective,
blunted, or bent; remove and replace with s correct size and variety
(2055 or 1007).

47
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Figure 29. Correct Position of Shuttle'firiver and Needle Bar
to Remove or Replace the Shuttle Race Assembly.

REFERENCE

1. TO 3017-6-1
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Exercise 15

To repair or replace parts in the shuttle race, disassemble as
follows:

1. To remove the shuttle race turn the balance wheel until the
needle bar travels as far upward as possible. The shuttle driver
should be in the position indicated in figure 29.

Note: The,shuttle race assembly cannot be disengaged from
the shuttle driver, during removal or replacement, until the
needle har is at the highest position. The upper snd lower
shafts of the sewing machine are connected; turning the balance
wheel will change the position of the needle and the shuttle
driver.

2. Remove the two outside shuttle race screws.

3. Slip the entire assembly to your left and downward. During

removal, applyjinger pressure to the stud of the shuttle body to
prevent the shuttle from rotating in the assembly. Place the assembly
in a parts box.

4. Using cheesecloth, remove threiC and dirt from around the
Auttle driver.

5. Take the shuttle assembly from the parts box. Lay the assemply
on a flat surface for disassembly. DO NOT HOLD THr SHUTTLE RACE ASSEMBLY
IN YOUR HAND TO REMOVE PARTS: THE SCREWDRIVER MAY SLIP.

6. Remove all the'parts of the shuttle race assembly, inspect-
ing and cleaning each part. If the shuttle point has been damaged it
should be sanded down with emery cloth. If beyond repair, replace it.

7. Reassemble the parts of the shuttle race. The beveled edges
of each minor part will be positioned toward the shuttle driver.
Secure screws in the assembly but do not apply excessive pressure.

8. Position the needle bar at iis highest position by turning
the balance wheel toward the operator. Insert, the assembled shuttle
race so that the outside screw holes of the race are in line with
those of the. housing. Insert and isecure the two sh4011e race screws.

Caution: Vt..t,he shuttle race is not seated in the housing of
the uhine, the shuttle point will clip the needle during
operatl,an.

lny
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MACHINE SEWN SEAMS

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of'this unit of itistruction you will able to
fabricate machine seams and stiteles.

INTRODUCTION

Parachutes are devfces that become worn, torn, and in need of
various repairs and modifications in order to insure their continued
serviceability. Each job calls for specific seam and titch
formations that are standard in construction.

INFORMATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF MACHINE SEAMS

Machine seams or stitchings have the following specific
advantages'OVer handsewn seams: (1) speed, (2) appearance, and
(3) uniformity of tension. Their desirable characteristics are as
follows:

Strength

Strength of a seam or .stitching depends on the type of
thread, stitch type, nuMber of stitches per inch, the construction
and tightness of the seam, and the size and type of needle point
used.

Note: The strength of the seam should equal that of the
material it Joins. Use only the material specified
for the assembly in the applicable technical order.

Elasticity and Flexibility

Elasticity and flexibility depend on the stretching qualities
of the material used, the quality and tension of the thread, the
length of the stitch, and type of seam or stitch used.

OPR: 3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCHTG/TTCU-L - 410; TTVSA - 1
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Durability

Durability is determined by the wearing qualities of the
material; the quality of the thread uaed, and proper tension,
which will set the stitches well into, the material to reduco
abrasions. Relation between the elasticity of the seam and the
elasticity of the material is v,ry important in determining
durability.

Security

The security of a seam or stitching depends chiefly on the
stitch type and its ability to resist unraveling. The stitch must
be well set in the material to prevent snagging which can cause
thread breakage and unravel some types of stitches. Seam "run-
offs" weaken a seam.. All seam ends should be backatitched or
anchored to 2revent the seams from unravelin.

Appearance

APpearance of seams is largely controlled by their construc-
tion and neatness of workmanship; however, appearance should be
secondary to.apy of the three factors explained previously--
strength, elasticity and durability. Size and type of thread and
length of stitch may a'so affect appearance.

TYPES AND CLASSES OF SEAMS AND THkIR USES

Seam Specification

STITCH. A stitch is one unit of thread formation resulting
from passing a thread through a material at uniformly spaced
intervals. The class of stitch is indicated by a specification
number; for example, 301, which specifies a United States Standard
Lockstitch. The Class 31 and 111W sewing machines sew a U.S.
Locketitch 301.

SEAM. A seam is a joint consisting of a sequence of stitches
uniting two or more pieces of material.

STITCHING. A stitching consists of a sequence of stitches
for finishing an edge or'for ornamental purposes, or both, in
preparing parts for assembling. The seam or stitch formation is
indicated by a symbol consisting of three parts:

1. The first part denotes the class and consists of two
upper case letters; for example, SS.

2. The second part denotes the type of the class and
consists of one or more lower case letters, for example,- a.
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3. The third part denotes the number of rows of stitches
used and consists of one or more Arabic numerals preceded by a
dash; for example, -1.

The complete seam specification for the examples given thus
becomes 301-SSa-1.

Classes of Seams

The three classes of seams are SS (super-imposed seams); LS
(lapped seams); BS (bound seams).

CLASS SS, SUPER-IMPOSED SEAMS. These are formed by placing
one ply of material above another with the edges together and the
seam along one side. Super-imposed seams are usually made with
two plies of material, although more than two plies can he used
for special projects. The edges may be folded under, but they are
never overlapped when the stitching is made. Types-Of super-
imposed seams are SSa-1 and SSc-2. (Figure 1.)

Figure 1. Types of Supstimposid Seams with Cross-Sectional Views.

The SSa-1 seam is the simplest method of joining two or more
pieces of material. It is also used as the first step in the
formation of other seams. The seam used in parachute work requiring
the SSa-1 seam as the first step is the LSak-2 seam.

The SSc-2 *ism is used for making parachute shot hags. It is
also used in making channels for sash cord when making handles on
carrying bags and cases.

4 113
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D.

Fleur. 2. Lammed Seem Formation with Cross-Sectional Views.

CLASS LS, LAPPED SEAMS. These are formed by the edges of the
plies of material overlapping a sufficient distance and stitched
with one or more rows of sewing as shown in the cross-sectional
views in Figure 2. Types of lapped seams are 1.Sc-2, LSc-4, LSd-1
and LSak-2.

The LSc-2 and LSc-4 seams are used in the construction of the
canopy. The LSc-2 seam is used for the sectional seams ani the
LSc-4 for the channel seams. The interlocking of the folds makes
the LSc seams the strongest of the seam formations.

Oisurs 3 Bound Seam, GSA-2.

5
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The LSd-1 seam (Figure 2, part C) is used in sewing pockets

..or patches. The seam is used in canopy repair work to patch smallholes in the canopy.

The 1.Sak-2 seam, (Figure 2, part D) is used on the parachutepark to shape the automatic ripcord release cover and pack sideflaps. It is also used for finishing seams of covers for shopequipment.

LAW AR WE BEHNG
REINFORCEMENT

Figure 4.. Edge Finishing Stitch, EFb-4.

CLASS BS, BOUND SEAMS. BSa-2 are made by folding bindingstrips or tapes over the edge of the material to reinforce andfinish the edge. The BSa-2'seam (Figure 3) is used to bind theedges of tool
aprons,'reinforcement panels, etc. All parachutepacks are bound with 314 inch tape using the BSa-2 seam. There-fore, it is important that special attention be given to thepractice work on this seam. Much of the repair work includes theBSa-2 seam.

Class of Stitching

The class EF, edge finishing EFb-4 stitch, is formed by usingthe edge of a single ply of material to make the hem. The EFb-4stitch (Figure 4) is made by folding the edge back twice, thusturning the cut edge inside the second fold to prevent fraying andto reinforce the hem. It may also include a piece of reinforcingtape, plain or tubular webbing for addee strength. This stitch,with tubular webbing reinforcement, is used to form hems at thevent and ehe skirt of the canopy on most personnel and some cargoparachutes.

All seams and stitches pictured on the preceding pages areused in the parachute shop for modification and repair work on theparachute canopy, pack, Seat and backpads, or for making coversand bags for shop equipment and tools. The seam3 and stitchesused in the construction of the canopy and pack .1:e shown inFigure 5.
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CANOPY COMPLETE BIAS-CUT CANOPY PANEL.

BSa-2

PACK

Figure 5. Seams Used in Canopy and Pack Construction.
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Figure 6. Types of Superimposed Seams with Cross-Sectional Views.

Figure 7. Lapped Seas Formation with Cross-Sectional Views.
1



Seams and Stitching Requirements

In fabricating the various classes of seams, the following
rules should be followed:

1. Stitches must be tight and well set into the material.

2. Seam ends must be securely overstitched and backstitched.

3. Material should be cut straight and true fo- straight
and evin seam formation.

The following rules should be followed in determining the
correct spacing of more than one line of stitching and placing of
a seam the correct distance from the edge:

1. Binding tape should be sewn 1/16" from the selvage edge
of the tape.

2. Heavier tapes should be sewn from 1/16" to 1/8" from the
edge. Raw ends of tapes will be sewn 1/4 inch from the raw edge.

3. Horsehide and thin leathers should be sewn 1/8" from the
edge in patching, trimming, etc.

4. Raw edges of 8 to 15 ounce duck should be sawn 1/2" from
the edge.

5. Material will be folded no less than 1/2" for rein-
forcement.

6. Folded edges of 8 to 15 ounce duck should be sewn 1/8"
from ths raw edge.

7. The second and succeeding rows of stitches should be
made 1/4" apart. In heavier material, it is sometimes desirable
to separate the rows as much as 3/8".

8. Heavy duck, heavy fabric, or the heavier leathers may be
sewn approximately 1/4" from folded edges for best results, while
the raw edges of such heavy fabrics need at least 1/2" to 3/4"
seams for security.

9. Light nylon or aircraft fabric should be sewn 1/16" from
the folded edge. Rawc'idies of these light materials are seldom
sewn together except as the first step of another seam.

10. When you are sewing a row of stitches and the thread
breaks, start sewing again 1/2" in front of the break and sew on
top of the existing stitches.

9
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Exercise 1

Write the answers to the following qulstions on a separate
sheet of paper.

1. What are the 3 basic advantages that machine seams have
over hand sewn seams?

2. What form of security is given to a machine sewn seam to
prevent the stitching from raveling?

3. The class 31 sewing machine sews that type of stitch?

4. What is a seam?

5. Name the 3 classes of seams used in parachute work.

6. What seam formation is formed by placing one ply of
material above the other with the edges together and the seam
along one side?

7. In the seam designation 1,Sak-2, what part represents the
type?

8. What is the difference between a SSc-2 and SSc-4?

9. Binding tape is used for what class oZ seam?

10. How is the EF stitching formed?

11. When sewing an 8-ounce cotton duck, how far should one
sew from the raw edge?

10
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12. When one is seying the SSc-4 seam formation, how much
material is folded under for reinforcement?

13. How far apart are rows of stitches on lightweight
materials?

14. When sewing on lightweight nylon how far should you sew
from the folded edge?

Exercise 2

\O'er to figures 3, 4 and 5 in student Study Guide and the
section entitles Seams and Stitching Requirements. Practice
sewing the machine seams and stitches applicable to parachute
repair. Proceed as follows:

1. Cut 20 pieces of 8-ounce cotton duck, each 4" X 6".

2. Sew two (2) of each of the seams illustrated in figures
and 8.

TIM/ L AN Wt
REINFORCEMENT I

Figura 8.

Exercise 3

1. Cut 10 pieces of 1.1 ounce ripstop nylon, each 4 X 6".

2. Sew two (2) each of seams A and B in figure 2, and two
(2) of the seam illustrated in figure 5.

I H-
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PROCEDURE I

Exercise 4

Fabricate the following from cotton duck.

1.: Cut sevenApieces of fabric (cotton duck) size 4" x

2: Sew the following seams and stitchings:

a. SSa-l.

b. 1,Sd-1.

ti c.

d.

e. 7.

f. EFb-1.

g.

h. BSa-2.

12
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IDENTIFICATION/CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE OF
PERSONNE<IGANIZATIONAL CLOTHING

OBJECTIVES

3ABR42733-SW-706

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able to
describe the constructional features of flight clothing and their appli-
cation. In addition, you will be able to state how clothing will be
inspected, identify defect markings, and describe the pro dure for
making repairs in accordance with TO 00-25-120 and TO 14P3- -112.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force is responsible for furnishing suitable clothing for Air
Force personnel who work in different climatic areas of the world. Cloth-
ing and equipment must withstand exposure to these varieties of conditions
as well as keep the wearer comfortable so he can devote his energies to the
,lob at hand. Personnel must also be given protective clothing for possible
emergencies over land or water. The responsibility for the inspection and
repair of the many types of flying clothing rests with the Fabrication and
Parachute Specialist.

INSPECTION OF AIRCREW FLYING CLOTHING

When an article is damaged, it must be inspected to determine what
should be done with it. It is unsuitable for use in its present condition.
The inspector must determine if it is suitable to be restored to a
serviceable condition; he answers the question, "Is it reparable?" Hoi

decides this question by estimating the labor cost of repair at the rve
of $3.75 per hour plus the cost of material to arrive at the total repair
cost. If this cost is less than 65% of the serviceable supply catalog
cost, the item is tagged reparable with a green tag. If it is more than
65%, the item is tagged "condition dondemnad" and tagged with a red tag.
The limitation of 65% of cost does not apply to items in critical short
supply.

Inspection of Flight Coveralls

The coverall having the following damages is condiiered reparable:
soiled; damaged hardware; open seams; small tears, rips or holes, torn
pockets or flaps; frayed areas; or damaged map clip. It is obvious that
if all of the things mentioned were wrong with a garment, it would be
uneconomical to rupair. Anything in excess of the damages mentioned is
OARISO for marking condemned. After all instructions which mey be written
about inspection, the final determination as to the wisdom of repair
will depend upon the experience, sincerity and ability of the inspector.

OPR; 3340 TCOTG,
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCRTG/TTOU-1, - 410; TTVSA 1
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An arrow will call attention to any general
defect; e.g., open seams, skippld stitches.

An X or cross is used to indicate hidden de-
fects which,may be inside the garment or under
the particular portion being inspected.

A circle with a cross is used to indicate
missing,button, the croes indicating the exact
location of the'button. Also,,the circle with
an arrow pointing to it will indicate a small
hole.

An oval indicates a missing buttonhole. Its
length shows the else of the required
buttonhole.

This mark is used to indicate any portion of
a garment which ie too short; e.g. length of
trousers or sleeve length. The length of the
vertical line shows-bow short a particular
part is.

A line drawn at the edge of any part of a gar-
ment indicates that the garment is too long.
The,distance between the horizontal line and
the edge of the garment shows how much too
long the particular part is.

This mark indicates that the imam involved
should bel,et out to that extent.

Two lines, one on each side of a seam, point
out the heed to take in the seam the distance
between the two lines.

Figure 1. Defeat Mdrkings.

A man's flying coverall of every type must meet certain raquirements,
which depend upon the immediate use to which it will be put. The CWU-27/P
is a typical type while the CWU-1/P is similar but heavier. The CWU-27/P
is made of sags green or indien orange color, with different colors'being
preferred by different commends, depending upon the job their flyers have
to do. Obviously, a flyer who might have to eject over enemy territory
would not want one colored Indian orange. On the other hand, if he were
flying only over our own country it would be of advantage to identify
himself by Wearing an Indian orange coverall.

A damaged coverall would need to be inspected first to see if the
zippers on the closure wre.operative. Turn collarel-pocksts, wristbands%
and bottoms so that the inside can be inspected as well as the attachment
to the garment itself; Msny damages are not the result of wear but,becauss

'of tears. Rips-seem to grow very fast, so the wearer should have the rip
repoired while it is still'eiall. Check-the garment for small, tears and

3



snags. Some of those can be darned, but li permitted to stay unmended,
will soon require large patchee. The repairman should be careful to use
repair material like that from which the garment is made. Often, if it is
worn considerably, and the color is changed by wear, selection of the samecolor will be hard to accomplish.

Reference TO 00-25-120, Sec 1, Pgs 3 and 4; TO 14113-14112, Sec III, Pg3-1.

Defect Markings

Certain markings lire used when clothing is inspected to identify the
defect. Standard markings, as illustrated in figure 1, are required as
the clothing may be inspected by one person and repaired by another.
Standardization inewes that the same marking will mean the same thing
to every specialist and the proper repair will be made. White tailors'
chalk is usually used to mark the defect. Mark the garment close to the
defect in such a way that the marks can be easily removed. The purpose
for which each marking is used is listed in figure 1.

Reference TO 00-25-120, Sec 1, page 4.

REPAIR OF AIRCREW FLYING CLOTHING

Because the Air Force has a large number of personnel, the task of
correct4i fitting all of its members with clothing of the proper size is
a birone. It is extremely important that clothing fit properly.
Clothing, properly fitted, not only looks better but feels better and
wears longer. Clothing which is too mmall binds, rips, and pulls apart
at the seams. Garments that are too large look bulgy and unkept and
have a tendency to fray when rubbed. Proper fitting also affects the"
body protectionrprovided by the clothing. Tight-fitting clothes do not
Ove sufficient protection against the cold because they do not allow

..Jetiough room for air, which acts as natural insulation. In warm weather,
* they cling to the body and prevent the circulation of air, which acts as
a Cooling agent. Consequently, alternations are necessary to give
proper fit and a neat appearance. Also, repair prevents excessive
damage -and increases the life of the clothing.

Fabric Repair

Matetial used for the repair of clothing will be the same as that
from which it is constructed. In mom., cases, it may be necessary to use
some salvage fabric because of shortage of repair material or because
used material may not blend with the garment. Wristlet and waistband
material is loosely knitted which wirovides sufficient lasticity to fit
snugly around the arms and waist of the wearer. Wristlets are knitted in
seamless, tubular form or may be fabliicated from the same material as
waistbands. Wristlets should be replaced in pairs and sawn with 4-5
spi.

Neat and durable repairs to fabric clothing are assured when you
follow certain guidelines that have proven effective. V1ppidelines
you will follow are:

a. Remove the old broken stitches before removing a seam.
4
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b. Sew through the old needle holes when removing an open seem.

c. Do not mix kinds, weights, or colors of material when patching.

d. Sew the repair from the face or exposed side.

e. Darn holes or tears under 1/2 inch without reinforcement.

f. Reinforce holes or tears from 1/2 inch to 7/8 inch with fabric
on the underside of the material before darning them.

g. Trim reinforcement fabric close to the darn.

h. Repair holes or tears over 7/8 inch by patching.

It is important to remember that all old threads must be removed
from the damaged portions and new seams must be made so that none of the
old needle holes will show. To provide maximum strength in the seam,
use the correct machine thread and six stitches per inch. Match all
threads with the color of the matetial being repaired. In same instance.,
two colors of thread are required, one to match the outr part of the
garment and the other ro match the lining. You can do this by using one
color thread in the bobbin and another color in the needle. When garments
are being repaired, keep them as clean as possible by keeping the working
area and equipment free from dust, dirt, and grease. The strength of the
repair depends on the type of repair, the machine thread, and the number
of stitches per inch. Check all seams for proper type, and check sewing
for correct distance from the edge of the material. To repair a long
tear, first sew it together by hand; then machine-sew a cloth or leather
patch over the outer surface of the repair to increase its durability
and improve its appearance.

Interlocking Fastener Repair and Replacement

If we all had unlimited patience, you would seldom have to replace
an interlocking fastener. Perhaps you have been guilty yourself of
yanking on the pull of a slide when you could have backed the slide
slightly and eliminated the jam in the scoops. Whether the damage to an
interlocking fastener is avoidable or not, it is still up to you to
repair or replace it.

REPAIR. The service life of an interlocking fastener depends upon
the assembly, installation, and care the fastener receives during and
after it is installed. Open and close the chain of scoops only with the
slider. Do not use pliers or any other object to pull together or pry
apart the chain of scoops. If the scoops are clogged with dirt, do not
Attempt to open them until after you remove the dirt with cleaning
fluid. Damaged faateners are usually thl result of improper asembly,
careless handling, or a fastener too 11.ght for the work. Figure 2 shows
some of the troubles which may be the result of improper isseMbly and
careless handling. View A shows a fastener which has separated behind
the slider. This may be caused by a slider which has spring or spregd
apart. To repair the fastener, install a new slider. If the solidir
catches any loose threads, cloth, or dirt bevwsen it and the scoops, it
may become jammed, as shown in view B. Slowly work the slider dawn the

5
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Figure 2. Intariooking Faetener n'oublee.

chain of scoops until the obstruction can be removed. When the top and
bottom stops are missing, as shown in view C, replace them if the beading
on the tape has not been damaged. If the beading is damaged, shorten
the fastener and install new' stops. When the scoops have been ripped
off, as shown in View D, either shorten or replace the fastener. Youwill also find that tears in the tape or taps bead often require fastener
replacement. This is generally caused by too light a fastener or by tight-
fitting clothing.

REPLACEMENT. Unserviceable interlocking fasteners are removed by
cutting the threads which hold the fastener in place. Take care during
cutting to avoid cutting the fabric to which the fastener is attached.

Three methods of folding tapes for installation are shown in figure
3. In method A, a single diagonal fold is mads. In method 8, the tapeis folded a second time to make the tape even with perpendicular to thetape igide. Method B is used where the edge of the material to be
closed should be even with the top stops of the fastener. A combination
of methods A and B is used when two fasteners mAet co form an angle with
each other. In method C, the taps is folded uneer at the ends, as
illustrated, to form a straight edge. This method Is used at sither.or
both ends of the tape where space allows this fold to be used.

Several methods of sewing are used to install interlocking fasteners
on clothing and other items of fabric end leather equipment. The different
methods are divided into classes and types of classes. The methods of
installation are identified by uppercase and lowercase letters. The two
mein classes of fastener installation ars the visible attachment and the
concealed attachment. Visible attachments are designated by .the use of
a capital letter V, and-concealed attachments are designated by a capital
C. The second part of the ymbol used with each class denotes whether
the attachment is a single pleating designated by capital letters SP, or
a double pleating, designated by DP. The lowercase letters, such as at
bt c, and d, specify the different attachments and are followed by a
number which indicates the number of rows of stitching used to install
the fastener. The number 301 preceding the symbol indicates that it is
a US government standard lockstitch,

Some examples of common attachments are shown in figure 4. The Vs-
4 attachment (figure 4, A) leaves both surface. of the chain of scoopá
exposed and no pleating is used. Sometimes it will be to your advantage
to form this attachment by sewing the interlocking fastener to the
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Figure 3. Mothocla of Folding Tapea.

underside of the material with the pull next to the material before
providing an opening. After the fastener is sewn to the material, a slit
is cut in the material directly over the center of the scoops to the length
of the chain of scoops. Then cut 1/4 inch diagonals At either end of the
cut and fold under the raw edges. Sew the folded edge to the taps. Your
seam should be 1/16 inch inch from the edge of the fold.

The CSPa-6 fastener attachment (figure 4, B) shows the upper surfece
of the fastener covered by the outer body of material. The bottom
surface is exposed. Some Jackets use this type of attachment.

The CDPa-9 attachment (figure 4, C) is often used for trouser
openings. Both the upper and lower suttees* of the scoops are covered
in this type of attachment.

Ordinarily no lubricant of any kind is required on interlocking
fasteners. However, paraffin, candle wax, or castile soap may be used
to obtain free movement of the slide. Do not use oil or grease: Oil
soils ordinary clothing, but more important, if oil or grease is used on

7



A VA.4 ATTACHMENT

Fat:MT

C3PA.6 ATTACHMENT

CROSS SECTION

C CDPA-9 ATTACHMENT

Figure 4. Interlocking Fastener Attachment.

a fastanar that is part of a high-altitude pressure spit, a suit fire is
likely to occur in flight. Oxygen is used to inflats the capstans and
bladders, and if au oxygen leak developed in an oily area, a spontaneousfire could occur.

PROCEDURE
1.

Exercise 1

INSPECTION OF FLYING COiERALLS

1. Select a suit, flying covarall, which is damaged.

a
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2. Visually inspect the garment for holes, seam saparetions,

team hardware, torn pockets using 65% of the catalog cost in estimating
repairs for it.

3. Mark the areas which need repair as directed by your instructor.

4. Tag the garment according to your decision of its reparebility
from figures you have accumulated.

\ Exercise 2

INTERLOCKING FASTENER INSTALLATION

1. Obtain a piece of 12-ounce duck, 10 inches long and 4 inches
wide.

2. Mark a centerline through the full length of tha center.

3. Center Lho fastener assembly on the duck with the scoops
on the centerline ignd the slider and pull tab next to tho duck.

A
FASTENER SEWED TO INNER OPENING CUT IN PANEL INSTALLATION CCNMPLETED

SIDE OF PANEL

Figure 5. Modified VA-4 Interlocking Fastener Instaliation.

4. Fold under the end of the tape as in figure 5A.

5. Machine sew the outer row of ititching 1/8" from the edge of
the tape as in figure SA, continuing to sew to the corner end across the
ends overstitching 1/2" to lock tha seam.

6. Remove the material from the machine.

7. Turn the assembly over and cut a slit in the duck directly over
the scoops, figure 5B.

NOTES Begin cutting at the middle and cut toward the ends to a
point directly above the last scoop.

8. Make angular cuts at the ends of the scoops approximately 1/4"
in length as shown in figura 5B.

9
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9. Turn under the cut edges so that the folded edges will be

approximately I/8" from the scoops.

10. Machine Mew the inner row of stitching 1/16" from the folded
edge as shown in figure 5C.

NOTE: The turned under portion in figure 5 is not caught by
the outside row of st4tches and it is, therefore, a modified
VA-4.

Exercise 3

REPAIRING PULLED SEAMS

1. obtain garment to be repaired.

2. Locate the seam to be repaired and remave the old thread.

3. Resew the seam using the same type of thread and stitches per
inch as were originally used on the garment.

NOTE: If all the needle
stitches are in the same
holes are torn out, turn
holes are concealed.

holes are intact, sew so that the new
location as the old ones. If the needle
under just enough material so that the old

Exercise 4

WRISTLET REPLACEMENT

1. Make opening between the inner liner and waistband by removing
the stitching for a distance of 6 inches on either side of center of
waistband.

NOTE: Cut stitches holding the lining to the waistband.

2. Reach through this opening and pull ono sleeve inside-out
down betwaen the lining and jacket shell. Pull this sleeve out
thfiulth the opening just made et the waistband.

3. Remove the worn wristlet from the sleeve by cutting the
threads.

4. Remove cut threads from the material.

5. Insert a new wristlet iato the outer shall.

6. Sew the wristlet to the outer shell using a 1/2 inch
SSa-I seam.

NOTE: Saw knitted material 6 stitches per inch.

7. Lay the sleeve lining alongside the outer shell so the seams
on the lining and the outer shell are matched.

ln 131
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CAUTION: Remove all twists from the lining and outer shell of
the sleeve.

S. Butt the ends of the lining and the outer shell and wristlet
together.

CAUTION: Make sure lining seam and outer shell seams are
aligned and no twists are in either sleeve.

9. Sew the sleeve lining to the outer shell and wristlet, making
certain this row of stitching is back of the first row sewn in step

10. Pull the sleeve, lining and attached wristlet back through
the opening at the waistband.

11. Saw the linAng to the top of the waistband to close out the
open seam. Use the same number of stitches per inch as on the jacket.

12. If top stitching is needed on the wristlet, turn the sleeve
wrong side out and add a row of stitching 1/4 inch from the edge where
the wristlet is attached.

REFERENCE

TO 00-25-120
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Life Support Systems Branch 3A3R42733-SW-801
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OPERATION/MAINTENANCE OF CLASS 111 SEWING MACHINE

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able
to identify functional features, thread the head and bobbin, clean and
lubricate, time and adjust, make minor repairs, and correct malfunc-
tions of the Class 111W sewing machine LAW TO 34Y7-14-11.

INTROUCTION

The purpose of the Class 111W and the Class 31 mewing machine is
the same. Like motor vehicles that are designed to carry different
weight loads, the Class 111W sewing machine is designed for work on
heavier weight fabrics than the Class 31.

INFORMATION

OPERATION

Functional Features

It is important for you to recognize nomenclature concerning
the Class 1I1W sewing machine in order for you to follow directions
accurately when learning to operate the machine. Figure 1 shows a
Class 111W machine head and its features, and Table 1 lista the
functions of the features. Figure 2 shows a Class 111 machine stand.

OFR: 3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X
3340 TCH1G/TTOU-L - 440; TTVSA - 2
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NAME

1. Thread take-up lever

2. Vibrating preswor-bar
tension regulating screw

3. Lifting pressure-bar
tension regulating screw

4. Arm cap

Feed indicating disc

6. Balance wheel

%.1

7. Arm-and-hook driving-
shaft connection belt

8.. Face plate

. Needle-thread lubricator

10. Thread/tensIon
,7

11. Thread contrSiler
dOring assembly

12. Needle bar

Vibrating presser-foot

14. Feed-dog

FUNCTION

Pulls the needle th d against the
teesion disc aiFiHe 1 ckstitch la
formed at the rotarr hqo (P) and
pulls sufficient thread, rom the spool
to make the nest stitch.

Regulatei the pressure on the pressure
foot 04). Only 049ficient pressure is
needed to hold the material securely,

Regulites the pressure on the alter
nating presser-foot (0).0

Enables the operistor to make the
ternal adjustWene% and protects the

ire from dust.

Indic tee the number of stitches per
inch which is beingsalsde by the
machine.

to
Provides a connectionliOetween the
driving unit and the ifwing machine
head.

foneects the upper arm shaft with qe
hook-drAfing shaft.

Covers and protects the mechanism of
the two presser feet and needle bar (L).

Lubricates the thread when sewing
Aeather. Lubrication of the rhread
prevents It from friyIng and Itivente
the needle from becoming hot wheh
sewing at high speed.

Regulates the tentiion on the needle
thread so that the lockstitch may
be adjusted properly. 0,

/
Removes sufficient,s1dCk from the
needle thread when the needle is
descending to preveni the needle
from splitting the thread.*

Holds.the-nredle ahd carries the thread
to,the,rclary:hostk (P) where the lock
stitch is fárme4;*

Holds the-material in place while the
alternating presier foot (0) rises to
make anpiher stitch.

Feeds the material from the under side.

Table I. Features of tha Clase lIT Md,qhine and Thei.r FUnctione (Cont'd).



NAME

111rem.

nolerion

15. Alternating presser-foot

16. Rotary-hook assembly

16A. Bobbin

16B. Bobbin-case retainer-
hook gib

164. Needle-deflecting hook
washer

17. Throat plate

18-18A. Bed slides

19. Fee4 indicator plunger

20. Safety-clutch lock stud

21. Bobbin-case opener

22. Rotary-hook saddle
complete

21. Rotary-hook and connection-
belt timing plate and
arrows

Holds the material in place while the

vibrating presser fobt (IN) and feed-

dog (N) go forward to get material for

the.next stitch.

Contains the mechanism which forms the

lockstitch by-using the needle and

bobbin threads.

Contains the lower thread used in
forming the lockstitch.

Holds the bobbin case in the lock

assembly.

Defleccs the needle so that the rotary
hook will not strike the needle.

Surrounds the feed dog and keeps the
material from slipping after the feed

dog has been adjusted to the proper

height.

Covers the feed eccentric and rotary
hook-assembly on each side of the

thloat plate.

Used in connection with the feed
indicating disc to regulate the
number of stitches per inch desired.

Re-engages the needle with the hook
driving assembly after clearing a
thread jam. ;

Prevents thread from jamming under-
neath the throat plate on the bobbin

case base.

The rotary hook (P) is operated by
the spiral driving pinion gear (V)

which in turn is operated by the
hook driving gear located on the
hook driving shaft.

Used to time the arm shaft with the
hook drivihg shaft.

Table 1. Featuree of the Class III Machine and Their ftnctions.
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0 . Table Top.

0 Opening in Table Top for
Sewing Machine Head.

0 . Tool and Thread Drawer.

0 Adjustable Sewing Ma-
chine Stand.

. Adjustable Sewing Ma-
chine Motor with Clutch.

Model Number

. Extension Clutch Arm.

0 . Motor Belt Guard.
8. Motor Switch.

. Treadle Clutch Toot Pedal,

0. Oil Drip Pan.
. Machine Toot Knee Lifting Lower.0 . Oil Can Bracket,

Fig4re 2. Class 111 Machine .tand.

Class 111 sewing machines are one-line (single needle) lockstitch
machines designed to sew medium weight materials and are wable
of sewing at a speed of approximately 2900 stitches per minu
lockstitch machine is the only type of machine used in making strong
and durable finished seams. With each individual stitch a half
of a square knot is formed which prevents the finished seam from pulling
apart. The lockstitch is formed in,the bobbin assembly by, a rotary
hook on the 111 machines. The :.brication and parachute technician
uses this machine for sewing upn,..lstery, tarpaulins, tents, leather

clothing, and protective covers for aircraft parts and ground support
equipment.

16 :14
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Sewing machines are identified by symbols which are located on

the upright arm of the machine head. Each symbol is made up of two
or three parts. In the case of the 111 class of machine, the 111
specifies the machine class. The second part "W" denotes the place
of manufacture. The third part (152, 153, or 155) determines the
number of modifications or improvements made on this class o machine.
The 111 also designates the machine as a single needle (one ine),

machine. (A 112 machine is a two needle (two line) machine.)-

Feeds

There are various feeding mechanisms used on sewing machines.
Some 111 machines are equipped with a compound feed alone, such as the
111W151, and other are equipment with a tombination of the compound
feed and alternating presser feet such as the 111W152 and 111W155.
The various feeding mechanisms most commonly used on machines are:

I. Needle Feed. The needle alone moves the material the
regular length of a stitch, while the presser foot holds the
material in place on the throat plate.

2. Drop Feed. The feed dog moves the material the regulated
lngth of a stitch while the presser foot holds the material
against the feed.dog.

3. Compound Feet. Consists the needle feed and the
drop fek.d. Some compound feed are equipped with alternating
presser feet. The alternating prvsser is an additional presser

4-fettii, which holds the material alternately with the compound

feed. This type of feed is used od class 111 machines.

Needles

It is very important that the proper needle be used to
insure good machine operation. The selection of needles of
correct class variety, needle orcir number and sizp for different
machines and materials is necessary in order to eliminate thread
breakage, skipped stitches, and chafing of the thread.

The term "class" refers to the type of shank of a needle
bust suited for use ti a certain class of machine. The term
"variety" refers tO je length of needle 6.nd type of point (round
or cutting). Odd mbers indicate round-point need:es, and even
numbers indicatv ntting point needles. Round, sharp-pointed
needles are the ply type used for sewing cloth since they de
not cut the strands as they are forced between the woven threads
of fabric. Many different varietied of cutting point needles are
available, but they are used only for sewing leathers. The size
Indicates the gage of the needle and the needle eye which iS
determined by t.he_size and type of thread and the material.
Good macnineoperaiqpis very dependent upon using the correct
size of needle. The tPmadniust pass freely through the needle
eye in order to eliminate tlihi.ad breakage. Class 111 machines
use a 135x17 needle. The class number, in this case 135, which

7



indicates the length of needle and the type of point. Sizes of
the 135x17 range from 12 to 24; however, most sewing operations
required of the fabrication parachute technician, may be accomp-
lished by using sizes 18 through 24, needle order number 3355.

A dull round needle acts the same as a cutting needle. It
will cut or pull threads and may weaken the seam. The condition
of a needle may be checked by sliding the fingernail over the
point. If it scratches or catches she nail, the needle should&be
replaced with a new one. A dull needle may be sharpened by
placing it in the chuck of a drill press and the drill operated
at high speed while holding a fine gtade sharpening stone
lightly against the side of the needle at the proper angle.
The point is then polished with a piece of russet leather.

Safety Precautions

The following precautions should be observed while operating
class 111 machines in order to prevent injury to the operator
or damage to the machines.

1. Keep the fingers cut from under the presser feet while
the motor is running.

2 Do not operate the machine without mattrial under the
presser foot as this will dull the feed dog. \

. Do not change the bobbin while the motor is running.

4. Be sure that bed slides are closed before operating the
machine as the fingers or the material may come in contact with
che rotary hook and serious injury may be the result.

5. Keep the fingers at the side of the needle, not In
tront.

6. Hold both the needle and bobbin threads taut when
starting to sew.

7. When tilting the machine head back, be sure that it
lies securely against the machine headrest pin. Injury to your
hands may result if the machine head falls forward, or the machine
head will be damaged if it falls to the floor.

8. When winding a bobbin, be certain that the presser foot
is raised and that the needle is not threaded.

9. Do not start sewing until the mot s hid sufficient
time to attain full speed.

10. Do not try to push or pull the material as it is being
fed through the machine. The needle will bend or break.

11. Operate machine at a low rate of speed to avoid making
lines that are not straight.

141)
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12. Be sure to turn the motor switch off any time you leave

the machine.

13. Do not turn the balance wheel backward a full turn
or the thread will break.

14. Use the proper type of thread and the proper class and
variety of needles.

15. While sewing be aware of any metal or hard surface
portions of the material.

CARE OF THE MACHINE

To maintain efficient operation of the class lll machines
it is sometimes necessary to perform minor adjustments and
maintenance. Minor adjustments include threading the head end
bobbin, regulating length of stitches, adjusting tensions on the
needle and bobbin thread, regulating pressure on the material,
and changing needles. A knowledge of the procedure for timing
the machine is also important to the operator, but it should not
be attempted until the operator is throughly familiar with the
operating principles of the machine. Timing will be studied
later under "Sew/4 Machine Maintenance."

Clean and Lubricate

CLEANING. All moving parts must be kept free of dirt,
lint, and grit. The bobbin case area should receive your particular
attention and should be checked for cleanliness every time a
bobbin is replaced. Cleaning this area before dirt'and lint
accumulate will preventmany jams. In addition to cleaning dirt
and lint from the machine you should wipe off excess oil after
you have lubricated the machine. Use dry cleaning solvent as
your cleaning agent. Never use gasoline to clean your machine;
gasoline is an extreme fire hazard.

Be sure the dust cloth you use to clean the machine head
and table is lintfree. The bobbin case area and other moving
parts cannot be cleaned efficiently with a dust cloth because
lint and dust get into small crevices that cannot be reached with
a cloth. Clean these parts with a small bristle brush. Use
cotton waste to clean the oil from the oil pan and discard it
in an authorized oily rag container. When you have finished
cleaning, cover the machine with a dustproof cover.

LUBRICATING. Given the lubrication it needs, a class 111,
or any other machine, will give years of service before the parts
show significant wear. Yoe will also have a smoother running
machine that will ieldom require other maintenance. This being
the case, it is well worth your time to lubricate every part
as required.

9
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Before you oil the machine, make sure your lubricating equipment '

is.clean. Ttlpn wipe the machine oil holes and surrounding surfaces
clean. When cleaning solvent is used to clean the machine,
dry all of the partg thoroughly before lubricating them.

Lubrication is required at various intervals for different
parts of the class 111 machine. Twice daily you should lubricate
each of the parts with one to three drops of highly refined
mineral oil with a low pour point. Lubricate all points shown
in TO 34Y7-8-11, pages 4 through 6.

The parts not shown on the lubrication chart that should
also be lubricated twice daily are the knee lifter connecting
lever hinge screw, knee lifter lifting lever hinge screw, and
presser bar lifting bracket. Oil the bobbin winder with one
or two drops of oil once each day.

a

The waste-packed oil reservoir at the terminal end of the
motor shaft should be filled with lubricating oil monthly.
Every three months lubricate the motor rotor shaft fitting and
the transmitter bearing with bearing grease. Three to five
strokes of a grease gun will supply sufficient grease.

No particular time interval is specified for lubricating
the small green felt pad on the side of M.. bobbin case. Keep
the pad wet with lubricating oil. Whell wet, the pad will be almost
black; when the pad turns light green, it indicates that the pad
has dried out. If you are breaking in a new machine, lubricate
the felt pad each time you change the bobbin. Another lubrication
point is the thread lubricator. Whenever the thread lubricator
is to be used, fill its reservoir to within 1/8 inch of the edge
of the fill hole.

Thread Head and Bobbin

For information on threading the head and bobbin giudy
TO 34Y7-8-11, pages 9 through 12.

Regulate the Length of Stitch

For information on regulating the length of stitches read
TO 34Y7-8-11, page 14.

Adjusting Tension on Needleand Bobbin Thread

For information on adjusting the tension on the needie
and bobbin thread on the 111W sewing machine read TO 34Y7-2-1,
page 14.

Regulate Pressure on the Material

For information on how to regulate pressure on the material,
study TO 341(7-8-11, page 14.
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MAINTENANCE

The Shop Chief of a fabric shop asked the newman if he had
the "know how" to adjust the timing of a class 111 machine.
Getting an affirmative answer, he asaigned the new man to the job.
Several hours later the sUpervisor checked to see why the job
wasn't finished. He found the young airman knee deep in removed
sewing machine parts, some of which had nothing to do with the
job at hand. Being a cool-headed supervisor he Efaid, "If you
don't know how to do a job, please don't tell me you have the
'know how' to do it." The 3-level airman answered, "But chief,
I do have the 'know how', I just haven't got the 'where at'
down pat yet." If this chapter is diligently studied and you
pay attention to your instructor, you will get both the "know

how" and "where at" of sewing machine maintenance. This knowledge
is essential, as the Air Force is not manned with a sewing machine
repairman specialty. Therefore, it is up to you to perform your
own sewing machine maintenance to keep your shop prdductive. To

help you in this we will discuss general maintenance and trouble-
shooting of class 111 sewing machines in this chapter.

Timing Steps

The timing of the 111W sewin):, machine consistr af three
major steps. Each step should be oompleled in sknece.

TIMING ARROWS. It is necessary to time the aryow on the
t:ollar of the hook shaft, With the arrow on the tiding plate,
so that the fabric is not fed through the machine until the
needle is above the fabric. Directions for completing this step
are stamped on the top of the timing plate.

SETTING THE NEEDLE BAR. The needle bar must be set at
the proper length to complete proper timing procedures.
Approximately 1-7/8 inches above the bottom of the needle bar
there are two small marks. The top mark indicates the length
of the needle bar. This procedure will position the needle bar
at a proper specified length so that the lockstitch may be
tormed during operation. If the needle bar ii not marked use
a needle bar gauge of local manufacture.

Adjusting the saddle with the needle. The saddle must
be in the correct position so that precise setting of timing
step 1/3 can be accomplished correctly. Adjusting the saddle is
not required each time timing step #3 is to be accomplished.
Correct position is a must which may be changed due to vibration
loosening the screws.

ALIGNIAP; k(YIAAT HOOK WITH THE NEFDLE. The lower mark
on the needle bar travels, on its upward stroke, as the hook
point passes thy needle. The hook point should pass approximately
1/16 inch above the top of the needle eye. ln this position, the
hook will pick up the needle thread and begin to form the lockstitch.

II
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For further information concerning.the accomplishment of

theie timing steps, study TO 34Y7-8-11, pages 16 through 18.

Adjusting Feed Dog

The feed dog moves or feeds the matertal from the underside.
When it is adjusted properly, it should show a full tooth above
the throat plate when the feed dog is at its highest position.
For further information, study TO 34Y7-8-11, page 19.

Adjusting Stitch Length Indicator

Sometimes it,becomes necessary to readjust the stitch length
indicator. If you are sewing eight stitches per inch but the
indicator shows six stitches-,pet inch, an adjustment is necessary.
For further information concerning adjustment of the stitcn
length indicator, study TO 34Y7-8-11, page 20.

Adjusting the Tension Assembly and Controller Spring

This assembly is composed of two separate tension control
devices. The upper tension assembly may be adjusted to apply
tension to the needle thread; the lower thread controller
assembly has a spring which is used to remove slack from the
needle thread.

The tension assembly may be adjusted by the thumb nut
on the tension stud. The thread controller is adjusted by
setting tension on the spring and the alignment of the spring
stop.

For further information study TO 34Y7-8-ll, page 15.

Rotary Hook

If thread breakage,occurs while sewing, a possible solu-
tion to this problem could be a ,:efective rotary hook. Remove
the rotary assembly from the machine and visually examine the
rotary hook. purrs can be removed by sanding them with emery
cloth.

Troubleshooting

While extensive troubleshooting is not expected from the
three level apprentice, you should be familiar with the cure
for s.me common troubles. The troubleshooting information (table
2) will analyze some of the simple causes for common problems.

12
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Thread breakage
while sewing.

/3#

Thread controller spring may \
need adjusting.

Right twist thread in needle.

Rotary hook too close to
the needle ,causing the hook
CO cut intothe thread.

Wrong size rieedle for type
material being sewn.

Dull Needle.'

Burr on rotary hook.

Rotary hook out of time with
needle.

Improper tension on n,edle
and bobbin thread..

Thread not unwinding
properly off thread stand.

Incorrect threading.

Burr at edge of needle eye.

REMIFY

Adjuitt thread

controller spring.

Change to left
twist thread.

Adjust rotary
hook.

Install correct
size needle.

Replace Needle.

Remove burr with
emery cloth.

Time rotary hook
with needle.

Adjust tension.

Check thread
stand.

Correct threading.

Remove burr by
working thread
back and forth
through eye or
replace needle.

Skipped stitches. Rotary hook set too far away 31.
from needle.

Rotary hook slightly out of
time with needle.

Needle bar out of adjustment.

Wrong class of needle.

Move hook saddle
closer to needle.

Adjust rotary hook
by moving hook
driving gear.

Set needle bar for
proper length.

Install correct
needle.

:able 2. Troz41eshooting Chart, 211W Series Sewing machine (Cont'd).
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TROUBLE PROMBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Needle not inserted in the
needle bar as far as it will go.

Needle not in perfect alignment
with rotary hook.

t_..\Thr ad too large for needle eye.

Deflecting washer on rotary hook
bent.

Thread controller spring out of
adjustment.

Fully insert
n'eedle in needle
bar.

Aligr needle
with 3tary hook.

Change size of
needle or use
smaller thread.

_Replace deflecting
washer.

Adjust thread
controller spring.

Thread jamming
underneath the
throat plate and
around the
square projec-
tion on the
bobbin case.

Operating maqine without
material under the presser foot.

Failure to hold needle and
bobbin threads taut for the
first few stitches.

Bobbin case opening lever out
of adjustment.

Do not operate
machine without
material under
presser foot.

Hold thread taut.

Adjust bobbin
case opening
lever.

Thread jamming
under the
bobbin case.

Small pieces of thread or dirt,
lint, etc., under the bobbin
case.

Clean bobbin case.

Thread piling
up underneath
material when
beginning seam.

Failure to hold needle and
bobbin thread taut for the
firstfew-eiitches.

Hold threads taut
when beginning
seam. .

Thread jamming up
along bottom
seam.

Needle thread slipping out of
tension disks.

Check tension on
needle and bobbin
thread.

Table 2. Troubleshooting Chart, 111W &friss Sewing Maahins (Cont'd).
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PROBABLE CAUSE

Machine not
making the
regulated number
of stitches per
inch.

Feed isdicatiu disk has slipped Set feed indicat
on the am shaft. ing disk in correct

position.

Machine not
sewinikat all.

Machine completely out of time. Perform three
timing steps.

Needle threaded from wrong side.

Rotary hook set too far_pay
from needle.

Wrong class and variety needle.

Needle not inserted in needle
bar as far as it will go.

Bent or broken needle.

Safety clutch disengaged.

Thread needle
correctly.

Adjust hook
saddle.

Check needle for
correct class and
variety.

Insert needle in
needle bar fully.

Chsnieneed1e.

Press hook driving
shaft lock ratchet
plunger, turn
balance,wheel
toward operator.

Machine scwing
backwards.

Set screw on feed driving
eccentric 180 degrees out.

Install set screw
in slot on hook
driving shaft.

Material damaged
by scuffing.

Pressure on presser foot too
great.

Adjus pressure
on presser foot.

Sluggish opera-
tion of sewing
machine.

use of improper oil or
accumulation of dust or lint.

Clean machine and
oil (light weight
lubricating oil.)

Table 2. Troubleshooting Charts 122W Series Sewing Machine.



Exercise

Study the training literature and answer the following questions on a
separate piece of paper.

1. Explain the type of stttch the class 111 sewing machine
sews.

2. What parts of the machine are used to form this stitch?

3. Describe the type of feeding mechanism the 111W-152 sewing
machine uses.

4. Explain the damage that may be caused if the machine
is operated with th, lresser feet down slid no material under them.

5. List three safety precaution. to observe while operating
the 111W sewing machine.

b. The term "class" in relation to the needle, refers to
what part of the needle?

7. What part of the needle does the term "variety" refer to?

8. The class and variety of needle used in the 1I1W-152 seviog
machine is:

1
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9. Where is the stitch regulating button located on the 111W-152

&owing machine?

10. Bow often should the 111W sewing machine be oiled?

11. What type of oil is used to oil the.111W sewing machine?

12. In what position should the thread take-up lever be while
removing material from under the presser feet?

13. In what direction will the bobbin rotate when the 1I1W
machine is in,operaticn?

,14. Where 1--11 the knots form in the material when the thread
tension is properly adjusted on the 111W machine?

15. Row is the needle thread adjusted on the 111W sewing
machine?

16. How is the bobbin thread adjusted on the IllW sewing
machine?
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17. In what iirection will the long groove face when the
nmet4e is insta1le4 correctly in the 111W sewing machine?

18. When chotad the bobbin beloil..4.

19. What i the first timing step or the 111W-152 sewinkmachine?

O. What is the distinee From the upper mark on the needle
bar to the bottom of the needle bar on the 111W-152 sewing machine?

21. Row far above the throat plate will the feed dog be
when it is at its highest position?

SUMMARY

We have been involved with ths theory of the operatiov eu4
maintenance of the class 111 sewing machine. Since the clasp 111

.

sewing machine is one of the most often used machines thorough
knowledge of operation and maintenance is essential.

REFERENCE

1. TO 34Y7-8-11, inje_SewinMachinas 1.11.153 111W154,
and 111W155.

18
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Exercise 2

Identify the parts of the sewing machine head and.stand by
writing the name of each part identified by a number In the
illustrations on the ccrrespondingly numbered lines that follow

the illustrations.

19
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Figure 3 sewing machine head

1. 13.

2. 14.

3, 15.

4. 16.

17.

b. 18.

7. 19.

8. 20.

9. 21.

10. 22.

11. 23.

12.



. Figure 4. Sewing Machine Stand.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

a

1
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Exercise 3'

Operate the machine controls by following the procedures
outlined below.

1, Place your right hand on the balance wheel, azid turn it
slowly toward you. Watch the action of the feeding mechanism,
pressure foot, and feed dog. While moving the balance wheel
'orward, the needle descends. The feed dog and needle then pulls
le material back the regulated length of a stitch. Notice that

the alternating presser foot works alternately with the compound
feeding mechanism.

Figure 5. Location cer Presser Foot Lifter Lever.

2. Locate ihe hand presser foot lifting lever at the back
of the head, as in figure 5.

3. Raise and lower the presser foot and alternating presser
by lifting the lever several times.

Figure 6. Operation of knee Presser Foot Lifting Lever.

4. Operate the knee presser foot lifting lever by pushing
firmly against it with the right knee, as in figure 6.

5. Continue to operate the knee lift lever several times
until you are familiar with its action.

i3
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Yfaura . Lifting Bobbin Hat(41.

6. Open the right bed slide, and lift the bobbin latch,
as shown in figure 7.

7. Replace the bobbin with an empty bobbin and close the
latch.

8. Locate the motor switch and turn it on.

9. Lift the presser foot by usillg the hand lifting lever.

Caution: Never operate the mak-Line with the presser foot
making direct contact with Oe feed dog as this will dull
the feed dog teeth.

A

Figure 8. Operating Foct Trea41e,

10. Place your right foot on the foot tr..tadle, with your
heel applying pressure on the treadle as shown figure 8A.

11. Apply pressure gradually with the toe as shown in

figure 88.

.Caution: Keep hands away from the needle and do not
run the machine at high speed.

1 ';
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12. Stop and start the mechine several times by apOying
.'pressure with the heel and toe.

13. Turn off the motor.

'Machine Control

,Standard of performance:

The ability to control the exact length and direction of a
line of sewing must be mastered. An inexperienced operator will
cause stitches to run off the material when sewing close to an
edge, destroy the proper shape of an article, and reduce the
strength of a well-planned pattern of stitching. One stitch too
many may damage a costly piece of leather or other material. One
stitch too few may mean an improper connection it A place where
strength ts essential.

v

s,

to the action of the feeding mechanism, the sewing
machine,k has a tendency to sew in a straight line. When sewing

!

around excurved line, therefore, great care must be ercised
Swhile iding the material.

i

Whe turning a corner, the balance wheel should be turned by
hand ungl the needle has reached its, lowest point and starts
back up

tut
is not completely out of the material. The formation

of this bit will eliminate th e possibility of skipped corner
stitches.

A
Caution: Observe all safety precautions,

040

Directional Control

1. Refer to figures 12-18.

2. Lift the presser feet by raising the hand lever.

3. Raise the needle to its highest position by turning the
balancm wheel forward, (toward you).

-.111111,

Figure P. Stang Straight Limes.

4. Insert the paper or card under the.seedle and mare the
balance wheel until the needle pie,:cas the first line of the
paper neer tha edge. figure 9.

/5-)



5. 'Lower the presser foot.

h. Before turning on the motor, be 3ure your heel is

rsating on the foot pedel as showu in figure BA.

1. Thrn on the motor.

Fig4re 10. Method of Ouiding Sewing.

8. Press the foot pedal with the toe very lightly and sew
on the line to the opposite edge of the paper. Use the pressel
foot and adjacent line as a guide, figure 10.

'NOMAD TAKEUP LIMO!

Figur 71. T;:read Take-Up Lever at its Highest Position.

9. Remove the paper from the machine by raising the needle
to the highest position and lifting the presser foot with knee
lift lever or ha-d lever. When the needle is at its highest
position, the thread take-up lever, figure 11, will be a' its

highest position.

10. Repeat the same procedure on each line until five
complete sheets have been used.

St4ndard of performance:

Figure I9A illustrates poor control and good control.



CAUTION: USE A DOUBLE THICKNESS OF FABRIC UNDER THE PAGE FOR
SEWING MACHINE PRACTICE.

Figure 12.
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Figure 19. Poor and Good Control. -

H. Using the ca-d illustrated in tigure 19B, stitch each
line to the perpendicular line. Do not stitch between the length
wise lines. Figure 19B illustrates poor and good control.

12. Select the card designed for practice in making errors.

13. Raise the presser'foot with the knee lift or hand lever.

14. Insert the needle on the line am, with the needle
c.cting as a pivot, turn the paper in the desired direction.

15. Lower the presser foot and continue sewing.

Turning Corners

To turn corners, leave the needle in the paper at the exact
point where the turn is to be wade, as in figure 20. The needle
should go a little past the lowest point and start on the upward
stroke to make square corners. This is necessary to complete the
lockstitch when sewing with thread to prevent skipped stitches
at the corner.

16. Select a card designed for practice in sewing curves.

17. Sew slowly and carefully when following curved lines.

18. Repeat with other cards until control in sewing curve-
in mastered.

1 c:
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Figure 20. Making Corners.

Sewing Straight Lines

1. Cut a piece of scrap duck and fold to make a double
thickness.

2. Check for correct tension and set the machine for
eight stitches per inch.

3. Cut another piece of &Rh 6 X 12 inches and fold to
make a 6-inch square.

4. Place the upper right hand corner of the doubled
material under the presser foot so the needle is 1/2 inch from
the right edge of the material and lower the presser foot.

S. Start sewing and continue to sew, making straight
lines parallel and uniformly spaced with corners square as shown
in figure 20.

6. When the center of the square is reached, backstitch
about !/2 inch.

7. Remove material from under the presser foot and turn
the balance wheel forward until the thread takeup lever is at its
highest position. Lift the presser foot with the hand lift lever,
and remove the material from under the presser foot by pulling
it away from you.

8. Cut the needle thread (top side) 1/8 inch from the
panel, turn the panel so the bc:tom side will be up, pull the
needle thread through the material with the bobbin thread, then
cut both threads close to the panel. This is done to eliminate
ragged threads on the top side of the panel.

Locking Seam Ends

1. Cut a piece of duck h X 12 inches and double it to
make a 6-inch square.

Ott IF"
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2. Insert the needle in the folded panel 1/2 inch from

the edge at the lower right hand corner.

3. Sew to the nearest edge of the panel.

4. From the last st'.tch at th edge of the material, make
one complete lockstitch aver the edge by turning the balance wheel
by hand. Repeat the lockstitch over the edge two more ttmes. See
figure 21 and refer to "legend" under the illustration. This is
called locking or anchoring.

5. Insert the needle in the last stitch made in the
material, turn the material 1800 and sew to the opposite edge.

6. Repeat step 4 and backstitch 1/2 inch at the opposite
end of the material. Both ands of the seam are now locked.

7. Repeat the above procedure making seams 1/2 inch apart
and locking all seam ends. Make seams across both ways of the
material as shown in figure 21.

Exercise 4

Thread the head and bobbin of the class 111W sewing machine
in the following manner.

Threading the 111W Machine Head

1. Thread the machine head as shown in figure 22
through 0.

Threading the 11IW Bobbin

1. Remove the bobbin from the bobbin case by litting
the latch as shown in figure 23, and remove any thread that may
be already wound on the bobbin.

2. Place the thread through guide, A on the bobbin winder
and around the tension disc, B, figure 24.

3. Place the bobbin on the bobbin winder shaft as shown
at C, figure 24.

4. Place the thread end through the hole in the bobbin
from the inside out.

5. 1"ess latch, figure 24D, forward until the pulley F
makes contact with the driving belt F.

6. Lift the presser foot by using the hand lift lever.

7. Start the motor and hold on tlo :he end of the thread
t.

where it protrudes from the bohbin.
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Figure . Threading the 111W Machine Head.

Figure 23. Lifting Bobbin Latch.
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Figura 24. Winding the Bobbin.
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8. Step on the foot treadle and apply pressure gradually
with the toe.

9. Cuntinue running machine until bobbin is wound and then
shut off machine. When the bobhim Is NIL the winder will

10. Cut off the loose end of thread protruding from the
side of the bobbin.

11. Cut the thread at the thread guide, figure 24A, and
remove bobbin from the winder.

Figure 25. Bobbin Thraadad.

12. Place the bobbin in the case so that the thread will
unwind counterclockwise as the bobbi- operates. The thread will
unwind from the bobbin as shown in figura 25 when placed in the
case.

pe. P2Uin Cast; 7hreadfirl.

1 ;. Close the Litch, as in figure 26C.

14. Pass ..1..)out four inches of bobbin thread through the
slot in ttur ease as in figure 26A and under the tension spring.

IS, Nss the thread through the opening betwe,zn W,WN
ise opening lever. figurc 268, and the projection on the f:ase.

16. Hold the end of the needle thread in the left hand
leaving slack between the hand and the needle.

.39
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17. Turn the balance wheel forward until the eye of the

needle moves down and up again to its highest position, thus
catching the bobbin thread. Watch how the needle thread is caught
and taken around the bobbin case by the rotary hook to form the
lockstiteh.

18. Pull the need1e thread slowly through the hold in thE
feed dog and the bobbin thread will come with it. Pull the end
of the thread up through the hole in the feed dog.

19. Lay both threads under the presser foot and lower the
presser foot on them.

A. Close the bed slide.

Exercise 5

Clean and lubricate the class 111W sewing machine in the
following manner.

Cleaning

I. Clean the mlchine hee'l, oil pan, machine stand, and
motor casing.with a clean lint free cloth.

2. Clean the hard to reach parts of the machine with a
medium soft bristle brush.

Lubricating

1. Wipe oil holes and surrounding surfaces clean before
oiling.

2. Oil the moving parts indicated by arrows in figure 27
twice daily with mineral oil that has a low pour poi,Lt. Use
one to three drops of oil at each oiling point.

3. Add oil to oil well (figure 28A) as needed to lubricate
the upper hook bearing.

4. Oil the felt pad (figure 28B) on the side of the bobbin
case when needed. When the pad is light green, it needs oil. When
the pad is wet, it is nearly black. This pad lubricates the hook
race.

5. If the thread lubricator is used, fill the reservoir
to 1/8 inch below the filler hole.

Exercise 6

Regulate the length of stitch on the class 111W sewing machine
in the following manner.



BACK

LINOS a HEAD

END

Figure 27. Oiling Points on the 111 Sewing Machir.e.
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Figure 28. Hook Race and Bearing I,uhricatfon.

Regulate the Length of Stitch

1. Place your finger on the feed indicator plunger and turn
the balance wheel slowly toward you until the plunger drops. Do
not turn the wheel after the plunger has dropped.

.----

Upright Arm.

2. Keep plunger depressed alld note the number in the hole
in the upright arm as in figure 29. This number indicates the
number of stitches per inch that the machine is set to sew.

3. Chauge the number of stitches per inch by holding the
plunger down and turning the b8lance wheel forward to center the
number 10 in the hole.

4. Release the plunger button. The machine is now set to
sew 10 stitches per inch.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4, turning the wheel backward and
set the machine for six stitches per inch.

6. Reset the machine for eight stitches per inch. This is
the setting most generally used for our sewing operations.

Exercise 7

Adjust tension on needle and bobbin thread on the 'class 111W
sewing machine in the following manner.

1 7
f



Adjusting Tension on Needle and Bobbin Thread

1. Cut a strip of lightweight duck, 6 X 12 inches. Double

to make a 6inch square.

2. Place it under the presser foot.

3. Hold the needle and bobbin threads firmly behind the

presser foot with the left hand. If the thread ends are not held

when starting to sew, they will be pulled under the throat plate

and form a thread jam which will cause thread breakage.

4. Turn the balance wheel slowly forward until three

complete stitches are sewed in the duck, then release the thread

ends held by the left hand.

5. Turn on the machine and sew for a distance of two or

three inches.

6. Lift the presser foot with the hand lift lever and

examine the stitching formation on both sides of the material.

.V1V

, e

Standard of performance:

Figurt. 30 shows correct and incLrrect tens!.on adjustments

on the needly and bobbin threads. Jis the clrrect adjustment

As the lock is formed in the center of the plies of material

iliJicating that both the neecfle hread tension and the bobbin thread

tension are as they should he. B is an incorrect adjustment

as the lock is formed on the to ply indicating that the needle -

thread tension is too tight. C is an incorrect adjustment as

the lock is formed on the bottom p1y indicating that the needle

tension is too loose.

4 3
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7. Adjust the tension as necessary by slightly turning the

thumb nut on the needle thread tension disc .clockwise to increase
tension or counterclockwise to decrease the tension.

8. Sew on the 7laterial again for a few-inches and check
the stitching formation.

9. Adjust again, if necessary. If the correct tension
cannot be obtained by adjusting the tension disc, the bobbin
tension will need adjusting. This is done by tightening or
loosening, as needed, the small screw which holds the tenslon
spring on the side of the bobbin case. Have the instructor make
this adjustment at this Stage of your instruction.

Exercise 8

Regulate pressure on the material on the class II1W sewing
machine in the following manner.

Regulc.ting Pressure on the Material

The pressure applied by the presser foot should be only
heavy enough to enabl2 the feed to move the material along even4y.

1. Refer to figure 1, 0

2. Turn screw
material.

downward to increase pressure on the

3. Check the pressure by running the machine for a few
stitches.

4. Turn screw upward to decrease pressure on the material.

5. Che,k the pressure.

6. Adlust Che screw so that the material will feed evenly.

Exercise 9

Change needles on the class 111W sewing machine In the
following manner.

Changing Needles

I, Raise the needle bar to the highest position. Loosen .

the needle set screw And remove the needle

2. Check the needle for proper class, variety, and ,41ze.

3. Never use a bent needle or one that is blunted or burred.

4. insert the needle shank as far into the (-lamp is it will go;
turn the long groove of the needle so that it faces the left and is

,

directly in line with the arm of the machine. Tighten the met screw.



Exercise ,10

Time the clasi 111W sewing machine in the folloinganner.

Machine Timing Part 1 - Alignment of Arrows

I. Tilt the machine back on its hinges.

2. Turn balance wheel toward operator (in same direction

it turns when machine is sewing) until thread take-up lever

reaches its highest position.

3. Check alignment of arrows A and B in figure 32.

4. If arrows are not in line, remove connection belt from

lower pulley, figure 31.

Figure 31. Removal of Arm Shaft Connection
BeZt from Loloer Raley.

*4

, ilLignment of Arrows.
0
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N
TAKE-UP

LEVER

WHE
REPLACING

8E& T *IT

AT HIGHEST
POINTAND ARROWS

TOGETHER

A.

A. PLATE

a.

C. COLLAR

Figure 33. Arm Shaft Connection
Brlt Timining Collar and Plate.

S. Turn lower pulley by handiantil the arrow, on tIming
collar, figure 333, is in direct line with arrow, figure 33A; on
timing plate.

6. Replace connection belt by hand, figure 32. *After

replacing belt, give balance wheel a full turn and check arrows
again. Arrows sometimes slip out of line when replacing belt.

Caution: Do not pry the belt with a screwdriver; this
results in serious damage to the belt and machine.

Machine Timing Pa II, - Setting a Needle Bar

Part 2A - Setting4a Marked Needle Bar

1. Loosen screw holding needle (figure 34A) on needle bar.

2. Insert needle up into needle bar as far as it will go
with the long groove to the left. Check cleat of needle for
specific machine with which you are working.

3. Tighten screw, figure 34A.

4. Remove screw on faceplate and remove the plate.

5. Turn balance wheel so that screw (figure 35B) is at its
lowest position and, in the recess of the needle bar rocker frame.
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gure 35. Setting the Needle ear.



Ibe
b. Loosen screw and adjust the needle bar. The positiou

of the alignment marks on the needle bar is shown in figure 34,
Align the needle bar so that the upper mark is first visible at
rhe edge of the needle bar rocker frame (figure 35C). It is

imperative that the needle eye be in a parallel line with the
length of the machine. If it is not directly in alignment, the
machine will skip stitches or may not sew at all.

7. Tighten screw (figure 35C).

8. Inspect by rechecking procedures 1 through 7 to see

--Au setting of the needle bar is correct.

Part 28 7 Setting an Unmarked Needle Bar

re

SCROID

3/31

21/61

Figure :icviie Par

If the needle bar is unmarkod, obtsin a needle bar gauge as

illustrated in figure 36.

I. Remove throat plate and feed dog.

2. Turn the balance wheel toward you until the needle bar

At its lowest position.

Loosen set screw (figure 35b).

4. Use needle bar gauge, ligure 30). Adjust needle bar to

measure 1-7/8 inches from needle bar rocker frame, figure 15C, to
bottom of needle bar, figure 35A.

5. Tighten set screw, figure 358.

Caution: Be certain long groove of needle ig to the left of
the machine before tightening set screw, figure 15S.

1
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hand.

6. Check proper adjustment by turning balance wheel by

7. Replace feed dog and throat plate.

MachineTimingPart3liming the Rotary Hook

When the lower mark on the needle bar is just visible at the

end of the needle bar housing on-the upw4rd,stroke of,the needle,

the point of the rotary hook should be as close as possible to the

needle and 1/16 inch above the eye of the needle.

1. Remove the throat plate and feed dog .

A. Needle Guard Washer.
B. Rotary Hook.
C. Bobbin Case Retainer Ifook Gib.
D. Groove.

ijure 37. Rotary Book Aseembly.

2. Turn balance wheel full turn until the hook point is at

center of needle. The point of the rotary hook should run as

close to the needle (within the scarf) as possible. This prevents

the point of the hook from cutting into the thread. The needle

guard w (figure 37A) prevents the rotary hook from striking

the ne le b puslt.ing the needle point slightly out of the path of

the ho k.

machine head back on hinges.

n screws (figure 38A).

5. Move the hook saddle to the rignt about 1/8 inch by
tapping with end of screwdriver hand'e.

6. ':ighten screws (figure 38A).

49
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:Igure 3q. J:uotment clf Renal, Hook.

7. 1Jurn balance wheel by hand. Observe relattve location
of hook point with needle.

S. Loosen sLrews (figure ISA).

q. Adjust hook saddle so that :loint.of ho91, is correct
distance from needle.

10. Check correkt distance oi ary hook from ne?dle by turning

balance wheel by hand. The needle guard washer (figure 37A) should just
barely strike the side of the needle and deflect the needle enough to
allow the point of the rotary hook to pass through the scarf of the needle.
When the lower mark on the needle bar is even with the housing'on the up
stroke of the needle, the rotary !wok point should be as close as possible
to the needle and 1/16 inch above I:le needle eye.

-

7 , ,,re;

Remove lifting presser foot and bobbin case oFening lever.

Iv.,fure 39. Underneath View Showing Hook Sdddle,
:?riving Pnion, and Feed I,og Adjuotment.

1:. Remove screws A and B, figure 39, in hook driving pinirin.

13. Remove rotarylirok assembly.
k.(

Sol

4



Figure 40. Nook Saddle Component
Bobbin Case Opener Lever Link.

14. Remove bobbin case opener lever link (figure 40).

15. Center hook driving gear (figure 39E).

16. Turn balance wheel until lower mark on needle bar is
even with the housing on the up stroke of needle

17. Replace pinion gear (figure 39F). Space between screw
holes should face as nearly straight up as possible.

18. Insert rotary hook assembly in bottom of saddle assembly
and pinion gear.

19. Turn balance wheel until needle bar is at highest point.

20. Remove rotary hook assembly from bcttom of saddle. 41/4

21. Attach bobbin case opener lever link to rAary hook.

22. Insert rotary hook properly from top of machine. Be
certain that a small hole on lever link is slipped over post
(figure 41A).

23. Turn balance wheel until lower mark on needle bar become
even with housing on up stroke of needle.

24. Turn rotary hook with fingers until point becomes even
with needle.

25. Check in left screw liole of pinion gear for groove
(figure 37D) on rotary hook. If groove is not in hole, a mistake
has been made in one of the preceding timing steps.

26. Insert screw in pinion gear. Screw ufith round end
should be in ho e that is over groove.

27./Give balaLce wheel a full turn, and recheck hook point
and needle eye



Figure 4:.
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28. Loosen screws in hack of driving gear, and move gear
slightly to right if hook point is slow or slightly to left if
hOok point is fast.

29. Tighten screws.

30. Check hook point and needle.

31. Continue to adjust driving gear to left or right until
hook point is timed perfectly with needle.

32. Replace parts on machine in the foliowing order: feed

dog, throat plate, opener lever, and presser foot.

Exercise 11

Adjust the feed dog on the class 111W sewing machine in the
following manner.

Setting the Feed Dog
I cl

When feed dog is at its highest position, it should show a
full tooth above the throat plate.



1. Clean dust and lint from throat plate and feed dog.

2. Lift presser foot by hand lifting lever.

3. Tilt machine head back on hinges.

4. Turn balance wheel toward you until feed dog is at its
highest position.

5. Loosen screw (figure 39C).

6. Raise the feed dog bar (figure 39D) as high as it will ,

go.

7. Tightep screw (figure 39C).

8. Turn bdlance wheel by hand. Do not force the balance
wheel.

9. Uoosen screw (figure 39C).

10. Lower feed bar as low as it will go.

11. Tighten screw (figure 39C).

12. Turn ha!ance wheel by Kind. Foed dog will not come up
through opening in throat plate.

13. Loosen screw (figure 39C.

14. Readjust feed dog ber so that feed dog will show a full
tooth above throat plate when it is at its highest position.

i. Tighten screw (figure 39C).

Exercise 12

Adjust the stitch length indicator (feed indicating disk) on
the class 111W sewing machine in the following manner.

1. Set the machine to sew eight stitches per inch as
described in exercise 5, titled "Re.gulate the Length of Stitch."

. Sew a scrap of material for a few inches.

3. Use a rule ano count the actual numl?er of stitches per
inch being sewn. Place the first stitch at the edge of the rule
and count the atitches as shown fn figure 42. If the actual count
and the number in the hole in the machine arm are the seism, the
feed indicating'disk is properly set. If the actual count is
different, set the indicator disk.

4. To set the indicator disk, loosen the arm capscrew and
slide back the arm cap on the top of the machine head, exposing
the feed indicating disk with numbets engraved on the edge.

AF
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.gure 42. Checking Stitchee Per Inch.

LousOn the indicator disk setscrew with 1/8" wide
cabinet screwdriver until the disk will turn only when finger
pressure is applied.

6. Turn tJle indicating disk with the fingers until the
nuMber indicating the actual number of stitches now being sewn
appears in the indicator opening in the head casting.

7. Tight n the indicating disk setscrew.

Reset the machine to set eight t_itches per inch.

9. Check OIL accuracy of your :;ctting by sewing and counting
the stitches

10. If your setting is not cor-ect, repeat steps 4 through 7
and recheck.

Exerrise 13

Adjust the tension assembly and controller spring on the
class 111W sewing machine in the following manner. \

Adjusting the Tension Assembly and Controller Spring

The two separate tension devices, tensiOn assemblr and thread
controller, require separate adjustments.

The tension assembly (uppe,,, figure 43, is adjuste by turning
the thuml, nut I, on the tension Study forcing the tens'iOn spring
2, against or away from the tension,disks 3. Since thiS assembly
applies direct pressure on the needle thread, the area between the
tension disks must be kept clear of 1.1st or foreign objects as

*1. Remove the thumb nut, tenstin spring, tension release
washer,,artensiml disks.

u, Q6
2. Clear. the Anside areas of the tension disk with a soft

cloth. Remove rust with emery cloth.

Npre! nn nnr apolv oil to any of these parts.



ilDE VIEW,
TENSION ASUMAN

(UPM)

(SPRING

CLOS() VIEW)

(STUD SET
SCREW

CLOSED VIEW)

THREAD CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY
(LOWER)

',.;p4re 43. Tension.

.3. Reassemble by positioning the tension disks, tension
release washer, tension spring, and thumb nut on the tension stud.

The thread controller assembly (lower), figure 43, pulls
slock out of the'needie thread. Two adjustments on the assembly
Aro required; adjustment of spring stop position, and tension on
rhe thread controller spring. Thread the machine, sew a distance
of four inches, and complete the following.

. Adjust the position of the spring stop.

a. Loosen the thread controller spring stop screw in .

the spring stop, point, 1, figure 43.

b. Rotate the stop to remove slack in the needle
thread as the needle descends.

Tighten the screw.

55
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2. Adjust the tension on the thread controller spring.

a. Loosen the thread controller stud setscrew point 2,

figure 43.

b. Insert a screwdriver on the thread controller stud

point 3, figure 43.

c. Turn stud to the right to decrease thread con-
troller spring tension point 4, figure 43, to th ... left to apply

tension.

d. Hold the study'with fingers of left hand and

tighten the stud setscrew, point 2, figure 43, with a screwdriver.

Exercise 14

Repair the rotary hook of the class 111W sewing machine in

the follywing manner.

Repair of Rotary Hook

1. Remove r cary hook assembly as taught in exercise 9,

part .

2. Visually examine rotary hook for burrs, nicke, dull or

broken point.

3. If evidenc!: of damage is tnd, smoot. out nicks and

burrs with emery cloth.

4. If the rotary hook point is broken, replace it with a

new rotary hook.

5. Reinstall rotary hook assembly.

Exercise 15

Troubleshoot the Class 111W Sewing Machine.

Troubleshooting

1. Troubleshoot the machine for a'defect using the trouble-

shooting chart.

2. Up'on finding the defect, repair the machine as necessary.
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Life Support Branch

Chanute APS, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3A3R42753-SW-802

PATTERN DESIGN AND LAYOUT

After completing this study guide and your classroom in-
struction, symbols on drawings, explain the use of a rule and
square in layout work, and explain how to lay out a pattern for a
change in size.

INTRODUCTION

On some occasions patterns are provided in technical orders
to enable you to cut out such things as neck and wrist seals for
anti-exposure suits. However, there are many otner times that you
must fabricate that have no patterns available. When this is the
case, you must lay out your Own patterr.

INFORMATION

PATTERN TEMPLATES

Making covzra for hangar and field equipment requires a
variety of patterns. You must constrUct nany Lf the patterns you
need. When it is not possible to obtain a drawing of the cover to
be fabricated, you may use the old cover as a guide for making
your pattern or you may take direct measurements from the item to
be covered. In some cases it may be advisable or necessary to use
a blueprint or drawing of an article to obtain the measurements
you need to conarruct your pattern.

Symbols

Most blueprints and drawings consist of three basic views:
front, top, and side. If tecessary, an additional view may be
furnished. This may be either a detail or a sectional view. The
detail view enlarges a portion of the drawing, whereas the sectional
view shows a cutaway section of the object. These drawings make
construction work easier.

Various lines and symbols are used to identify parts of a
drawing and its construction. The following lines and symbols are
shown in Figure 1.

RapIecee ST3A3R41733-SW402 (undited)
OPR: 3340
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCH79/TTGU-L - 440; TTVSA



'The border line is not an actual part of the drawing but
uncloses the drawing and all notations. Object lines aro used to
make an overall outline and details of the object beincdra-m.
Hidden lines represent a feature or 4 change in contour of an
object which cannot be seen in a specific view. Center lines
designate the center of an object or may be used to locate the
center of any hole or opening to be made. Sectional lins represent
cutaway portions. Dimension lines measure or lay out diztances
from a given point, with arrows to indicate the limits of a
dimension. Seams are drawn as a series of dots or lines, with the
dot or line representing's stitch.
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Figure 1. BlueprInt Lines and Symbols.

Pattern templates may be made of heavy paper, wood, metal, or
plastic. All points of alignment for assembly of the material and
positions for the installation of hardware and accessories are
included in the pattern. Be sure your dimensions are accurate
because an error in the pattern is duplicated in each part cut
from it.

Two of the most common and useful tools used in the layout of
patvrns are the rule and square. Many equipment and upholotery
covers ss well as many parts of clothing such as pockets, waist
bands, and cuffs are recttngular.

To lay out squ4re or rectangular parts, obtain the dimensions
from a drawing or measure the item to be covered. Before you
start to lay out your pattern, be sure to add the proper seam
allowance.

r
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Mk) For instauc4 suppose you need a rectangle,of heavy material
to be used as pert,of a prJtective cover. J the finished dimensions
are to be 24 X 35 itiches, your pattern will measure 25 X 36 inches.
The inch added to both dimensions is necessary to provide the
required 1/2 inch sew, rAlowance for heavy fabric to all four
sides.

Figure 2. Square

Measure your dimensions accurately with a steel rule, steel
yardstick, or carpenters square. If you use the square to measure
a dimension, be sure to use the correct scale. If you are measuring
from the outside edge of the squere, use the scale, (A) Figure 2,
marked on the outside edge. When measuring from the inside edge,
use the scale (B), Figure 2, marked on the inside edge. Refer to
Figure 2 and note that the zero point is not in the same place on
both scales.

Lay the square on the pattern paper with one edge of the
carpenters square laying along a straight edge of the paper. Then
draw the line perpendicular to the straight edge. If the square
is not long enough to draw the full length of the line, lay a
steel yardstick or metal straight edge along the line started by
the square and extend the line the required distance. Use the
carpenters square to start your line at each corner to be sure to
maintain a 90 degree angle at each corner.

Tolerances and Size Changes

The seam or hem allowance must be added to the finished
dimensions.before a pattern template is cut out. Seam and hem
allowances vary according to the fabric used and the design of the
item. Light weight material may require a 1/4 inch seam allowance
while heavier fabric may require a 1/2 inch seam allowance. If a
hem is an EFb type, a 2 inch allowance would.be made for a 1 inch
hem as the Miterial is folded under twice. Each project presents
its own problem and all allowances should be noted before a
pattern is laid out.

0
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Some t bnical order drawings provide all of the information
necessary for different sizes. The drawings in the technical
order should not be used as templates as the information printed
on the other side of the page would be lost. Also, the paper used
in technical orders is not suitable for nse as a template.

Carefully trace the technical order drawing on pattern paper
to make your template. Be sure to mark, on the template the type
anti-exposure coverall it is used with, what it is used for, and
the required size markings. Cut out the template and place it on
the coverall as specified in the technical order. -Men you
complete the job, retain the template for future jobs fluit require
the same alteration.

Patterns requiring reduction or enlargement can easIly be
altered by the squared paper method as shown in Figure 3. The
full sized pattern is first drawn on squared paper. The points of
intersection of the pattern outline and paper lines are then
noted. These points of intersection, called plotting dots, are
then located in the same positions on a second sheet of paper
marked off in squares larger or smaller than the original, depending
on whether the pattern is to be enlarged or reduced in size. The
plotting dots are then connected by carefully drawing a line
through these points to form a,:pew pattern.

1,..4..:qaUSIOSSOUsearl.at a
OADOMO:ISOMMOISIVASMOSA
Sql1SOMOmo""wAMMOOIVO
9,111111111111111U1JSalla.1111....
isiassuar,suivvr WOO* Islieird"... ...masers Iseem-.4es5., -umtassm.

PLOTTING DOT
ONMENT MAUS

il411111111 VAIIMIPMeit.11
111111111111111111111111/11111111111111
11111.111.11Mmumoriewrill111111111111
1111111110111111114111111411M11111111111111
1111111111O111111111M1111111111111111111SII
IIIINIIIIIIIItaamema111111111151111111

111,6"'111111111111MilleallIMZ.Ir

Figure 3. Squared Paper Method.
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Exercise 1

Study the training literature and answer the following questions.

1. How is a cover constructed when there ar'e no çatterns available?

2. Wbat views are usually included in blueprints or shop drawings?

3. Why must a fabric repairman be able to reed blueprint lines
and symbols?

4. What materials may be used to construct a template?

5. What purpose does alignment marks serve on templates?

6. Should seam allowances be included on patterns?

7. Are seam allowances included in shop drawings or blueprints?



/83
8. What is the difference in a pattern and a template?

Nit

9. Patterns requiring reduction or enlargement may be accomplished
by what method?

10. How are seams designated on drawings?

SUMMARY

There may be times where it will be necessary to lay out
patterns in order to complete a project. In.this type of a
situation, you will have to knaw how to properly lay out your own
pattern.

REFERENCE

T.O. 00-25-92, General Repair of Canvas and Webbing
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Exercise 2

1. Obtain a piece of materiel suitable for construction of a
template from the instructor.

2. Fabricate a template using the dimensions in the shop drawing
shown in Figure 4.

Note: Shop drawings do not include seam allowance!

3. Write your name and class number on the project and hand it
to the instructor.

Figure 4. Shop Drawing of Wheel Cover and Dimensions.

1 t;
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Chanute AFB, Illinois 22 March 1979

FABRICATION/MAINTENANCE OF UPHOLSTERY AND SOUNDPROOFING

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will beNable
to identify the types and kinds of upholstery and their applications.

INTRODUCTION

Upholstery is the art of rebuilding, padding, and covering
surfaces. Upholstery is considered an art because it is the result
of a developed skill which reflects the characteristics'of the
individual in the finished product. While certain basic rules
must be followed, the finished craftsman develops certain techniques
which reflect his personality and interest in his work. Upholstery
is designed to perfcrm two functions. First, it must provide
comfort; and secondly, it must present a neat appearance. Both
functions must be built into all upholstery.

INFORMATION

TWO TYPES OF UPHOLSTERY

Basically, upholstery may be classified ab either rigid or
flexible. Rigid upholstery is that type which must conform directly
to its framework, such as headrest, Armrest, crash pad, etc.
Flexible upholstery may be described a* having a tendency to give
or vary in shape, such as a remov,ble seat cushion, backcushion,
life preserver cushion, etc. Rigid cpholstery is usually built
',it a solid frame made of wood or metal. Flexible upholstery
usually has no rigid rAmevork. Both types are employed on aircraft.

THREE KINDS OF UPHOLSTERY

Aircraft Upholstery

Aircraft are constructed primarily of metal and are rigid.
However, a certain amount of fabric, leather, and rubber materials
are also used in upholstery for crew and passenger comfort.

Such upholstery as soundproofing, removable seat cushions,
crash pads, headrests, and armrests are found on most training,
cargo, and tactical type aircraft. Some passenger-carrying air-
craft have upholstered seats, curtains, and even rugs. You will
find that electrical wiring, hydraulic lines, control cables, and
many other items pass over and through aircraft soundproofing.

Supersedes ST 3ABR42733 -SW -804 (undated).
OPR: 3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCHTG/TTGD-L - 440; TTVSA - 1
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Most United States Air Force traneport aircraft are lined
with soundprooftng in the crew and passeneer compartments. This
soundproofing may be either of the blanket or batt type.

BLANKET TYPE SOUNDPROOFING. Most of the soundproofing used
in aircraft consists of Fiberglas enclosed between two layers of
fabric. The Fiberglas is held in place with =Whine stitching io
a diamond pattern. This material insulates the aircraft as well
as deadens the noise of the engine. The material used for
soundproofing is selected for its sound-deadening qualities and
not for its strength. Extreme care must be used in sewing and
handling this material.

BATT TYPE SOUNDPROOFING. The C-141 cargo aircraft uses
covered glass-fiber batts in the flight station and cargo compart-
ment to soundproof and insulate the aircraft. These batts are
covered with vinyl-coated nylon in nonhydraulic areas, and with
nylon-vinyl laminate in the hydraulic areas. The covers are
heat-sealed at the edges, but they do have vents. The batts are
stitched to long covers to prevent the batts from sagging. The
covers are attached either directly to the skin of the aircraft or
to stringers. Under the floor of the C-141 aircraft, a cloth heat
baffle is hung halfway between the floor and the fuselage skin.

The soundproofing batts are attached to the aircraft with
pile tape and hook tape. The pile tape is cemented to the aircraft
akin, and the hook tape is cemented to the batt.

Vehicle Upholstery

At time .. it may be necessary to repair auto seat cushions.
Most of the damage is connected with the seat cover, although some-
times also the springs and padding are damaged. The auto is sent
to the shop for repair as a result of an inspector's report and
recommendation. When the springs and padding are damaged, the
cushion must be completely stripped down. When the padding is
cotton batting, it can be repaired by filling in, buf if the
padding is too badly damaged, it should be replaced. When the
cover is damaged, the inspector's report will indicate whether
it is to be repaired or replaced. If the cover of the cushion
may be of fabric, leather, plastic, or imitation leather,
replace it with material similar to the one removed.

Base Upholstery

You may be required, at some time in your career, to work
on base upholstery. This includes chairs, couches, cushions,
dayroom furniture, etc. Whether the job you are assigned is to
repair an office chair or a couch, each job contributes to the
efficient operation of your squadron. The chair repair saves
the time and money required for its replacement.

Since removable cushions are reversible (usable on both sides
or faces), good workmanship is essential. Every part of the cushion
will at one time or another be in view. It is constructed around a

109
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/88 spring unit and padded with a cotton batting. The size of the
cover must be held Within a definite limit and extreme care mustbe used in its fabri` tion.

The typist chair provides a good example of the rigid typeof upholstery. The b k and bottom of this chair are the basic
foundation. Such upholstery consists of only the padding andcover. Tt,e typist chair in designed so that the back receives
support from the backrest. Because 3f the difference in the
sizes and figures of individuals who may use it, the back is
adjustable. The upholstery gives support and rest. Because theback of the chair is concave, it requires special attention sothat the finished product is neat in appearance. Two ways of
attaching the seat cover are by stapling or by hand-sewing.
The former is the better but when staples are not available,
sewing is used. The laying of the padding is the most important
part of the operation. There must be sufficient padding to insure
the necessary softness but not so much that the back and seat
lose their form and look "squashed."

The ultimate goal for an upholsterer is to produce comfort
and beauty, but you can never attain your objectives if the
foundation of your work is poorly constructed. The rigid type
foundation may be a piece of plywood on which is set foam rubber
or a series of coil springs installed on either metal strips or
webbing. The tying of the springs is of great importance, and
an eight-knot tie is generally used. After the padding (cotton
batt, moss. foam rubber) is properly secured, the cover is
attached.

Proper installation of the cover will result in a neatly
finished product. Remember, appearance counts heavily in this
type of upholstery.

UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS

Materials

The materials which are most generally used in aircraft
upholstery work, are as follows:

SOFT FELT. Used for filling or padding in armrests, headrests,
etc. The felt may be cut the exact size as the armrest or head-
rest, and a covering made to fit over the felt.

FOAM RUBBER. Used for paddins in cushions, headrest, crash
pads, etc. Foam rubber may be obtained in molded cushion shapes
in various sizes, or it may be obtained in a block or flat stock
type which can be cut into the desired size and shape. Cushions
attached to kits in recent aircraft are-Of this type. They ere
usually procured from supply rather than made by the fabric shop.

POLYFOAM. This is the name given to a type of product which
is similar to foam rubber. It is made from several types of
plastic material blown into foam and solidified. Usually it is
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less resilient, which is the ability to bounce or spring back
after being pressed down, and cheaper than fomm rubber, but serves
fairly well as a substitute. It has the disadvantage of being
less resilient as it gets colder.

KAPOK. Used for padding in aircraft cushions. A very light-
weight silky-cotton fibrous material which provides an excellent
padding for cushions. Cushions filled with kapok not only provide
comfort, but may also be used as life preservers, because of the
buoyancy of the material. Cushions designed for life preservers
have yellow coverings.

RUBBERIZED HORSEHAIR. A lightweight padding material used
in cushions, headrests, armrests, etc. This material is obtainable
in flat sheet stock in varying thicknesses, and the desired sixes
and shapes may be cut from the sheet.

LEATHERS.

1.

1. Artificial Leather. Used for covering various upholstered
3rticles such as seat and back cushions, armrests, and headrests,
crash pads, etc. Artificial leather is available in many colors and
various surface finishes.

2. Horsehide. Used for the sane purpose as artificial
leather, but is mukh more durable. It has a fairly smooth finish
and omes in brown or black colors.

COTTON DUCK. This material is used in covering cushions
where appearance is not important. It is not as durable as artificial
leather or horsehide, and is much less expensive as a covering
material.

HARDWARE.

Upholstery Buttons. These buttons are installed in cushions
to prevent the padding material from shifting inside the covering.
They are installed so as to be decorative as well as useful. These
buttons are installed with a strong cord and should be drawn tight
enough to hold the padding in place, yet loose enough to maintain
the resilience or springiness of the cushion.

Tacks. Used to attach upholstery coverings over the padding
when a wooden frame is used as the base of the upholstered article.
This is a very common piece of hardware and comes in various sizes.

5
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1 CIO Durable Dot Gave Fasteners. Used to install soundproofing
panels and specially fitted coverings in certain locations in
aircraft. The sturdy part of the fastener is made in various typeswhich may be installed in metal or wood as well as in fabric.

Interlocking Fasteners. These are generally known as zippers
and are often used by the upholsterer in making removab;e coversfor cushions.

Tools and Equipment

Most of the tools and equipment uded in upholstery work
should be familiar to you. However, as a matter of review, they
are listed below with some of the new tools.

SHEARS. This is one of the most commonly used tools of the
upholsterer and fabric worker. Shears must he kept sharp and
care must be taken to not drop them as this will spring the blades
and reduce their cutting efficiency.

NEEDLES. Curved needles approximately 2-1/2 inches in length
are used in upholstery work to close out cowers on cushions. A
blind or hidden stitch is used for this purpose. Straight needles
four or six inches long are used to install upholstery buttons in
cushions. When these needles are not in use, they must be kept
in the tray part of the toolbox and preferably with the point stuck
in a cork in order to avoid accidents.

Figure 1. Stuffing Iron.

STUFFING IRON. A metal rod va-rying in length from 10 to 18
inches, figure 1. The stuffing iron is used for reaching inside
cushions to distribute the padding into the edges and corners of
the cushion.

SEWING MACHINE. The class 111 sewing machine Is the machine
hest adapted to aircraft upholstery because it may be used to sew
several thicknesses of artificial leather as well as medium and
heavy weight fabrics.

-
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Figure 2. SSa-1 Seam.

Seams

The finished assembly sometimes requires the use of beading
to dress up the seams and to give form to the piece. Positive and
accurate measurements and cutting are very important. Care should be
taken in sewing, mince a slight variation shows as a crooked seam.
The SSa-1, or plain seam, shown in figure 2, isused in upholstery by
itself or as part of a more complicated seam. iguxe 3 shows an SSf-3,
or French seam, used mostly for seats. Tod this seam, first make
a plain SSa-1, then fold the edges back away from the seam. Add two
additional rows of stitching, sewing the joined pieces to a piece of
backing material to form the SSf-3 seam. The cord welt (or beading
installation seam), shown in figure 4, is used in seat.covere. It is
made by doubling a piece of material around a cord and fastening it
vith a plain seam. The strip is then sewn between the Dwo pieces to be
joined. Mats or carpets are sewn, as shown in figures 5 and 6, by
using the 13Sf-2 and binding seams.

7
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Figure 3. SSf-3 Seam.

Figure 6. Binding Seam.

CORD

Figure 4.
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Figure 5. BSf-2 Seam.
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Exercise 1

Study the training literature and answer tt.3 following questions.

L. Define the term "upholstery."

2. List three items which are considered rigid upholstery.

3. List _three kinds of upholstery.

4. What is tne purpose of upholstery buttons?

5. Which type of padding would be best suited for a survival
kit cushion?

6. List three special tools that are used for constructing
cushions.

7. What is the purpose of beading or cord welt on a cushion
or cover?

SUMMARY

193

Upholstery is an art which takes a lot of practice, patience,
and time. To be competent in this work can be a rewarding experience
not only as a task in your shop but also as a hobby.

REFERENCE

TO 0G-25-77, Repair ot_galintriaWALI.!A2HULS;ITIALIIJALIAREIVII.

INSPECTION, REPAIR, AND FABRICATION
OF SOUNDPROOFING

Inspection

The material used for soundproofing is selected for its sound
deadeeing qualities and not for its strength. Extreme care must
he used when handling this material. When you are called to an
aircraft to inspect soundproofing, make a determination whether a
repair is justified or whether the soundproofing needs to be replaced.
Inspect for holes, tears, torn edges, loose and missing hardware7
loose stitching, and other general defects.

Repair

Some repairs on soundproofing can be accomplished while the
soundproofing is installed to the aircraft. The most common defects
are small rips and tears and missiag hardware. Small rips and tears
can be repaired by baseball stitching or a cemented patch. The
repair material will be the same as the outer layer of soundproofing
material, which is of plastic vinyl.



/(14 Fabrication

If the damage to soundproofing is too extensive for repair, a
new panel of.soundproofing has to be fabricated. Whenever it is
necessary to remove the soundproofing, have an authorized aircraft
specialist remove or loosen all plUmbing and electrit.al wiring.
Use the old piece of soundproofing as a pattern for the construclonof the new material. Extreme care must be used in sewing and handlingthis material because it tears easily. All rut edges are boundwith binding tape. A variety of seams can be used such as BSg-2,BSf-2, BSa-1, or BSc-1 seams. Seams must be at least 1/4 Inch fromthe edge and should be sewn with five stitches per inch for all
machine sewn seams.

Soundproofing is usually attached to the aircraft with durable
dot and/or lift-the-dot fasteners. When you install hardware, keepin mind that the soundproofing is easily damaged. Crimp the hard-
ware to a firm hold but do not use too much pressure, since to do
so could result in cutting through the fabric and leaving a hole.
Install the hardware 1/2 inch from the edge of the soundproofing for
the same reason. Be sure the location of the hardware is in the same
position as on the original piece of soundproofing.

INSPECTION, REPAIR, AND FABRICATION OF
VEHICLE AND BASE UPHOLSTERY

Inspection

The ultimate goals in upholstery are comfort and appearance.
When you are inspecting upholstery keep this in mind. You can never
attain your objective as an upholsterer if the foundation of your
work is poorly constructed. Check the framework for stability and
tight joints. Inspect the springs for security and broken members.
Check the tying of the springs. Be certain the knots are secure.
Then inspect the padding. The padding should not be matted, soiled,
mildewed, or deteriorated. The covering of the upholstered unit
must be inspected for rips, tears, abrasions, deterioration, and allother defects. Then make a determination whether the unit should
be repaired or whether a new cover needs to be fabricated.

Repair

When repairing a piece of base or vehicle upholstery you want
to restore it to as close to its original condition as possible.
The material should match in color and type. The repair should not
distract from the appearance of the upholstered unit.

Fabrication

When fabrication of a new cover is required, the upholstered
unit mist be stripped of the old covering and padding. Some repairs
may be required on the frameinifk and springs. The springs are
generally tied with an eight-knot. Save the old covering as a pnttern
to fabricate'your new cover. If material with a design or pattern isused, the layout must prevent splitting or separating the design or

,
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195pattern, even at the expense of Rome waste. When laying out the
patterns for this cover, alignment marks should be clearly marked on
each part to be assembled. As the cover is assembled, make sore
each alignment mark on one part is matched with the location of its.
corresponding mark on the second part used in the assembly. Always
use 1/2 inch seams throughout the project as the size of the seam Is
important when assembling the parts. If the seams should vary, tht
alignment marks will not match. On some projects, this results in
corners which will not align. If the seams vary in size, they will
not only weaken the construction, but also affect the appearance
of the project. A beading or cord welt should be used in fabricating
covers of this type present a neat appeErance.

The method of attaching a new cover will vary. Some upholstery
covers will be attached with upholstery clips (hog rings). In,some
cases, screws and washers are used, while others are attachedeby
inserting the cover ends into a channel and pressing it togetiter or
by pressing the cover down over a pointed protrusion to hold
the cover in place. Some covers are installed with tacks. As you
install the covers, tack the centers first; then work toward the
ends and leave the corners until laat. This method allows you to
make minor corrections as you proceed. A 4 ounce blue steel uphol-
stery tack is recommended. It should be noted that tacks have a very
definite holding ability because of the shape of the point. The
best way to take advantage of this peculiatity is to drive the tack
all the way in with one blow. The magnetized hammer is particularly
adapted for this purpose. In tacking around a radius, the material
ia stretched and pulled slightly in the opposite direction to that
iA which you are working to eliminate excess material. The tacks
should be placed closer together in the radius. On the straight-
away, 2 inch intervals are recommended. On a radius, they may be as
close as 1/4 inch. AU tacking should be at least 1/2 inch from the
edge.

Exercise 2

Study the tralning literature and answer the following questions.

1. Why should the edges of a soundproofing panel be bound?

2. Which seam should be used to bind the edges of soundproofing?

3. How many stitches per inch should be used for machine sewn
seams on soundproofing?

4. What type of stitch should be used for hand sewing a tear
:In soundproofing?

S. How is blanket type soundproofing attached to the aircraft?

SUMMARY

A thorough understanding of the fabrication, inspection, and
repair of upholstery is essential to the performance of your duties
In this career field.



/942 REFERENCE

TO 00-25-77, Repair of Quartermaster General

Exercise 3

Fabrication of Cushion Cover

1. Layout and cut the following materials:

PART SIZE QUANTITY

Top Panel 17" x 17"
1Bottom Panel 17" x 17"
1Gusset 70" x 4"
1Beading Cover 70" x 1-1/2" 2Beading Cord 70" long
2

4
2. Using the 70" x 1-1/2" strips of beading cover and beading

cord, make the beading.

3. Sew one piece of beading to the top panel with an SSa-1seam. The beading should be laid down a.d faced to the inside ofthe panel.

4. Sew the other piece of beading to the bottom panel inthe same manner.

OIAWT C01110

CUT TO TOON

Figure 7. Beading Installation.

5. Both beading tapes should be turned under and finished nmin step 3 of figure 7.

6. Sew the gusset to the top panel using an SSa-1 seam asdemonstrated by your instructor.

12
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Note: When laying out the patterns for this cover,
alignment marks should be clearly marked on each part
to be assembled. A. the cover is assembled, make
sure each alignment mark on one part is.matched with
the location of its corresponding mark on the second
part used in the assembly. Always use 1/2 inch foams
throughout the project as the size of the seam is
important when assembling the.parts. If the seams
should vary, the alignment marks will not match. On
some projects, this results in corners which will not
align. If the seams vary in size, they will not only
weaken the construction, but also affect the appearance
of the project.

7. Close the end of the gusset with an lSq-2 seam and finish
the attachment of the gusset with an SSa-1 seam as demonstrated by
your instructor.

8. Sew the bottom panel to the gusset in the same
beading splices and the gusset closure seam should be in
line. Leave approximately 10 inches of one side open so
rubber padding may be inserted.

197

manner. Both
a vertical
the foam

9. Insert the foam rubber padding and close the cushion with
a hidden stitch.

Exercise 4

Fabrication of Soundproofing

Seam stitching must be at least 1/4 inch from the edge of the
soundproofing. Five stitches per inch cre used for all machine sewn
seams.

1. Using a template similar in size and shape to the one shown
In figure 8, lay out and cut a section from the aircraft soundproofing
material. If templates are not available, use direct measurements to
lay out the panel.

2. Mark the soundproofing material to include all cuts and
holes as shown in figure 8.

3. Using a 1-1/4" binding tape, bind all the outside edges of
the panel with a 8Sg-2 seam. If a 1-1/4" binding tape is not avail-
able, use a 1" tape and make a BSf-2 seam. If tape of less wIdth
is ased, a BSa-1 or BSc-1 seam must be used.

4. Using a cutting punch, locate and punch the required holes
for the lift-the-dot fasteners.

5. Install the lift-the-dot fasteners.

6. Punch -he required holes for the three durable-dot fasteners
in the correct location on the panel.

7. Install the three durable-dot fasteners.
13
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Figure 8. Soundproof Panel.

8. Cut out and bind the inside edges of the 4 inch square by
using a BSg-2 seam.

9. Cut out and, bind the inner edge of the 4 inch diameter with
a BSf-2 seam. Fold under the edge of the binding tape for a distance
of 1/2 inch at the start and finish of each binding.

Exercise 5

Inspect Upholstery

Perform a thorough visual inspection on upholstery for holes,
tears, seam separations, broken or missing hardware, and general defects.

Exercise 6

Repair of Soundproofing

1. Examine the "L" shaped slit in the soundproofing at the
location shown in figure 8.

2. Repair the "L" shaped-slit by using a hand sewn baseball
stitch.

a. Use four,stitches per inch, 1/4 Inch from the tear.

b. Secure each end with an overthrow stitch with two half-
hitc-es on the under surface of the panel.
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Life Support Branch 3ABR42733-SW901
Chanute AFB, Illinois

PERSONNEL PARACHUTE REPAIR USING CLASS 31 SEWING MACHINE

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able to
u..:e a class 31 sewing machine to fabricate repairs on personnel para-
chutes.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force uses various personnel parachute assemblies, each
designed to fit the needs of a particular aircraft or series of air-
crtft. Although each assembly may look quite different at first glance,
you will find a great many similarities. Most of the canopies used for
personnel parachutes are very much alike and are repaired in the same
manner.

The parachute rigger is required to make repairs, as well as
changes or modifications, on parachutes as specified in technical orders
issued for that purpose. Usually the technical order will include a
drawing showing in detail the exact repairs or changes to be made, in
addition to printed instructions. Correct measuxement and accurate
marking of the pattern or template on the material is very important.
Standard blueprint lines and dimension symbols must be understood and
correctly interpreted for careful work.

INTORMATION

A personnel parachute may sat tears or rips during handling and
repacking procedures. It is the parachute rigger's responsibility to
know when a hole or rip in parachute assembly should be repaired.

MAJOR REPAIR

The term major repair includes replacement of canopy sections,
reinforcing tapes, lateral bands, suspension lines, harness sectional
sling straps, side and end flaps of ths pack, and canopy puckered vent.
Under no circumstances will parachute fabric salvaged from parachutes
retired from service because of age nr deterioration be used in the
repair of active parachute canopies. The date of each major repair to a
canopy will be stenciled on the bottom section of the top center gore
immediately above the data prescribed by specification.

.)

Supersedes ST 3ABR42733-SW-901 (undated). ,-
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MINOR REPAIR

c201
The term minor repair includes such operations as replacing canopies,

pack assemblies, pack opening bands, dual housing junettos blacks,
housing clamps, harness assemblies; repairs to packs; repairoof stitching;
replacement of removable hardware, back strap and ripcord pockets;
patching holes in canopy Which do rot require more than a 12 inch square
or rectangular patch; end darning holes in the canopy which do not
exceed 1/2 inch in length.

INTPAPRETING TECHNICAL ORDER SPECIFICATIONS

In repairing or replacing the parts of a fabric item, the tech-
nician must be sure that his choice of textile fabrics, cords, threads,
etc., is exactly correct and will not, in any way, lessen the service-
ability of tha assembly. Th technical order clearly defines the items
(or substitutes) you may use in repair work.

Completing machine seams in accordance with the technical order is
mIso a must. You have learned and practiced different classes and types
of machine seams. If in doubt, check the TO for seam specifications and
the way each seem should be formed. Remember, a seam affects the strength,
elasticity, elongation and appearance of e parachute.

Irawing Terms and Symbols

Tolerances in measurement are indicated by the use of a plus and
minus sign, as shown below.

10 - or +1/8". This means che measurement should be 10 inches, but
9 7/8 or 10 118" will be allowed.

9 +1/8" -O. This means a measurement of 9 inches is desired, a
maximum measurement of 9 1/8" is acceptable, anything less than 9" is
not acceptable.

BORDER LINE

OBJECT LINE

HIDDEN LINE

CENTER LINE 111.111 MM.

SECTIONAL LINES /8//////// //NM/
DIMENSION LINES

SEAMS

5"
Peate ritrrtet 00 ...0.1m.tml=ttwolognmoim

.

Figure 1. Blueprint Lines and Symbols.
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Refer to Figure 1; the lines tnd symbols shown there have the

following meanings*

BORDER LINE. The border line is not an actual part of the drawing,but is used to inclose the drawing and all notations.

OBJECT LINT. Object lines are used to make an overall outline anddetails of the object being drawn. This line is used for all featuresof the drawing een in each view.

HIDDEN LINE. Hidden lines are used to represent a feature or a
change in contour of an object which cannot be seen in a spezific view.

CENTER LINE. Center lines ars used to designate the center of an
object or may be used to locate the center of any hole or opening to be
made.

SECTIONAL LINES. Sectional lines are used to represent cutaway
portions.

DIMENSION LINES. Dimension lines are those lines used to measure
or lay out distances f:om a given point. The arrows indicate the limita
c; a dimension.

SEAMS. Seams are drawn as a series of dots or lines. Each dot or
line represents a stitch.

Other symbols used are shown in the following examples:

2" . two inches

2' two feet

Upper case CO and low case (a) letters are commonly used for
reference in drawings.

USE OF TEMPLATES AND PATTERNS

Templates and patterns are used in layout work to draw the shape or
.utline of projects or parts of projects to bs made. Alignment marks
are used to join parts or for the installation of hardware. Alignment
marks may be holes, notches, arrows or any identifying mark. Good
templates are well marked for ease in joining parts of the pattern.
Patterns are usually made of paper while templates are of a more permanent
material--wood, metal or stencil paper.

If templates are nat available, the old object may be ripped apart
and the pieces used as patterne TZ the old object is used, a seem
allowance of one-half inch is added if the old seem is torn or missing.

4
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The following r.:Ise should be observed when using templates:

Make sure the correct side is "up"

2. Be careful that the template is not moved while making
outlines.

3. Use soft pencil or thin crayon in marking; regular
sailors' chalk is bast. Blackboard chalk is too soft and makes a line
too wide for accuracy.

4. Mark lightly with tailors' chalk or marking pencil
that can be removed if the marks show on the finished product.

5. Mark carefully any alignment marks. Recheck marking
before removing the template.

6. Most templates or patterns will include seam allowances.
When seem allowances have not been made, normally an extra half-inch is
added to edges where seams will be formed. Seam allowances for folds
where grommets are placed may be as much as 2 1/2 inches or more.

7. Remember Lo be economical with materials. Place your
template so a minimum of material will be used.

8. lf fabric is to be cut on the bias, the template will be
placed diagonally on the material after determining the direction of the
warp and filling threads.

PERSONNEL PARACHUTE CANOPY PATCH

Selection of Repair Materials

Choosing the correct canopy patch material is vary important to the
overall strength of the repair. Therefore, you will us. new fabric of
the name weight and strength of the canopy material. The reason for
using like material is to insure that the patch is neither stronger nor
weaker than the original canopy. For xample: If you patched a canopy
with a lighter weight nylon than that of the original canopy, the opening
force or air pressure may rip or tear the patch.

Preparation of Patch Matotials

n order to fabricate a canopy patch, you must realize the importance
of cutting and placing the patch onto the damaged canopy properly.
consult the proper TO to find how large the patch will be and how you
fold the edges of the patch. Tha patch must be the correct size; if it
is the wrong sirs, the repair cannot be completed correctly.



Size Limitation of Personnel Canopy Patch Repairs

A rip, tear or hole which measures 1/4 inch to 9 1/4 inches may be
patched. The maximum sise of a completed patch is 12 inches in length
or width. The patch may be square or rectangular, but the warp and
filler threads of the patch must run parallel to the warp and filler
threads of material being patched. The maximum number of patches per
section is one; the maximum number of patches per gore in three (3),
with no more than ten (10) patches per canopy.

Caution: Remember that no patches will be made in
the top section of a personnel parachute canopy.

Complete instruction* for fabricating a personnel canopy patch are
given in the literature.

PILOT PARACHUTE SUBFLAFS

One of the exercises you will complete in the workbook for this
unit of instruction is a pilot parachute subflap. Four of these are
used on the automatic back-style parachute assembly. The flaps are
square in shape with one curved side at the top and bottom. These
subflaps cover the pilot parachute after it is properly positioned on
the pack. Figure 2 shows the subflaps open for placement of the pilot
parachute.

-
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Figure 2. Pilot Parachute Compartment Flaps
on the Automatic Backstyle Parachute.

REPLACEMENT OF CANOPY SECTIONS

Sub Flaps.

Sections showing evidence of weakness or damage beyond the scope of
patching will be replaced.

Complete instructions for replacing a canopy faction ars given in
the literature.



Q05
REPLACSKENT OF NUMMI= LINES

You have learned that suspension lines are continuous, running from
the connector link on one side of the canopy to the connector link on
the opposite side of the canopy.

When replacing a suspension line, ell zigzag stitching must be
removed at .connector links and at points of contact on the canopy. A
new suspension line is attached at ons connector link, drawn thxough the
canopy, and run to the connector link on the opposite side. The new
line is hand-tensioned and marked to match an adjacent suspension line,
leaving enough line free for the length of the apex. The loose end is
then attached to the opposite connector link. The siva; stitching is
resewn.

Note: When rep lacing a complete set of suspension lines,
20-pound weights will be used for stretching the new lines.

Exercise I

Write the answers to the fo: ' questions.

1. Where do you find exact specifications for repairs, changes
and modifications on parachutes?

2. Why is the class and type of machine seam so important?

3. How are tolerances in measurement indicated?

4. In what two (2) ways ars seam lines imdicated on technical
order drawings?

5. What is the symbol used on TO drawings to represent 16 fest?

6. If a pattern or template is not available, and an old para-
chute part is ripped apart to be used as a pattern, whet must be added?
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7. Row wide are seam allowances where grommets are placed.?

8. If a fabric is cut on the bias, how is the template placed?

9. Why is it important to use fabric of the same weight and
strength of the canopy when making a canopy patch?

10. What is the maximum size of a'canopy patph?

11. If a tear is 114" wide, do you patch it with a square patch?

12. What is the maximum number of patches per section? Per gore?

13. The number of patches per canopy is limited to how many?

14. Where do you never patch a canopy?

Exercise 2

To fabricate a canopy patch on a personnel parachute, proceed as
follows:

1. On an inverted personnel parachute canopy, mark a 3" square in
the center of ons section. Use a pencil, as ball-point ink will damage
nylon.

2. Trim out this area litth

5 Measure out 5/8" from the trimmed arsa (Figure 3).

2l-1



4. Draw a line and cut from the corners of the trimmed arms to

the 5/8" mark (Figure 4).

a a S a

a a 111 a

Figure 3. Step One.

.207

%INCH BESTING
STITCH, WINCH
FROM FOLDED EDGE

Figure 5. Step Three.

a -

Figure 6. Step Four.

CUTTO

a a

Figure 4. Step Two.

ens PUSH PIN

a.

tv

ma -411.

0 O 0

/
Figure 7. Step Five.
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5. Fold over section of material along 5/8" mark and push-pin to

patch board (Figure 5).

6. Mote 1/8" from folded edge uaina 1/4" basting stitches
(Figure 5). (Do not tie knot in end of basting thread).

7. Measure out 3/4" from the folded edge of canopy material.
Mark as indicated in Figure 6.

8. Cut a patch of 1.1 oz. ripstop nylon, 7" X 7", and mark 5/8"
from the cutside edge mf the patch (Figure 7). (Lay out patch with warp
and filler threads of the canopy).

9. Turn the edge of the patch under to the 5/8" mark, and match
the folded edge of patch with the 3/4" mark on the canopy. Insert push
pins.

sife

MAPIC

M1. 4E4. Mr I L..
5V MARK OF PATCH.

iC" 41N

I

; I
I

?see-.

Y4 INCH

BASTING STITCH

%INCH FROM

EDGE

Figure 8. Step Six.

10. Fold under ths other three (3) sides of the patch material,
forming neat, square corners, as indicated in Figure 8. (The eye end of
a sewing needle may be used to form corners).

Note: The folded edges of the canopy and patch will not
interlock.

11. Neste 1/8" from the folded edge of patch material (1/4" stitch).

12. Using scrap 1.1 oz. ripstop nylon, set a class 31 sewing
machine at 8 stitches per inch with correct tension.

13. Machine saw three seama:

a. 1/16" from folded edge of canopy.

b. 1/16" from folded edge of tha patch.

c. Centered between first two.
4

10
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If you have completed this project properly, the following items

will be correct:

1. The finished seas, from folded edge to folded edge, should be
3/4" wide.

2. The patch material and canopy material will be folded ard sewn
as indicated in Figure 9.

STITCH

SINCI1 YteINCH
PATCH
FABRIC i.I

CANOPY I
FABRIC

Figure 9. Check Step Folding Canopy and Patch Materials.

Exercise 3

To fabricate a pilot parachute subflap, proceed as follows:

1. Thread a class 31 sewing machine with size E nylon thread.
Set at 8 stitches per inch.

C BIAS

STRAJGHT
TKREADS

Figure 10. Layout of Material.

2. Using a template, cut one pattern of 12 ounce cotton duck.

Note: The side of the template marked "up" must be facing
up when the pattern is drawn on the material. Sides B-D
and B-E, Figure 10, should be ON THI BIAS, the straight
threads running from D to E.
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3. Cut 1 piece of 3/4" cotton binding tape 17" long.

4. Cut 1 piece of 1 3/4" nylon reinforcement tape 3 1/2" long.

5. Place the 1 314" nylon reinforcement tape on the flap so theselvage edge of the tape falls on a straight line from notch A to notch
C, Figure 10, on the side of the pattern marked "up".

6. Pin the tape in the proper position.

7. Turn the flap over so the underside is facing up, then machine
baste 1/8" from the cut edge of the cotton duck from A to B and end at
C. Figure 10.

8. Trim off excess reinforcement tape even with the edges of the

Figure 11. Binding the Flap.

To bind the pilot parachute subflap, proceed as follows:

1. With
Figure 11, and
1/16" frou the

Note:

tape.

the 17" piece of 3/4" cotton binding tape, start at A,
bind the edges of the flap with a BSa-2 seam, sewing
selvage edge of the tape.

The side marked p" must be up:when attaching the

2. Proceed counterclockwise around the flap making mitered
corners at points B, C and D, Figure 11.

3. End at the starting corner. Fold the tape under 1/4" andsecure by anchoring and backstitching.

Note: Following the correct line of stitching will place
the material on the correct side of the presser foot, making
the binding of the project asidr.

4. When making tha second raw of titches to form the Blia-L seam,
stert at corner A, Figure 11, 1/16" from the folded edge, and sew in aclockwise direction to corner D. Continue around the flap to starting
point A, ending with an anchor and backatitchina.00.-,



"OVER"

l A,/ MI La

A

"UP"

Figure 12. Position of Subflaps.

Ali

S. The completed flap (A) is shown in Figure 12. When making all
four flaps, A and C flaps aro made with the up side of tha template
facing the operator. Flaps B and D arc reversed, the pattern is turned
over for marking and sewing. If flaps B and D are not reversed, all
flaps would fit in position, A and C.

13
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Life Support Branch 3411R42733-SW-905
Chanute AFB. Illinois

OPERATION/MAINTENANCE OF CLASS 7 SEWING MACHINE

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be
able to answer a list of questiona concerning nomenclature,
operation, maintenance and sewing machine principles and operate
the machine. You will also be able to list safety precautions to
follow when using the class 7 sewing machine.

INTRODUCTION

Because the class 7 sewing machine is used primarily for the
repair of extremely heavy cloth or webbings, it is not used as
often in the parachute shop as the class 31 and 111W. However,
as with all machines used in parachute repair, knowledge of
nomenclature and operation is necessary before operating the
equipment. It is suggested that whenever you are tequired to use
the class 7 sewing machine you take a few minutes to practice
machine control before working on the actual project.

INFORMATION

NOMENCLATURE, OPERATION, AND SEWM MACHINE PRINCIPLES

The class 7 is a single needle, lock stitch sewing machine.
It is used to sew heavy canvas, webbing, and light leather materials.
The class 7 is equipped with alternating presser feet (vibrating
and lifting), drop feed, and oscillating shuttle. It will sew in
a stitch range of 2 to 8 stitches per inch. In operation, the
alternating pressers alternately press down on the material,
working in unison with a two-row feed dog, so that the material
will not slip while sewing. This machine is also equipped with
an automatic bobbin winder. The size needle is determined by the
size of thread and type of material required to complete a repair.
The technical order should be used to determine the size needle
required for each repair job.

Cleaning, Lubricating, and Servicing

Cleaning, lubricating, and servicing are preventive measures
used to maintain the sewing machine in working order. These
ft

preventive measures" are known as before, during, and after
operation services, and should be completed by the operator.

Supersedes ST 3ABR42733-SW -905 (undated).
OFR: 3340 TCHTG
DISTRIBUTION: X

3340 TCBTG/TTGU-L - 410; TTVSA 1
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BEFORE-OPERATION SERVICE. Before-operation service consists
of:

1. Inspecting the machine for damages.

2. Examining drive belt and controls.

3. Testing the machine for adjustments such as tension,
stitches per inch and pressure on material.

4. Lubricating the machine.

DURING-OPERATION SERVICE. Diwing-operation service consists
of:

I. Lubricating the machins Iiith one to three drops of light
lubricating oil during every four hours of operating time.

2. Cleaning dust, grit, or lint from bobbin assembly each
time the bobbin is replaced.

3. Adjusting the machine according to the nature of the
material being sewn.

4. Replacing dull or broken needles.

AFTER-OPERATION SERVICE. After-operation service consists of
performing the following actions before leaving the machine unattended:

1. Turning off machine.

2. Disconnecting and rolling up the extension cord.

3. Cleaning dirt lint, and oil from moving parts and the
outside of the machine.

4. Lubricating the machine according to the lubrication
charts.

S. Covering the machine to keep out dust and'moisture while
not in use.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. The model 7-33 sewing machine motor
should be greased with ball and roller bearing grease every six
months.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS TO FOLLOW WHEN USING
A CLASS 7 SEWING MACHINE

Operating a sewing machine is just like operating any item of
machinery - certain safet, rules must be followed. Before starting
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the machine motor, turn the balance wheel by hand to make sure all
parts of the machine operate freely. While plugging the machine
in, do not touch bare terminals or wires. Allow the machine motor
to warm up before sewing. The machine should never be operated
without material under the presser feet. (Uee scraps of material
for test runs.) Keep the metal or wood slides on each side of the
machine closed during operation. During operation, do not start
or stop the balance wheel with your hand.

OPERATION OF THE CLASS 7 SEWING MACHINE

You will learn how to operate the class 7 sewing machine.

REPAIRS MADE ON THE CLASS 7 SEWING MACHINE

Two common repairs you will make using a close 7 sewing
machine are to bomber deceleration parachutes with damaged or
broken suspension lines.

Damaged Suspension Line Repair

A damaged suspension line is one which has the webbing partially
torn, frayed, burned, or stained. lncse damaged portions of thiii
line have'less tensile strength than the ur7amaged lines and may'
break during opening of the parachute. You must be able to repair
damaged lines in accordance with TO specifications.

Only new 1" nylon webbing of 4,000 pound tensile strength is
suitable for this repair. Repaired lines must be of equal strength
compared to the undamaged suspension lines. The overall length of
the reinforcement repair will depend upon the length of the damaged
area. The reason for extending the repair beyond the damage is
to insure security of the stitching.

Sewing reinforcement webbing onto the damaged suspension line
requires that you carefully center the reinforcement over the
damage, making gre that there are 4" of replacement webbing on
each side of the damage. Also make sure the edges of the webbing
and reinforcement are aligned; this is necessary for security of
the machine seams.

To complete the sewing, use the class 7 sewing machine threaded
with 3-cord nylon and adjusted to sew 6 to 8 stitches per inch.
The stitch pattern of boxed diamonds that will be used will be
explained in tha worksheet aed the applicable TO. This particular
pattern is used because it affords strength to the repair. The
stitches should be snug in order to allow for some stretching
without breaking during opening shock.



Broken Suspension Line Repair

broken suspension line in one wtich has the webbing completely
separated or torn. This break may occur as the result of a burn
upon deployment, opening forces, or careless handling of the
lines. The parachute rigger must repair the deceleration parachute
so it can be put back into service.

Repair procedures for a broken suspension line are quite
similar to those used in repairing a damaged suspension line.

Select new I", 4,000 pound tensile strength nylon webbing for
the repair. Since the original suspension line is broken, you
will need to cut the repair line six inches beyond each side of
the break. The reason for cutting the repair a total of 12"
longer than the break is o the stitching can adequately hold the
repair onto the broken line.

Use the class 7 sewing machine and the same stitch pattern as
in the damaged suspension line repair to attach each side of the
break to the repair webbing. Careful centering of the splice onto
the broken line is necessary to insure a strong overall%repair.
You ohould make sure that the splice extends 6" on each side of
the break and that the repaired suspension line is of the ammo
length as the other suspension lines. If the spliced line is
shorter than the other lines, it will have more stress placed upon
it during opening and it is likely to break. If the spliced line
is longer than the rest of the lines, more stress will be placed
on the other lines during opening and could cause damage to them.

REFERENCE

TO 34Y7 -2-1

EXERCISE I

Write the answers to the following questpas.

1. The class 7 is designed to sew what types of materials?

2. Why should the operator clean and lubricate the sewing
machine?

3. How do the alternate pressers work in relation to the
two-row feed dog during the machine operation?

4. How often should the sewing machine be lubricated?

5. The size of needle required for a repair will be determined
in what manner?

5
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6. Fill in the blanks:

Model

Needle Threading Direction

Bobbin Threading Direction

Materials Used

Stitch Forming Mechanism

Maximum Number Stitches Per Inch

Needle Sizes

Feed

EXERCISE 2

List safety precautions to follow when using the class 7sewing machine.

EXERCISE 3

Cleaning and lubricating the machine should be completed
before, during, and after operation to prevent damage or rustingof machine parts. Proceed as follows:

CAUTION: The machine should be turned off. Proceed with
cleaning and lubrication after the momentum of the motor
has stopped.

1. Unthread the machine head and remove the bobbin.

2. Apply 1 to 3 drops of light lubricating oil at each
oiling point, refer to figure 1.

3. Remove excess oil or dirt frdis exterior parts of machine
head, table, and thread stand. (Cheese cloth or a similar subtitute
may be used.)

NOTE: Excess oil left on machine parts will ruin a sewing
project or the operator's clothes, since oil causes material
deterioration.
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Figure 1. Oiling Pointe on Class 7 Machines.

Figure 2. Threading th Clase-T Machine Head.

.)
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EXERCISE 4

To thread the head and bobbin, proceed as follows:

1. Thread the head.

a. Use number 5 nylon cord.

b. Turn balance wheel toward the front of the machineuntil the thread take-up lever moves up to ite highest position.

c. Pass the needle cord through the thread eyelet(figure 2A).

d. Pass the cord through the hole in the balance wheel
end of the oil cup and through the hole in the oiling stub under
the oil cap cover. (Note: Oil reservoir use will decrease the
friction on the top thread and reduce breakage when sewing thick
materials.)

e. Close the oil cap cover and let the cord pose out
of the cup through the notch in the end of the cup.

f. Pass the cord through the eyelet (figure 2c) next
to the tension disks.

g. Carry the cord over the top and between the tension
disks (figura 2D).

h. Slide the cord under and around the tension wheel
(figure 2E), through the loop of the take-up lever spring
(figure 2F) and under the wire staple (figure 2G).

i. Pass the cord from back to front through the eye of
the thread take-up lever (figure 214).

j. Carry the cord down through the thread eyelet
(figure 21), through the slot in the vibrating presser bar (figure
2J), and into the thread guide hole (figure 21t) in the needle
clamp.

k. Pass the cord through the eye of the needle (figure
21.) from left to right.

1. Pass the cord down through the hole in the lifting
presser foot (figure Z)1) and draw about 4 inches of cord below and
behind the presser foot.

2. Thread the bobbin.

a. Remove the needle cord from the needle eye.

b. Turn the balance wheel forward to bring the needlebar to its lowest position.

r)



Figurc 1. Removing the Bobbin.
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Figure 4. Winding the Bobbin.

c. Insert the small end uf the shuttle cylinder opener
in slot A, figure 3, in the spring latch between the shuttle
cylinder.

d. Press the latch away trom the cylinder.

e. Turn the cylinder outward or toward the left as far
be it will go; the bobbin should then come out.

f. Place the bobbin on the spindle of the bobbin winder
as shown in figure 4.

NOTE: The bobbin should fit up close against the shoulder and
the small pin in the shoulder should enter the slot in the
bobbin.

g. Pass the cord from the spool through the hole in the
lett side of the bobbin from the inside out.

h. Push the bobbin winder pulley up against the balance
wheel and place the bobbin winder latch in position.

i. Lift the presser foot.

j. Start the machine and hold the end of the cord tightly
uutil a few coils are wound on the side of the bobbin. Then cut off
the cord close to the hole in the side of the bobbin.

matically.
k. Continue winding the bobbin until it shuts off auto-

1. Remove the bobbin from the winder.
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Figure 5. Replacing the Bobbin.

m. Hold the bobbin between the thumb and forefinger of
the eft hand with the cord drawing off from the underside and toward
the right, as snown in figure 5.

n. Place the bobbin in the cylinder as far As It will go.

0. Draw the cord under the tension spring A into the delivery
eye B, figure 5.

P-
spring latch.

q

Push the cylinder h-k until it is locket by the

Allow about 3 inches of cord to hang free from the
shuttle so that it may he drawn up through the throat plate.

r. Rethread the needle eye with the needle cord.

s. Bring the bobbin cord up through the throat plate
hv turning the balance wheel, while holding the needle thread,
figure 6.

'
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Figure 6. Drintinst UP the Within ThresM.'
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EERCISE 5

To regulate atitches per inch and adjust tension, proceed as

follows:

I. Insert three plies of cotton harness webbing under the

presser foot.

2. Lower the presser foot, hold the needle and bobbin

threads, and begin sewing.

3. Regulate stitches per inch by the thumbscrew, figure ID.

Mvving the thumbscrew upward increases the stitches per inch;

downward decreases stitches per inch.

4. The knot uf the lock stitch should not appear on the top

or bottom of the material. If adjusting tension is required, turn

the thumb ...lit (figure 1H) inward or outward for proper tension.

Adlusting the Needle Bar

The needle bar must be adjusted so that the needle will be
correctly positioned in relation to tht shuttle point. When
properly adjusted, the point of the shuttle should be approximately
1/32 inch above the needle eye on the upward stroke. To make this
adjustment, loosen the two setscrews and move the needle bar up
or down as required. Then securely tighten the setscrews. The
setting of the needle bar may be varied slightly, depending upon
the size of the needle and the thread used.

EXERCISE 6

Adjusting the Needle Bar:

1. Loosen the two setscrews.

2. Move the needle bar up or down as required.

3. TipOten setscrews.

NOTE: ThiM Artting of the needle bar may be varied slightly
depending upon the size of the needle and the thread being
used.

When the point of the shuttle is at the center of the needle,
the top of the needle eye should be approximately 1/32 inch below
the point of the shuttle.

NOTE: Sometimes it may be necessary to reset the shuttle to
clear the needle if an extra large size needle is being
used, or it may be nucessary to make the opposite adjustment
if a smaller than ubual needle is boing usedi5
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EXERCISE 7

le e the following sewing project: Sewing Box Stitchikig

1. Cut a piece of webbing 1 314" x 18".

. Treat the end of the webbing to prevent ravelling.

NOTE: Nylon webbing must be seared by flame, soldering
iron, or hot wire; cotton webbing is dipped into a hot
mixture of beeswax and paraffin.

3. Fold the webbing in Ate center, forming a 9" length of
webbing of double thickness.

4. Mark the webbing for box stitching, as in figure 7.

5. Begin to sew at A and proceed clockwise to 8, D, C, and
back within 1/4" of A to E.

6. Sew diagonally from E to F, then to C; FC should be
within 114" of CD.

7. Sew diagonally H, then HE within 1/4" of AB, to the
place of beginning.

8. Backstitch three stitches exactly in the same needle
holes as before, and thus lock the seam.

"-1/4
EXERCISE 8

Complete the following sewing pràject: Sewing Cass Stitch

1. Cut a piece of cotton harness webbing 20" long.

2. Fold the webbing into three plies as indicated at A,
figure 8.

3. Sew the plies together, following the stitch pattern as
indicated at B, figure 8, sewing from point 1 through 8. Over-
stitch one time at points 2, 6, and 4. The completed stitch
pattern should be stitched at least 1/2".

EXERCISE 9

To repair a damaged suspension line for a bomber deceleration
parachute, proceed as follows. Refer to figure 9.

1. Thread a class 7 sewing machine with 3-cord nylon
thread, and adjust sewing machine to sew 6 to 9 stitches per
inch. Adjust the tension so that the stitches are snug.

2. Cut a piece of new, like suspension line (4000 pound
tensile strength nylon webbing) the length of the damage plus 8
inches.

14
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shortening caused by needle penetration of the class 7
sewing machine.

3. Center the splice over the damaged line.

NOTE: The splice must extend four inches beyond each
end of the damaged area on the original suspension line.

4. Hand tack in three places with size "E" nylon to secure
the repair to the old line for machine sewing.

5. Begin machine sewing 1/8" in from the outside edge and
sew the length of the reinforcement to secure it to the damaged
suspension line.

6. Approximately 1/8" from the end of the reinforcement,
turn 90 degrees and sew approximately 3/4" across the end to the
opposite side of the repair.

7. Make another 90 degree turn and sew up the other side
of the reinforcement until you are 1/8" from the end.

8. Make another 90 degree turn and sew across the end to
your original starting point.

NOTE: You should now have sewn the reinforcement to the
dapaged suspension line with a rectangular box stitch pattern.

9. From your original starting point, sew diagonally
across to the first pencil dot on the opposite side.

10. Continue sewing diagonally back and forth until you
come to either one of the corners at the opposite end of the
reinforcement

NOTE: At this point, the diagonal stitching should appear
as a large "zig-zag" pattern.

11. Stitch across the end of the reinforcement to the
opposite corner.

12. Sew diagonally acroas to the pencil dot on the opposite
side of the reinforcement.

13. Continue "zig-zagging" until you come to a corner at
the opposite end of the reinforcement.

14. From this corner, stitch across to the other corner.

owe

NOTE: The finished project's seams should appear as approximately
1" diamonds with a rectangular box stitch around them.
There must not be any thread breaks in the stitching pattern.
One continuous stitching pattern is necessary for strength
and security of the repair.

15. Remove the tackings.

?t4i5


